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ABSTRACT
Eroticized Bodies: Reconfiguring Plant, Animal and Human Life in Contemporary Latin American
Literature and Film
Dana Khromov
Román de la Campa

The subordination of the body to the mind –the former aligned nature, the latter with civilization– is at the
foundation of Latin American nation-building projects. It has also underwritten dominant cultural and
political discourse and matrices of power since the beginnings of colonization. However, a counternarrative
can be traced through the foregrounding of bodies—human and nonhuman—and their affective and
sensorial interactions in cultural production of the 20th and 21st centuries. My dissertation proposes an
alternative genealogy of literary and filmic texts that center the body as the site of dispute and questioning
of modern ontological, social and political categories and the hierarchies built upon them. Arguing for the
capacity of sexuality to deterritorialize fixed identity categories, I spotlight instances in which the
channeling of desire along unorthodox paths destabilizes the subject and disturbs the cis gendered,
subject/object, human/animal, and nature/culture dualisms at the foundation of neocolonial hierarchies of
race, gender and species. I draw on post-anthropocentric philosophies, critical theory, and literary and
cinema studies to analyze shifting presentations of human, animal and geological bodies and their
relationships, focusing specifically on the deterritorializing potentiality of the erotic as a means of
surviving, resisting and subverting the hierarchies that subtend the modern order. Foregrounding the
epistemological potentialities of human and nonhuman bodies and their relationships, I thus propose an
original corpus of works spanning from Brazil and the Southern Cone to Cuba and the circum-Caribbean
that foregrounds the erotic as a vantage point for challenging heteropatriarchal, logoanthropocentric, and
extractivist matrices of power.
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INTRODUCTION
Never has the power of intimacy and sensuality been more evident than during
the past year of pandemic, when a hug from a loved one, the stray brush of a
stranger’s elbow and even the gaze of a passerby became coveted memories. Never
has the intimate involvement of our bodies in knowing our friend, neighbor, family
and world been so clear. For months, our engagement with the outside world was
limited to walks through whatever neighborhood we happened to live in. At the time I
was working on a chapter on intimacy with life on the geological scale in Clarice
Lispector’s A paixão segundo G.H, a novel whose sensual engagement with the
nonhuman world resonated richly through my days. As I wrote, I took walks in the
park nearby, relishing the smells of earthworms eating through the earth as spring
turned to summer, of the air heavy with rain on some days, birdsongs of the American
Northeast—a world of sensual pleasures to be immersed in. Indeed, during the many
months of so-called “social distancing”—the isolation of being deprived of in-person
social interaction—for many, whatever traces of the natural world we had within our
reach formed part of our affective and sensorial communities in ways we’d never
recognized before. As physical contact became a luxury afforded to few and in small
measure, nonhuman life and matter that previously would seep into our senses
unnoticed now came to life as company that transformed with the time of day and the
shifting seasons, offering a variety of sensuous pleasures as an antidote to the
countless hours spent in front of screens. The other-than-human world of life and
matter gradually transformed from the backdrop of our busy lives to a living presence
vi

that engaged our bodies intimately and intensely. This shift in relation to the
nonhuman world—devalued in the western philosophical tradition and exploited in
late capitalism—which occurs on the site of the body, is at the core of this
dissertation: I argue that our conceptualization of our bodies and our relationship,
through them, to the world, has the potential not only to undermine the construct of a
nature as separate from culture and along with it, a series of binaries built upon it, but
to transform our relationship to the other, and the world. My dissertation takes the
erotic—the most intense sensorial and affective engagement with the other—as the
basis to argue for art’s capacity to potentiate alternative affective webs to those
circumscribed within market logic. I explore the ways in which bodies and sensuality
escape prefigured categories that serve as historical mechanisms of capture for
sexuality but also dictate society and politics.

Background
The subordination of the body to the mind –the former aligned with nature, the
latter with culture and civilization– is at the foundation of Latin American nationbuilding projects, canonized in Domingo Faustino Sarmiento’s seminal and still muchdebated Facundo: O, Civilización y Barbarie and Euclides da Cunha’s equally
polemical Os Sertões. It has also underwritten dominant cultural and political
discourse and matrices of power since the beginnings of colonization. However, a
counternarrative can be traced through the foregrounding of bodies—human and
vii

nonhuman—and their affective and sensorial interactions in cultural production of the
20th and 21st centuries. In this dissertation, I propose a genealogy of literary and filmic
texts that center the body as the site of dispute and questioning of modern ontological,
social and political categories and the hierarchies built upon them. Arguing for the
capacity of sensuality to deterritorialize fixed identity categories, I spotlight instances
in which the channeling of desire along unorthodox paths destabilizes the subject and
disturbs the cis gendered, subject/object, human/animal, and nature/culture dualisms at
the foundation of neocolonial hierarchies of race, gender and species. I draw on postanthropocentric philosophies, critical theory, and literary and cinema studies to
analyze shifting presentations of human, animal and geological bodies and their
relationships, focusing specifically on the deterritorializing potentiality of the erotic as
a means of surviving, resisting and subverting the hierarchies that subtend the modern
order. Foregrounding the epistemological potentialities of human and nonhuman
bodies and their relationships, I thus propose an original corpus of works spanning
from Brazil and the Southern Cone to Cuba and the circum-Caribbean that
foregrounds the erotic as a vantage point for challenging heteropatriarchal,
logoanthropocentric, and extractivist matrices of power.
My dissertation takes a phenomenological approach to center the body and its
senses as the basis for our entanglement in the world, countering the construct of the
Cartesian subject in a world of objects that subtends capitalism’s extractive gaze1. It

1

For Macarena Gomez-Barris, the “extractive view sees territories as commodities, rendering land as for
the taking, while also devalorizing the hidden worlds that form the nexus of human and nonhuman
multiplicity. This viewpoint, similar to the colonial gaze, facilitates the reorganization of territories,
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explores our relationship with the human other but also extends to the non-human
animal, plant and geological, arguing that sensual engagement rather than domination
offers the potential to reconfigure our relationship with each of them. At the core of
this shift in approach is a challenge to the assumption of the human as subject in a
world of objects, an approach that has garnered considerable traction in the humanities
over the last several decades, from Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s ontology of
becoming to Graham Harman’s Object-Oriented Ontology and the various
philosophical responses to it. I look to the body, and in particular its sensual
engagement with other bodies—human and non but also textual and filmic—, as the
site where the malleability of the subject/object dichotomy is revealed.
I argue that the pervasive eroticism of the works I analyze becomes the means
by which the body—through the bodies in the text, the text itself as a body, and the
reader/spectator’s body—is reframed not as passive matter encasing the subject that
separates the individual from the world but rather as intelligent matter that embeds us
sensorially within it, foregrounding the materiality of other bodies and sensuality as a
means of engaging with the other. Eroticism, in this dissertation, is then defined as a
means of engaging with the world through embodied pleasure that recognizes the
other as a body capable of enacting and eliciting sensuality. It is not limited to sex or
directed toward reproduction but a force arising from the body that undoes the selfenclosure of the individual subject and in doing so, challenges institutionalized

populations, and plant and animal life into extractible data and natural resources for material and
immaterial accumulation” (5).
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identity categories and the power structures founded upon them. Recognizing the
other not as different based on binary categories (species, gender, race, class) but as a
distinct form of intelligent matter with a particular set of sensorial qualities and
intensities. In the words of Georges Bataille, whose writing on the erotic is central to
this project, “Eroticism always entails a breaking down of established patterns, the
patterns […] of the regulated social order basic to our discontinuous mode of
existence as defined and separate individuals” (18). As Bataille explains, through
eroticism, the individual who is discontinuous with the rest of the world (enclosed in a
separate body/subjectivity) seeks continuity: “Erotic activity, by dissolving the
separate beings that participate in it, reveals their fundamental continuity, like the
waves of a stormy sea” (22). As opposed to a psychoanalytic approach to desire as a
subject seeking to reclaim a lost sense of wholeness through union with another, this
conception posits desire as removed from any object (which, Bataille points out, are
the realm of discontinuity), instead aiming at the destruction of the self to attain not
wholeness that separates subject from world, but an opening to continuity with it.
Bataille identifies the advent of work and the concomitant rise of the taboos
around sex and death as “man’s slow shaking off of his original animal nature” (41).
Situating work at the center of social organization, he writes, required the suppression of
the animal impulse toward sex and violence, which disrupts productivity. Thus arises the
sexual taboo, which turns sex into an inner experience of desire that must be suppressed
during the work day. For Bataille, then, eroticism arises when sexual impulses are
suppressed for the productive functioning of a society organized around work—when the
x

so-called natural urge toward sex and violence, which disrupt productivity, is made
taboo. In the works I analyze, however, I trace the seeping of the erotic out of the
delineated confines of leisure time and private space, and in particular, beyond its
directedness toward reproduction, and into the everyday, into the very textures of the
words and images, and the literary and cinematic style, as well as across the bodies that
populate them, thus drawing the reader/spectator in sensorially. Its deployment and
methods of/resistance to capture undergo shifts and fluctuations, of course, as, for
example, in late capitalism’s commodification of all aspects of life, including sex and
eroticism, and the resulting libidinal economy. While taking into account such historical
shifts in its functioning, my project identifies the erotic current that runs through the texts
I analyze, often in subtle and nuanced ways, effectively acting as the force of disruption
to norms and patterns of the social order, in various politico-historical junctures as
Bataille describes, thus undermining and providing alternatives to the neocolonial
capitalist order and the heteropatriarchal anthropocentric hierarchies that subtend it.
My project pairs Bataille’s characterization of eroticism with Deleuze and
Guattari’s (1987) description of desire as a process of becoming—as a diffuse, relational
force with which different bodies (human, animal, geologic, textual, etc.) engage with
one another—one which undoes the distinctions that separate them. Indeed, New
Materialist philosophers like Elizabeth Grosz, who is a central influence in this project,
are heavily indebted to Deleuze and Guattari’s ontology of becoming, which challenges
the fixity and stasis of the ontology of being upon which the subject/object hierarchy is
founded. In A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, Deleuze and Guattari
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oppose the stagnancy of subjectification, signification and identity formation, which they
associate with State power, to intensities, affects and relations, which they associate with
writing, art and nomadism—the capacity to create and improvise. They tie signifying
practices to social power and hierarchy, preferring the unpredictable dynamism of
rhizomatic structures to the dichotomies that undergird such fields as linguistics and
psychoanalysis, which they describe as having arborescent structures.
In their resistance to signification and subjectification, Deleuze and Guattari
emphasize relations rather than selfsame unities, molecular becoming rather than molar
being—an approach that undoes the cohesion of the body as the site where the subject is
formed and anchored, focusing instead on its entering always into relation with other
bodies, as a result of which the subject is always in a process of becoming. The authors
describe a becoming as a subject coming out of itself but not yet forming or entering into
relation with another subject, extending instead out of its own fixed form or definition (a
subject, signifier, or identity, for example) and into a zone of contagion with the other.
Among its most important defining characteristics is its being always-in-production, a
process that is not defined by a beginning point (a thing it started as) or end point (a thing
it becomes), but rather, the suspended dynamism that occurs between the two, like the
plateau of their title. In this conceptualization, rather than the locus of a formed subject,
the body is the site where vital force, affect and intensities come together provisionally in
its relations with other bodies. By discounting the essential fixedness of the subject and
focusing instead on the processes by which objects relate to one another—or blocks of
becoming, as Deleuze and Guattari term them—this ontology challenges the
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subject/object dichotomy that stakes the claim for the human subject at the helm of
perception and representation and indeed, the making of a single world centered on the
human experience.
In recuperating the agency of the body, my project is aligned with recent feminist
theory, particularly posthumanist feminist thought as elaborated by the likes of Elizabeth
Grosz, Kathryn Yusoff and Claire Colebrook, whose work is central to my project and I
explain in more detail later. Closely aligned with the erotic, the feminine too is
suppressed in the western tradition, which aligns it with the natural and passive world of
objects to be dominated and exploited in opposition to the active male subject who
dominates and exploits. In, Imaginarios Planetarios, Mary Louise Pratt makes explicit
the political connection between the subordination of women and that of the nonhuman
or natural world in her affirmation of the inextricability of the contemporary ecological
crisis from colonization and the institutional repression of women. Locating the
contemporary structure of exclusion of certain groups in the institutionalization of the
homogenizing concept of citizenship, with which, she points out, theory has been
implicated, Pratt invokes a theory that emerges from the heterogeneity of groups
excluded from citizenship: “Los expulsados y casi expulsados del mercado [del sistema
neoliberal] caen de su mapa, aunque en números incontables no dejan de existir y de
armar sus vidas. Estos dramas de expulsión y exclusión implican una escala de
sufrimiento humano sin antecedentes. También dan origen a saberes, sujetos y
epistemologías no adaptados al mercado y no necesariamente funcionales para el
capitalismo” (34).
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In line with Pratt’s assertion of the epistemological alternatives to be found
among those left out of the sphere of political and economic viability, in its focus on the
erotic, this dissertation is thus also invested in excavating the feminine from its
subjugation in the patriarchal tradition to open up new possibilities of knowing and
relating to others and the world. As Audre Lorde rightly points out in “Uses of the
Erotic”, the potentially fruitful force of the erotic is intimately bound up with the
feminine, and I seek in my readings ways in which art resists and undermines the
suppression of the former and the objectification of the latter.
Perhaps most relevant to the stakes of this project is the feminist philosopher Rosi
Braidotti’s description of the body as “intelligent matter,” defined by its relation to
others—“a slice of forces that have specific qualities, relations, speed and rates of
change.” Braidotti explains that Deleuze and Guattari set themselves in opposition to the
psychoanalytic structure of desire as lack, attributing it to the 19th century phase of
capitalist appropriation through binary opposition, which as Donna Haraway explains
(1985), has been replaced by the informatics of domination and boundary-free flows of
capital, thus ushering in a different notion of desire. Deleuze and Guattari, Braidotti
writes,
want to think and act within the boundaries of the here and now and try both to
reflect the new historical conditions and to subvert them by disengaging desire
from capitalist accumulation. Resting on Nietzsche and Spinoza, Deleuze
proclaims a notion of desire that no longer rests on the dualistically split subject
of modernity, but rather on the intensive entity that is activated by eternal returns,
constant becomings and flows of transformations in response to external
promptings, that is to say sets of encounters with multiple others. (58)
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In line with them, she suggests alternative patterns of desire that take root from
the virtual feminine—an erotic imaginary that defines desire as “a material and socially
enacted arrangement of conditions that allow for the actualization (that is, the immanent
realization) of the affirmative mode of becoming” and reframes it as active, “[o]utwarddirected and forward-looking, not indexed upon the past of a memory dominated by
phallocentric self-referentiality” (57). It is this sort of desire that potentiates
transformative encounters that my project traces.

Body/Matter
As I argue in this project with its emphasis on sensuality and the erotic, rethinking the
place and relationship of humans in the physical world we are entangled in must begin
with a recuperation of the body as “intelligent matter”, to use Braidotti’s words, and of its
affective and epistemological potentiality. Based on the conviction that a renewed focus
on the body and its senses and affects as a means of engaging has the potential to shift
our relationship to human (racial, gender, class) and more than human others, I argue that
by engaging with the other through corporeal intimacy, sensuality and eroticism offers a
fruitful alternative to capitalism’s imperative to see everything other than the subject as a
resource to be dominated and exploited. My project thus takes the New Materialist
reconceptualization of the body not as an object that is passively inscribed with cultural
or social meaning but as matter that has its own affective and sensorial agency and is thus
capable of generating its own meaning in concert with the socio-cultural context it is
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inscribed within. This attention to matter as constitutive of being in and knowing the
world draws attention to what binds humans to other forms of matter, across supposed
ontological difference—to the animal, most obviously, but also to plant and geological.
Among the New Materialist philosophers of the last several decades, Elizabeth Grosz’s
writing on the body in this regard has been most central to this project. The recuperation
of the body from its subordination in the western philosophical tradition is at the core of
her 1994 book, Volatile Bodies: Toward a Corporeal Feminism. In it, she challenges
western philosophy’s foundation on somatophobia—its relegation of the body to the
status of object upon which the separate subject or consciousness reflects. “Pervasive
views of the body as an object or instrument, including feminist theory, participate in the
social devaluing of the body that goes hand in hand with female oppression” (10). Grosz
counters Cartesian dualism’s elevation of the consciousness above the physical body and
world of matter with Baruch Spinoza’s argument that there is a single, infinite and
nondivisible substance of which individual entities (human or otherwise) are provisional
determinations. Body and mind, for example, are two such attributes, and thus cannot be
separated as categorically distinct from one another but are rather different aspects of the
same substance. Where Grosz diverges from Spinoza, however, is his assumption of a
unitary body (and thus, subject), pointing out that human bodies have irreducible
neurophysiological and psychological dimensions whose relations remain unknown and
that “human bodies have the wonderful ability, while striving for integration and
cohesion, organic and psychic wholeness, to also provide for and indeed produce
fragmentations, fracturing dislocations that orient bodies and body parts toward other
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bodies and body parts” (13). Bodies are then constantly in the process of becoming what
they are, or forming their identities, based on the particular sociocultural matrices they
find themselves in and the bodies they interact with.
As indicated by her title, Grosz—and New Materialism more broadly—
foreground the materiality of the body toward a feminist critique of the patriarchal,
cartesian tradition that separates matter from life and nature from culture, aligning the
body with the feminine and the mind with the masculine. She offers a conception of the
body that sees it not as the site of fixed identity but “the body as the threshold or
borderline concept that hovers perilously and undecideably at the pivotal point of binary
pairs,” paired with “notions which see human materiality in continuity with organic and
inorganic matter but also at odds with other forms of matter, which see animate
materiality and the materiality of language in interaction, which makes possible a
materialism beyond physicalism” (22-3).

Life/Matter
This conceptualization of the body as folding psychic, social and physical together as
well as collapsing the interior/exterior dichotomy that separates subject from world
requires a rethinking of the relationship between life and matter, which Grosz addresses
in her 2011 book, Becoming Undone, basing her argument on the question of how to
conceptualize life without privileging the human as its pinnacle. She grounds her study
on the theories of the French philosophers Bergson, Deleuze and Gilbert Simondon, all of
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whom point toward life as an excess within matter that impels it to reproduce itself and
differentiate, providing that the force which drives the proliferation of life is not some
external force as vitalism would have it but a virtuality that all matter contains as
memory. She reframes the relationship between matter and life where, instead of matter
being passive, immobile, and inherently separate from life, which animates it, she draws
on Bergson’s theorization of matter as carrying within it “duration, flux, nonidentity,
becoming” (32). Life and matter, then, are not opposites, as science would have it, but
rather, “Life is matter extended into the virtual; matter is life compressed into dormancy”
(32).
This subversion of the distinction between and separation of life from matter
frames bodies (matter) as already alive, intelligent, and thus challenges the hierarchy that
elevates biological life over inorganic matter. Grosz goes on to explain that, where both
Darwin and Bergson see vital difference as the proliferating force for all forms of life—
what life shares in spite of its divergences—but “If Darwin demonstrates man’s
immersion in and emergence from animal (and ultimately plant) life (or even life before
plants and animals separated), it is Bergson, and through him Deleuze, who demonstrates
man’s immersion in and emergence from the inhuman, the inorganic, or the
nonliving”(27). Bergson’s idea postulates the continuity of matter through the entire
spectrum of molecular evolution—the fact that despite radical differences, all living and
nonliving forms are born of matter and are thus related to one another with different
gradations of change, leading not only to the fundamental New Materialist assumption
that humans differ from animals in degree, not kind, but also placing both within a
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continuous evolution of matter from the inorganic to the organic, rather than
distinguishing dynamic life as essentially different from passive matter. Drawing all
forms of life and nonlife into a continuum of matter that tends toward individuation as an
expression of difference provides the basis for my project’s assertion of the capacity of
literature and film to make the human embeddedness in this continuum viscerally
palpable. Grosz’s assertion of the fundamental continuity between organic and inorganic
matter provides the basis for the instances I trace of intimacy of the human with animal,
plant and geological life that challenges the categorization of life into those distinct
categories by drawing attention to the material continuity the draws them together.

Animal
In challenging the categorical distinction between human and animal, I follow
Grosz (2011) in looking to the theoretical groundwork laid down by philosophers
Derrida and Deleuze and Guattari, as well as subsequently Donna Haraway, each of
whom interrogate the stability of the distinction between the two and its political
deployment by questioning the delineations of the category of human. Both Derrida
(1997) and Agamben (2002) write about the invention of the term animal to
distinguish the human through negativity, drawing attention to the slipperiness of the
boundary and the aporia at its center. Agamben places the idea that language
distinguishes the human as evolutionarily superior to the animal at the center of this
aporia, bringing up the question of whether the “human” emerges because of the
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development of language or whether language develops as a result of some special
capacity that distinguishes humans from animals. He writes that language as a
distinguishing feature between animal and human has nothing to do with anatomy or
physiology and thus is “not a natural given already inherent in the psychophysical
structure of man; it is, rather, a historical production which, as such, can be properly
assigned neither to man nor to animal” (36). This leads to the unanswerable question
of why man alone, and not animal, created language, if man originates from animal
and the emergence of language cannot be explained by an anatomical or psychical
structure unique to man. How can we identify that “prelinguistic stage of humanity” as
human if it does not yet have language, the defining characteristic of humans. This
leads Agamben to what he describes as a zone of indistinction between outside and
inside of the “human”, where: “the articulation between human and animal, man and
non-human, speaking being and living being, must take place. Like every space of
exception, this zone is, in truth, perfectly empty, and the truly human being who
should occur there is only the place of a ceaselessly updated decision in which the
caesurae and their rearticulation are always dislocated and displaced anew. What
would thus be obtained, however, is neither an animal life nor a human life, but only a
life that is separated and excluded from itself—only a bare life” (38). Agamben uses
this concept of bare life in later writings to address those lives that are considered
politically null, but it also marks the ground zero for indistinction between human and
inhuman to challenge the hierarchy that places the human subject at the top. Where
Agamben challenges the idea of language as separating the human from the animal,
Derrida sets to work deconstructing the idea of self-awareness as the distinguishing
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characteristic in “The Animal that therefore I am,” also pointing out that the term
groups the human into one category and every other animal into just one other.4
These contemporary philosophers’ interrogation of the human/animal dichotomy
entered into dialogue with Latin American Cultural Studies in the early 2000s, as, for
example, in “Bio/Zoe”, a 2013 issue of e-misférica, edited by Gabriel Giorgi, Fermín
Rodriguez and Álvaro Fernández Bravo. Featuring an interview with one of Animal
Studies and Posthumanism’s central contemporary philosophers, Carey Wolf, along with
texts by Julieta Yelin, María Esther Maciel, Raúl Antelo, among others, as well as
aesthetic interventions by the likes of Marín Kohan and Sergio Chejfec, the issue
examines how the ambiguous and shifting boundary between human and animal has been
and continues to be deployed as the foundation of biopolitics. Julieta Yelin traces this line
of thought to a high point after the second world war, identifying writers such as Antonio
Di Benedetto, Juan José Arreola and Clarice Lispector as central to the registering in
Latin American literature of the ideological crisis that followed the second world war.
Yelin’s intervention takes Franz Kafka’s fictional works as the basis for her claim that
literature is capable of generating new ideas beyond the philosophical, a claim that is
fundamental to my project’s investment in the capacity of literature and film to potentiate
non-anthropocentric ways of being and thinking in the world. Not coincidentally, Franz
Kafka appears as a reference in two of my chapters here: Virgilio Piñera, whose poem La
isla en peso, I analyze in Chapter One, takes the writer in his essay “El Secreto de Kafka”
as the exemplar of literature’s capacity for invention; Clarice Lispector’s A paixão
segundo G.H., whose spotlighting of a cockroach as catalyst for existential crisis seems
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undoubtedly a nod to Kafka’s The Metamorphosis. In the age of biopolitics, where the
body is what makes a subject socially intelligible, it is also the site where, as Gabriel
Giorgi writes in Formas Comunes,
…la cultura trabaja epistemologías, saberes, sensibilidades alternativas a partir del
animal: justamente porque desde ese umbral es posible imaginar otros modos de
relación con el cuerpo y entre cuerpos, y otras políticas de lo viviente que no
repongan esa matriz inmunitaria y sistemáticamente violenta del individuo
(neo)liberal, capitalista, propietario, su cuerpo privatizado y conyugalizado,
constituido en el principio de inteligibilidad de la vida humana, la norma de lo
humano (41).
In other words, just as the body is the means by which we are inscribed into a political
order that requires normativity and intelligibility to govern, it can also function as a site
for the rethinking of how we separate “life” into different categories (species, race,
gender, etc.)--and the realization that these categories are constructed and thus mutable,
opening the possibility of the shifting of boundaries as affinities between bodies shift.

Plant
The humanities broadly, and Latin American cultural studies in particular, have also
extended the questioning of how different forms of life are distinguished from one
another by turning toward plant life. In The Life of Plants: A Metaphysics of Mixture, for
example, biologist and philosopher Emanuele Coccia takes plant life as a paradigm for
what he terms a “metaphysics of mixture”—or the recognition of all forms of life as
intimately interconnected through breath, which relies on oxygen, made available to life
on Earth through the photosynthesis performed by plants. In this way, Coccia argues,
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“Plant life is life as complete exposure, in absolute continuity and total communion with
the environment” (5). In their complete immersion in the continuity of body and
environment, Coccia describes plants as collapsing being with doing, so that they do not
have to perceive or act on a world that is separate from them but rather, just by being in
the world (photosynthesis, or breathing), they form a material part of that world and
transform it. Though perhaps not as immediately and obviously, he argues that all beings
are likewise always already part of and create/transform the world by their material
embeddedness within it. Plants thus demonstrate the immersion of life in the continuum
of matter that constitutes the world in the most literal way.
Most conceptually central to my project is Juan Duchesne Winter’s distinction
between Western plant thinking (which it seems like Michael Marder falls into mostly)
and Amerindian plant thinking, which he elaborates in Plant Theory and Amazonian
Metaphysics. The difference between the two is primarily that the former takes a
subject/object approach that reduces plant communication, for example, to information
quantifiable and representable through scientific discourse--an anthropocentric approach
that, as Duchesne describes it, presumes that plants do not have human faculties like
intelligence, perception, etc. Amerindian plant thinking, on the other hand, takes an
anthropomorphic approach which attributes personhood to plants, including them among
other nonhuman beings that have the faculties that humans do. He likens the Western
approach to eavesdropping, in which a person intercepts information not intended for
them, creating a unidirectional subject/object relationship in which the language of the
speaking subject is not taken into account. Duchesne Winter argues then for a recognition
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of the plant as a body whose physiological and biological specificities requires a specific,
non-anthropocentric engagement.
In the field of plant studies as it relates to literature, I have found particularly
valuable Patricia Vieira’s concept of phytographia, or plant writing, which she defines as
“the imbrication of plants and animals in literature.” She explains:
“Zoophytographic writing springs from the belief that literature can propitiate an
encounter with the lives of non-humans that does not necessarily entail subsuming
them onto our own parameters. An encounter that does not involve conquest but
operates through a give and take, transforming each party in the process and
resulting in a novel literary language” (72).
While this is particularly relevant to my analysis of Clarice Lispector’s A paixão
segundo G.H. in Chapter Two, the idea of art’s capacity to decenter the human
subjectivity and to enact nonhuman agency and sensuality is a common thread across
all three chapters.

Geological
The most subjectively difficult but on the other hand potentially most philosophically
fruitful matrix from which to challenge anthropocentrism is a revalution the agency of
the geologic, which has been steadily gaining traction as grounds for posthumanist
feminism in the last decade. As historian Dipesh Chakrabarty and Geographer
Kathryn Yusoff have both pointed out, deep time is difficult for humans to grasp, and
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disorienting, functioning as both an obstacle to our ability to conceive of life on an
inhuman timescale and the necessary catalyst for it. Despite Amitav Ghosh’s claims to
the contrary, however, literature and film, have offered such perspectives long before
it entered into theoretical discourse under the tag “posthumanism,” or within the
framing of the Anthropocene, an argument that subtends my close readings. Mary
Thomas and Kathryn Yusoff’s (2017) reframing the field of Geology as one that is
necessarily feminist and Elizabeth Grosz’s theorization of inhuman force and
geopower have been instrumental to my readings in this regard.
In pointing out our embeddedness in geologic time, Kathryn Yusoff points out
the geological constitution of subjectivity, which situates the human not outside of or
separate from but intimately entwined with—indeed constituted, preceded, and
succeeded by—the geological. Her attention to the ways in which aesthetics illustrate
the constitution of the subject by corporeal encounters with other bodies are
particularly relevant to my project, since it is in the intimacy between the human and
the inhuman that I base my argument. An awareness of our geological constitution—
our embeddedness in a material trajectory that arises from and continues to be
constituted by the geologic—faces us with the reality that life extends far beyond the
limited confines of human and even animal. In Yusoff’s words, “Thinking of
ourselves as embedded in geologic temporalities (rather than just as authors of them)
has the potential to release some of the narrative trajectories beyond the narrow
confines of ‘our’ humanism and historicity into inhuman beginnings, and beyond
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biological materialism into thinking better with different geologic materialisms”
(785).
Grosz’s theorization of geopower encourages a conceptualization of life as
framed by the inhuman forces that constitute and exceed it: “To see life as coming
from the earth and its forces—gravitational, magnetic, electrical and so on—is perhaps
the most powerful and direct way to destabilize our concepts of identity and agency. If
the earth is riven by agents, acts and events—if it is not inert and passive—then life
cannot be understood to master itself; life must look outside itself to attain the
possibility of continuing itself and knowing itself” (132).
The plant and animal turns alike have drawn influence from Amerindian
cosmologies, which, though they are not explicitly addressed in my analyses, are
consistently gestured toward in recognition of the continued Indigenous influence in
Latin American culture and the dispossession of their land, cultures and ways of life
by extractivist capitalism. Indeed, though my analyses do not engage directly with
indigenous cosmovisions, their roots in shifting notions of subject/object relations, and
human and nonhuman agency and subjectivity, reveal the ways in which literature
gives form to latent ideas. A more direct engagement with indigenous studies is
outside of the scope of this dissertation but a direction the project will undoubtedly
head is in the future, since, as mentioned earlier, posthumanist thought owes to
indigenous cosmologies that preceded it cannot be ignored.
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Methodology and Stakes
This dissertation combines speculative theoretical reflection with close reading
to analyze works singled out for their complex engagement with bodies and
sensations, taking departure from the assertion that filmic and literary languages offer
a way of perceiving other bodies not as objects but as sensual subject-objects that we
not only perceive but that have the capacity to affect us as well. I analyze literary and
filmic texts that privilege the poetic function of language and the materiality of the
image over the symbolic or psychological to consider how the sensuality they evoke
traverses bodies across the ontological spectrum, from human to animal to plant and
geological, challenging and reconfiguring these categories. In this way, the erotic not
only deconstructs the ontological and epistemological assumptions that subtend
Western humanism but also challenge biopolitical categories built upon analogous
dualisms that align women, indigenous and Afrodescendent people with nature, as
objects to be exploited and extracted, in opposition to the white male subject who
dominates and exploits. Drawing together film and literary studies, I thus engage and
respond to the humanities-wide turn in the last quarter-century toward the posthuman,
a shift founded on a decentering of the subject and a concomitant reconsideration of
how the human is distinguished from plant and animal life, and how it is situated vis à
vis inhuman forces from the geological to the technological. In the face of accelerating
social and ecological destruction wrought by globalized capitalism, I argue for Latin
America as a privileged site from which to think the posthuman, taking into account
not only Indigenous and other nonanthropocentric cosmovisions as alternatives,
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supplements or caveats to humanist discourse and their institutional reception, but also
how nature as a construct separate from culture loses coherence in spaces where
modernization’s reach has been delayed, fragmented or partial. I thus highlight the
uneven impact extractive practices such as mining, deforestation and monoculture
have on extractive zones and the communities that populate them, particularly women
and African and Indigenous people, and nonhumans. In this way, my project centers
Latin American Cultural Studies in the Environmental Humanities—a field thus-far
dominated by Anglo cultural studies—as a fundamental vantage point from which to
understand the impacts of late capitalism on the Global South more broadly.
Additionally, my work brings a renewed conceptualization of bodies and the
erotic to bear on the material and affective turn in literary and film studies. Where
previous scholarship conceptualizes the erotic as limited to the human and circumscribed
within the sexual, I reframe it as a salient mode of engagement between spectator/reader
and textual or filmic body through which cinematic and poetic languages evoke the
senses and affects as a means of generating affective webs across and in excess of
national, racial, gender, or species categories. In this way, my conceptualization of the
erotic positions it as a deterritorializing force capable of moving the humanities beyond
the stifling trappings of essentializing identity categories. My corpus proposes an
alternative genealogy of Latin American art that takes its departure from an attention to
and deployment of sensuality and the erotic that undermines imposed categories of
identity and meaning which take difference as a basis for subordination and hierarchies
rather than pleasure.
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Underlying my emphasis on recuperating bodies and sensuality to propose the
erotic as a means of being in and knowing the world is a critique of what Marx called a
metabolic rift between humans and the earth that arises from the capitalism’s imperative
to see anything other than the self (the white male subject) as a means of profit through
domination, exploitation or extraction, ignoring the interdependence at the foundation of
the survival of any and all life. John Bellamy Foster and Brett Clark describe this
metabolic rift theory as connecting the capitalist expropriation of land by exhausting the
soil through agricultural use without restoring the nutrients that are extracted with
expropriation of human bodies. In their words, “The expropriation of nature … had its
counterpart, in Marx’s analysis, in the expropriation of human bodily existence. The
robbery and the rift in nature’s metabolism was also a robbery and a rift in the human
metabolism” (n.p.). They go on to explain:
Human beings in Marx’s conception are ‘corporeal’ beings, constituting a
‘specific part of nature’—the ‘self-mediating beings’ of nature. With the
development of class society, this crucial self-mediating characteristic that
distinguishes the species-being, takes an alienated form. The expropriation of
nature on behalf of the capitalist class becomes the basis for the further
expropriation and exploitation of humanity and nature, in a vicious circle, leading
ultimately to a rupture in the metabolism of nature and society, including
corporeal existence. (n.p.)
The texts I analyze play with the capacity of linguistic and cinematic arts to shift our
view of people and things from the pornographic—in Lorde’s2 formulation—or
objectifying, to the erotic. In this way, they reveal in different historical moments the
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In her essay “Uses of the Erotic,” Lorde distinguishes the erotic, which takes sensual pleasure in the other
from the pornographic, which objectifies.
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capacity of the erotic to challenge and undermine the reduction of human and nonhuman
bodies to capitalizable resources.

The Material Turn in Literary Studies
My project’s turn toward the erotic takes its analytical methodology in the recent turns in
literary and film studies toward the material, which has accompanied the ontological turn
in anthropology and the advent of ecocriticism. I rely on careful close readings of both
literary texts and films, paying special attention to their sensorial and affective impact on
our bodies and, through it, their capacity to reconfigure our relationship with the other—
human and non. Following Deleuze and Guattari’s privileging of becoming over being,
affect and intensity over subject and signification, my approach to literature will
incorporate Julia Kristeva’s (1980) focus on the poetic function of language (the play of
the slippage between sign and referent, multiplicity of meanings and the excess of
signification). If, as Jacques Lacan theorized, language is a structure through which the
psyche is formed, Kristeva posits that it is also a structure that can be deconstructed or
transcended in order to break from prefigured ways of thinking and knowing. Following
Kristeva, my reading of poems and novels will be grounded in the idea of poetic language
as the dissolution of pre-established codes inscribed into the structure of language,
suggesting that if our relationship with language is one that challenges the signifying
laws of words and syntax, language can also be a means through which structures of
domination can be challenged. This approach is rooted in poetry’s uptake of the
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contingency of the signifier—its recognition that meaning slips under the sign and its
consequent unfixing of prefigured meanings from contingent signs. Following this line, if
the sign’s meaning is mutable, so are conceptual matrices that are formed from prefigured
combinations of these signs.
With the contention that it is in the materiality of language and its capacity to
evoke the senses that the contingency and multiplicity of the sign is activated, I turn to
Octavio Paz (1972), who, in El arco y la lira, describes the poem’s capacity to transform
words into synesthetic images that transcend their historically fixed meanings:
La poesía convierte la piedra, el color, la palabra y el sonido en imagines […] El
ser imágenes lleva a las palabras, sin dejar de ser ellas mismas, a trascender el
lengaje, en tanto que sistema dado de significaciones históricas. El poema, sin
dejar de ser palabra e historia, trasciende la historia. (22-23)
According to Paz, it is by invoking the sensorial, thus, that the poem takes language
beyond its signifying function, setting it free from its anchoring in history and creating
within it a space for ontological reconceptualization. Indeed, Paz writes, “El hombre es
hombre gracias al lenguaje, gracias a la metáfora original que lo hizo ser otro y lo separó
del mundo natural. El hombre es un ser que se ha creado a sí mismo al crear un lenguaje”
(34). In other words, Paz highlights the metaphorical essence of language to point out that
the separation of man from nature is not organic but constructed and, if language makes
possible the coming into being of the so-called “human” as a distinctive ontological
category, it can also undo and redraw the delineations of that category.
To this end, it is useful to turn to Francine Masiello’s (2013) privileging of the
visceral effect poetic language has on the reader’s body as a pre-cognitive form of
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apprehension. Rather than the conceptual, Masiello emphasizes the material quality of
words in friction with each other and the silences between them as the source of poetry’s
capacity to conjure an object for the reader and then violently remove it—to construct a
sensory world through language and subsequently dissolve it, leaving a physical void that
the word fills to potentiate shared experience through language: “A partir del cuerpo
como base de la experiencia con formas materiales, que tiende a conquistar, a través de la
voz, lo que está mucho más allá de la cognición: la sensibilidad y la intuición” (17).
Indeed, Masiello draws on Kristeva’s description of words gesturing beyond their
semiotic function—“los sonidos que eluden la posibilidad de ser capturados por el
entendimiento habitual, aquellos que preceden a la figuración y a la forma”—an excess of
meaning beyond the form of the sign that parallels New Materialism’s theorizing of life
as vital force folded into and straining beyond matter. Following this line, I read poetic
language as the site of enunciation where, through the material encounter between textual
body and human body, the tension between subject, body and world is enacted and taken
to its limits. As Francine Masiello explains, “La voz se encarna materialmente y conecta
el ‘yo’ poético con la comunidad de lectores a nivel más básico de la anunciación,” so
that the literary text is itself a body that functions as the interface between individual,
collectivity and world (38).
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Haptic and Aural Film Theories
In looking at a focus on the body in cinema over the last several decades, I have
found particularly useful the work of Laura U. Marks, who spearheaded the area of haptic
film criticism, which posits an embodied viewer who is attuned to/affected by the
materiality of the film beyond the visual, challenging the assumption of the subject/object
division between film and spectator by seeing the film as capable of acting on the viewer
through non-audiovisual senses. Marks’s work is preceded by Vivian Sobchack in her
1992 book, The Address of the Eye, who revises earlier theories that see films as objects
and viewers as subjects, arguing instead that films the capacity to act on, and affect,
spectators sensorially. Drawing on Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s theorization of the
reversibility of perception and expression, in his idea of language as embodied (grounded
in the sensorial world, rather than a private experience), Sobchack points out the
“physically concrete ‘reversibility’ of perception and expression that constitutes both the
moving picture and our experience of it.” Taken together, this challenge to the
subject/object division that marks traditional film theory to assert the agency of filmic
and onscreen bodies and the sensual impact they can effect through senses beyond the
visual, the centering of the body and sensoriality in the film experience is foundational to
my analysis. My close readings accordingly focus on the capacity of bodies on screen as
well as the sensorial aspects of the filmic body to arouse the viewer in such a way as to
challenge accepted ontological categories and potentiate alternative affective webs
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Chapter Overview
In Chapter One, I analyze Virgilio Piñera’s 1943 poem, La isla en peso. I consider how
the poem’s contention with Cuba’s tropical flora and fauna and the geological offers an
alternative to the foreclosure to which the discourse of the nation condemns the island. I
look at how the text itself enacts the process of unfixing the subject, the nation and the
island from its anchoring to a historical narrative of colonization, as the abundance and
agency of flora, fauna and natural elements in the poem brings into relief the limitations
of an anthropocentric history that reduces the nation to its successive pillages—how the
overwhelming protagonism, and indeed, eroticization of the natural world dwarfs the
human, exposing the inadequacy of logocentric narratives, shifting from human time to
geological and providing a spatial account of the island that draws the human in as one
among many other types of bodies instead of the exceptional cartesian subject. In this
way, the poem offers not only a postcolonial articulation of the island but one that
gestures beyond the anthropocentrism of the humanist tradition.
In Chapter Two, I turn to Clarice Lispector’s 1964 novel, A paixão segundo G.H,
which stages the corporeal intimacy between the human and the geologic in the intensely
sensual encounter between a bourgeois woman and a cockroach. Through the novel’s
course, the protagonist, G.H., narrates her state of increasingly intense physical and
affective arousal as she finds, crushes, and ultimately consumes the insect she finds in the
shockingly vacant and brilliantly lit room formerly occupied by her maid. I argue that
G.H.’s encounter with the cockroach catalyzes a gradual approximation between the
human and the nonhuman that triggers a dissolution of language and identity, a
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decentering of the species-being and an opening up of subjectivity to the inhuman
material and temporal forces that constitute it. This process entails a receding from an
existence defined by language, sociopolitical order and individual subjectivity and into an
experience of material continuity and intermixing of forms and beings across ontological
categories (including plant, animal and geological), leading ultimately to the
“desumanização” that G.H. experiences as meaning, form and order fall away, exposing
the inhuman forces that at once constitute and supersede the human. The approximation
with the cockroach, which G.H. describes as “nada”, then, is the space of this experience
of intermixing—the intimate corporeal encounter between two seemingly
incommensurable scales of being—the human and the geologic, and the intense arousal it
generates in her. The approximation between human and geological A paixão stages is
marked by a deep eroticism, which runs through the novel as a force that draws the
human out of the logo-anthropocentric alienation from the nonhuman world into what
plant philosopher Emannuele Coccia describes (using plant being as a paradigm) as a
“metaphysics of mixture”—the corporeal immersion of self in environment —triggering
a reconfiguration of the relationship between the two and potentiating a way of being in
the world based in desire, openness and curiosity rather than the domination and
exploitation. This process breaks down the dichotomy that separates self from world and
rewrites the human relationship with nature from the colonizing and extractive to one of
corporeal openness and immersion.
The “nada” G.H. describes, then, is the space of this immersion, of the sensual
encounter, intermixing and interpenetration of bodies where the mind/body,
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interior/exterior and human/nonhuman dichotomies are destabilized, replacing the
individual into the substrate of matter from which it arises and prompting a
reconceptualization of the human as a category and its relationship to the animal, plant
and geological. Through this nada “vivo e úmido”—the space of intimate encounter
between human and nonhuman where the delineations between the two begin to
unravel—the novel reconfigures nature as a force that compels matter to differentiate
itself into distinct forms through a process described in sensual and erotic terms. By
attributing both creative agency and sensual force to nature and positing the human not as
an exceptional category distinguished by language and consciousness but as a particular
but ephemeral formal manifestation of nature’s creative force, the “nada” becomes the
basis for the subversion of the human as subject/nature as object dichotomy and a nonlogo-anthropocentric engagement in the world. By making palpably, viscerally visible—
tactile even—elements that are fundamental to life—like oil, carbon and plankton—
Lispector reframes them from resource to be mined and exploited to lifesource, thus
upending human historical subjectivity, agency and narratives.
Chapter Three moves to the contemporary Brazilian Northeast, a region
canonized in the national imaginary as a site of romanticized national origin,
spectacularized poverty and violence, and popular anticolonial revolt, in each case
defined by its opposition to metropolitan, urban centers. This chapter analyzes Gabriel
Mascaro’s 2015 film Boi Neon, arguing that it breaks with these narratives, portraying a
community of itinerant vaqueiros (“cowboys”) in the contemporary Northeast, whose
barren landscape is shot through with neon to mark its absorption into the globalized
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market as the textile industry and agribusiness encroach on the arid, traditionally cattleraising region. Combining a Deleuzian approach to the body and desire with haptic and
aural film theory, I argue that, through careful attention to the affective ways in which
humans interact with others and with a particular focus on the erotic, Boi Neon dispels
traditional representative templates of the region, drawing attention instead to the desires
and tensions of bodies in their everyday activities to explore lines of flight from late
capitalist agro-industry’s extractivist and heteropatriarchal order. Taking a cue from the
film’s privileging of sound, texture and color over narrative logic and character
development, my reading of the film draws on its affective and sensorial register rather
than the dramatic. As time-space compression and reduction of humans, animals and land
to their exchange value makes the dualisms that oppose nature to culture, rural to urban,
premodern to modern, and mythical to historical increasingly difficult to sustain, I argue,
Mascaro uses the contemporary Northeast as setting to speculate on social and political
reconfigurations that arise from the detritus of capitalism's logocentric order.
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CHAPTER 1: Plant, Animal and Human Interpenetration in La isla en
peso (1943)
Introduction
From early in Virgilio Piñera’s 1943 poem La isla en peso, the poetic subject
situates himself in a Cuba at a moment of ontological crisis, which he describes as
follows: “La nueva solemnidad de esta isla / ¡País mío, tan joven, no sabes definir!” (32).
The crisis he refers to is the historical moment of the poem’s composition, in which the
recently independent nation was struggling to articulate an identity while grappling not
only with a history of successive pillages but also the impending threat of United States
imperialism. And while the literary institution surrounding Piñera was waving a criollo
banner, the island’s topography displayed a constellation of bodies that belied the island’s
circumscription within any such narrative. It is out of this contradiction between the
neocolonial imposition of a Hispanic-Catholic identity to the island and its syncretic
cultural reality that Piñera’s poem asserted itself, illustrating a lush landscape of human
and animal bodies amongst tropical flora alternately compelled toward paralysis,
somnolence and lust by the gargantuan task of articulating a singular narrative and
cohesive identity.
La isla defers the imperative to define the island nation, exposing not only its
inevitable failure but also its anthropocentric hubris. Instead, it offers a vision of the
island that eschews transcendental narratives in favor of an immanent description of its
physical reality. The poem’s protagonization of nature decenters the subject, reframing
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the human as a sensual body that is embedded in the island’s natural ecological web
instead of the cartesian subject who observes and apprehends from the outside. We see
this in its gradual transformation from the first-person perspective to the third person, and
from the subjective concerns of the individual contending with his alienation from the
nation and the island’s multifarious reality to the image of a collective that includes not
only the poetic voice but also the pueblo and the natural elements.
Where some critics—from Piñera’s contemporary, Cintio Vitier to the
contemporary historian Rafael Rojas3 —have argued that the poem presents a Cuba
wiped of history, depth and meaning, its witty and incisive parade and dispelling of the
various narratives that dominated in his time begs a more nuanced reading. As this
chapter will prove, the poem does not suggest an absence or erasure of history from the
island, but rather, a different point of departure—one that does not exclude but rather
both precedes and succeeds the cultural and historical. Piñera’s poem suggests as the
point of departure for an approximation to the island’s reality the fleshy matter of life and
the desire that animates it—zooming out from the myopic view of the Cartesian subject
to the planetary scale. Pointing first to the need for a renewal of language that arises not
from discourses imposed on the island as part of the effort to construct a Hispanic culture
but language drawn from the immanent natural and cultural reality—“una poesía
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For an account of Vitier’s critique of Piñera, see Jambrina (2009). Rojas writes: “‘La isla en peso’ es, en
efecto, un testimonio de la nada en el trópico, del vacío insular, de la falta de densidad histórica de la
cultura cubana. Sin embargo, ese ‘tédio de la sangre’ de Virgilio Piñera logra construir sentidos para el
cuerpo: sentidos que son los múltiples de no narrar el relato del cuerpo” (254)
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exclusivamente de la boca como la saliva,” (41)—La isla by the end circles in on bodies
coming together in the Antillean night, an image that bypasses any transcendent
narrative, historical or religious:
No hay que ganar el cielo para gozarlo,
dos cuerpos en el platanal valen tanto como la primera pareja,
la odiosa pareja que sirvió para marcar la separación
¡Musa paradisíaca, ampara a los amantes!
No queremos potencias celestiales sino presencias terrestres,
que la tierra nos ampare, que nos ampare el deseo,
felizmente no llevamos el cielo en la masa de la sangre,
sólo sentimos su realidad física
por la comunicación de la lluvia al golpear nuestras cabezas. (42-43)
As we see in this verse, La isla casts aside the religious requirement for legitimate erotic
desire, situating it instead as the affective ligamenture for the collective that needs no
transcendental justification. It laments the Judeo-Christian and, as we will see later,
Cartesian basis for epistemology (“la odiosa pareja que sirvió para marcar la
separación”), suggesting instead that the island itself in its physical reality already is
paradisiacal (42).
The poem thus articulates a starkly immanent, materialist and anti-humanist
vision of the island—and indeed, of the cosmos--, one that does not so much discard
historical or religious narratives as cut them down to size as hubristic notions of
civilization that pass along the earth just as transiently as does the human species. In
situating the island’s collective body, human and non, in this decidedly present
moment—marked by the immediate physical reality of the rain falling to earth—the
poem dismisses the imperative for a transcendent source of national identity, or
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“potencias celestiales”. It is the earth, the material ground and the forces that animate it,
bringing bodies together, that should be the source of a poetry that accurately
approximates the island’s reality. In this way the poetic subject leaves unresolved the
imperative to give form to the nation that so preoccupied the cultural elites of Piñera’s
time, exposing the inadequacy and falseness of criollo narratives while excavating the
Afro-Caribbean presence but ultimately suggesting that the very pursuit of a singular
narrative will be necessarily fruitless on an island whose population of human and
nonhuman bodies, flora and fauna escapes any single ordering form or discourse. In this
way, the poem is not only postnationalist, as Francisco Fernández de Alba describes it
(more detail on this below) but also a wager on poetry’s capacity to articulate a new postanthropocentric ontology, for the young island nation specifically but also for other
political and cultural collectives.
La isla en peso has been widely read as an attempt to contend with Cuba as a
nation—an interpretation I would not dispute—but this chapter argues that it reaches
beyond the national and historical, exploring the individual subject’s relationship not only
to nation but also to the natural world to destabilize the nature/culture binary, extending
poetry’s scope from the social to the cosmological. In the pages that follow I situate the
publication of La isla in its—and Piñera’s—political and cultural context to set the
grounds for my analysis of its articulation of the collective through not only its syncretic
cultural mix and varied histories but also what amounts at once to a more immediate and
more long-durée apprehension of the island as constituted by the human and nonhuman
bodies that populate it and the inhuman forces that animate them and bring them together.
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I consider how La isla en peso’s foregrounding of the island’s tropical flora and fauna
and geological forces offers an alternative to the foreclosure to which the discourse of the
nation condemns the island. I illustrate how the text itself enacts the process of unfixing
the subject, the nation and the island from its anchoring to a historical narrative of
colonization, as the abundance and agency of flora, fauna and natural elements brings
into relief the limitations of an anthropocentric history that reduces the nation to its
successive pillages—how the overwhelming protagonism, and indeed, eroticization of the
natural world dwarfs the human, exposing the inadequacy of logocentric narratives,
shifting from human time to geological and providing a spatial account of the island that
draws the human in as one among many other types of bodies instead of the exceptional
subject in a landscape of objects. In this way, the poem finds in the island’s erotic web of
human and nonhuman bodies the source for a poetic articulation of the island that is not
only postcolonial but also that gestures beyond the anthropocentrism of the humanist
tradition.

A Postnational Caribbean Inclination
La isla en peso takes an oblique position in relation to the nation-building project,
suggesting a more Caribbean orientation for Cuba than Hispanic-Catholic but also more
broadly contesting the imperative for national circumscription. The poem was published
at a moment when cultural production was being directed toward the construction of a
national identity—one which, in line with dominant criollo discourse of the time, would
5

promote the fledgling nation’s Hispanic-Catholic heritage. This was perhaps most evident
in the formation of the literary group Orígenes, whose explicit mission was to identify the
origins of the Cuban nation and articulate a national identity4. Piñera’s disdain for
institutionalized identity was well-known and documented, as evidenced in the following
assertion by his close friend and interlocuter, the Cuban poet Antón Arrufat: “Piñera
advirtió muy temprano que los mitos nacionales, sean de origen poético, moral, religioso
o político, cristalizan en poderes que, a la larga, anulan las diferencias. La dialéctica de la
identidad nacional siempre le pareció la forma más refinada de frustrar la imaginación de
la ciudadanía” (258). We will see then that La isla exposes, with Piñera’s typical ironic
wit, the inadequacy of the discourse of the nation to account for the island’s reality, and
in particular, of the nonhuman bodies and inhuman forces that constitute it.
The poem finds a particularly apt target for its scorn, for example, in the
imposition of cartesian narratives that separate the intellectual/ideal from the
corporeal/real on the island whose physical reality Piñera considered to be out of sync
with the neobaroque style of his contemporaries and impossible to domesticate with
preexisting discourses. This attitude is first expressed in a verse that situates the subject
in a moment of ontological crisis for the island nation:
Llegué cuando daban un vaso de aguardiente a la vírgen bárbara,
cuando regaban ron por el suelo y los pies parecían lanzas,
justamente cuando un cuerpo en el lecho podría parecer impúdico,
justamente el momento en que nadie cree en Dios.
Los primeros acordes y la antigüedad de ese mundo:
Hieráticamente una negra y una blanca y el líquido al saltar. (31)
4
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This carnivalesque scene of collective inebriation presents a moment in which the
overwhelming clash of cultures and histories results in an incapacity to contend with
chaos of such a degree, illustrated in later images of collective paralysis beneath the sun’s
blinding light. However, from amidst this immediate situation that frustrates any gesture
toward religious or mythical transcendence, the poetic subject spotlights the latent AfroCuban and indigenous presence and the island’s natural world violently trampled in the
colonial project: “Pienso en los caballos de los conquistadores cubriendo a las yeguas, /
pienso en el desconocido son del areito5” (31). This acknowledgement of the patriarchal
(the horse “cubriendo” the mare), racialized violence of the colonizing process and of the
persistent, if buried presence of the cultures, traditions and ways of being it wiped out is
an example of the root cause of Piñera’s marginalization by the dominant literary
institution on the basis that his work was “not white enough or Catholic enough to be
authentically Cuban” (de Alba, 174). This is evident in La isla’s presentation of the island
as deeply imbued with Afrocuban culture and markedly tropical, which put the poem at
odds with the interests of contemporary artists and critics, as Francisco Fernández de
Alba writes, providing the basis for his characterization of Piñera as a cosmopolitan
postnationalist, arguing that the poet embraced cosmopolitan culture and modernist forms
to contribute to the construction of a national culture that was necessarily plural and did
not exclude racially and ethnically marginalized groups. De Alba writes that La isla en
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peso and Wilfredo Lam’s La jungla—published in the same year—redefined and
challenged the hegemonic view of Cuban art and culture by creating an alternative that
more closely resembled Cuba’s postcolonial multiethnic and multiracial reality. De Alba
writes: “Eurocentric epistemologies and coloniality dominated the debates on the creation
of a Cuban culture” in the early 20th century, such that for critics like Gastón Baquero and
Cintio Vitier, “art emerging from Afro-Cuban culture or art that does not directly address
the Catholic Hispanic Cuban heritage is necessarily Antillean and not Cuban” (181).
Rather than contributing to the construction of a national culture or identity,
Piñera considered it to be art’s role to undermine such institutions. Indeed, the writer was
famously disdainful of an excessively “literary” attitude toward life and of the elevation
of art as an institution, as evident in his 1947 essay, “El país del arte,” in which he
criticizes the fossilization of Cuban art through its turning into convention. Centering
Afro-Caribbean and mestizo people and traditions, vernacular language, and
nonnormative sexualities, his poetry, novels and plays consistently undermined the
imperative for art and culture to articulate a cohesive national identity. This put him at
odds with the dominant strands of art and critique of his time and resulted in a
marginalization among his contemporaries as well as his exclusion from the canon of
national literature until the 1990s. As de Alba writes, “The rejection of Piñera… by
contemporary critics had as much to do with their interpretation of popular AfroCaribbean Cuban cultural topics as with their critical understanding of the role of art in
the national project” (182).
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Accordingly, La isla’s attitude toward history made it the target of wide criticism
for supposedly presenting the island as a tropical and vacuous space of nihilism with no
history or culture. Its inclusion of African and Taíno cultural elements resulted in his
exclusion from the national canon: “By being marginalized in the process of the
construction of national culture, pluralistic indigenous views of culture such as those that
Piñera and Lam propose hardly make it into the canon, and by extension, the larger
national imaginary” (de Alba, 175). Perhaps the most telling critique was Gastón
Baquero’s assertion that the poem presents the island as Antillean rather than Hispanic:
“La isla que sale de ese afán de ‘hacerme una historia’ a contrapelo de la historia
evidente—y de la geografía, la botánica y la zoología evidentes—es una isla de
plástica extra-cubana, ajena por completo a la realidad cubana. Isla de Trinidad,
Martinica, Barbados…llena de una vitalidad primitiva que no poseemos, de un
colorido que no poseemos, de una voluntad de acción y una reacción que no
poseemos, es precisamente la isla contraria a la que nuestra condición de sitio
ávido de problema, de historia, de conflicto, nos hace vivir más ‘civilmente,’ más
en espíritu de civilización, de nostalgia, de Persona. (179)
This critique exemplifies not only the eurocentrism of early 20th century Cuban art as an
institution but also its obstinate refusal of the island’s belonging to the Caribbean and its
stern delineation of the civilization/barbarism and nature/culture binaries that underlie the
Latin American nation-building ethos. Baquero’s assertion of the civilization laid over
the “primitive vitality” and “color” equates these latter attributes to the Antilles, which he
sees as foreign to the sophisticated, “civilized” character of Hispanic Catholic culture. In
addition to essentializing Afro-Caribbean culture as an exoticized tropics lacking in
intellectual, historical, and cultural depth, Baquero obviates the real presence of Antillean
cultures, flora and fauna that precede the arrival of the Spanish and draw the island of
Cuba into the archipelago. His claim of the extra-Cuban “plastic island” Piñera’s poem
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supposedly presents is belied by his own imposition of a singularly European narrative at
odds with its reality. More problematic, however, is his assertion of the binary that
opposes the civilized Hispanic culture with historical substance to the supposedly
timeless tropics that are the other Caribbean islands. This dichotomy, of course, is at the
foundation of the postcolonial conflict and a central concern in Piñera’s poem.
But contrary to the vacuity he was charged as characterizing the island with,
Piñera points to the impulse toward discourse that ends up pacifying the island’s
inhabitants and dulling their senses by imposing European narratives that, though
obviously out of place, placate the terror6, as he describes it, of indefinition. These
narratives, in fact, are out of sync with the island’s reality, as revealed in the several
verses that follow where images of the water and the accentuated human bodies (“las
blancas dentaduras perforando la noche”):
La impetuosa ola invade el extenso salón de las genuflexiones
Nadie piensa en implorer, en dar gracias, en agradecer, en testimoniar.
La santidad se desinfla en una carcajada. (33)
Here, the violent, unruly water eclipses religion, washes right through it,
drowning the pretense of sacredness on an island where Catholicism (and the European)
is long preceded not only by other religions but, more importantly, by geological forces
and natural elements that eclipse the human. So great is the force of the water that, as
Piñera’s subject says, religion deflates with a sardonic laugh. This is particularly true on
the island of Cuba, whose “maldita circunstancia de agua en todas partes” results not only
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“Es la confusion, es el terror, es la abundancia,/ es la virginidad que comienza a perderse” (33).
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in insularity but also in the constant imposing presence of nature that resists human
apprehension/domination (30). The omniscient presence of the water and the sun are
oppressive to the subject that tries to organize the island in humanistic thinking and create
a coherent historical narrative. The overwhelming diversity and abundance of nature puts
cartesian narratives in a disjoint with the island’s reality. The poem draws attention to
this disjoint, because of which European traditions and habits like “la voluptuosidad y la
caricia francesa” and the capacity to “llevar la sífilis con la reposada elegancia de un
cisne”, which the poetic subject describes with a hefty dose of disdain are disingenuous
and affected on the island (33).
Accordingly, Piñera’s poetic subject, with wit characteristic of the writer, breaks
through colonial narratives of the Cuban nation, moving from a dismantling of
readymade ideas to the suggestion of language that emerges from the human body’s
groundedness in Cuba’s physical space. A proliferation of images of natural elements
parades through the poem, overtaking euro- and anthropocentric narratives that
subordinate the natural world to the human subject, suggesting instead a bodily
engagement with the immanent reality of the island as a point of departure for its
apprehension, with desire as its driving force. In this way the poem also shifts from a
historical temporality to a geological, suggesting that a totalizing narrative of the island
from the perspective of a human subject is in any case impossible.
In his cultural account of Cuban history, Tropics of History: Cuba Imagined, Alan
West-Duran points out the inadequacy of a historical narrative to account for the island’s
socio-cultural imaginary, foregrounding instead memory as the basis for a poetic
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approach to the postcolonial Cuban identity. Citing Homi Bhabha’s “syntax of
forgetting,” he writes, “The written sentence of nation narrative is a way of sentencing
other histories to oblivion. The formulaic aspect of epic/nation narrative requires
suppressing many aspects of a nation’s history: not only complex political forces but also
its class divisions, racial divides, or sexual difference” (3). West articulates here the
silencing of not only indigenous and Afro-Cuban subjects by the colonial narrative but
also of those groups marginalized on the basis of their class, gender, or sexuality—
something not explicitly addressed in Piñera’s poem but undoubtedly part of the
democratizing ethos suggested in the poem’s closing image of a collective of
indistinguishable bodies—which I analyze further down.
After the poem’s opening verse that, with its famous image of “la maldita
circunstancia del agua por todas partes” introduces the condition of insularity that
suffocates and confuses the alienated subject’s desire to situate himself in relation to his
country and the island7, La isla en peso’s second verse brings out West’s point about the
conflict between memory and history.
La eterna miseria que es el acto de recordar.
Si tú pudieras formar de nuevo aquellas combinaciones,
devolviéndome el país sin el agua,
me la bebería toda para escupir al cielo
pero he visto la música detenida en las caderas,
he visto a las Negras bailando con vasos de ron en sus cabezas. (30)

7

These lines have been read as expression the condition of insularity, but I read it also as the tension
between form and excess, organization and chaos, culture and nature, which the poem proceeds to work
through. By the end of the poem, the nature/culture binary is deconstructed but it is the natural world that is
presented as the basis for ontology.
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Here the poetic subject expresses his nostalgia for the ease of constructing a
national narrative through readymade forms (“aquellas combinaciones”)—a nation
narrative that, as West-Duran points out, inevitably suppresses the many cultures that
make up Cuba’s reality. Memory—understood to be collective here—cannot erase the
real presence of Afro-Cuban cultures, contained in the very bodies of the people, as in the
verse’s last two lines. Thus, the water in its amorphous ubiquity makes it impossible to
give cohesive unifying form to the island through a single narrative. Out of the
confrontation between the water and the instinct toward signification through fixed form
arises the impulse toward a new way of articulating—one not confined by the limitations
of teleology8. In the very next line, the poetic subject thus acknowledges the inadequacy
of the capacity to consign the island to such a narrative, interjecting that he has seen
movement suspended in the bodies of the people around him, Afro-Cuban women
dancing—images of corporeal memory that belies a Hispanic identity.
The suggestion here is that it is easier to accept historical discourse than to
attempt to apprehend the variegated, fragmented, and syncretic narratives and images that
constitute the island through the actual experience of its reality—the struggle between
conforming to a prefigured national identity (“aquellas combinaciones”) and the
apprehension of its immanent reality through collective memory and subjective
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Both Antón Arrufat in Entre Él y yo and David Leyra in his prologue to “Órbita de Virgilio Piñera” point
out Piñera’s preoccupation with time. Arrufat, for example, writes of the poet’s erroneous dating of his
poems and to the story El conflicto, in which time stops moving forward. “Enemigo de la teleología, para él
la vida es mero suceder, mero suceder natural al que el hombre había impuesto sentido y dirección. En este
aspecto fue un cítico de la modernidad.” We can see this in La isla en peso’s contraposition between the
cyclical passing of the day, with its “cuatro momentos” and the historical narrative from colonialism to the
present moment: history versus “la historia de una vez del sol”.
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experience (“el acto de 14one ren”). It is the difference between choosing from a set of
preestablished meanings and recollecting (on an individual or collective level) images
that will not fit into a singular teleological narrative. It is the water, a natural element
whose movement and fluidity undermine any attempt to articulate one narrative and,
beyond that, undermines human control. The image highlights the tension between form
(the island) and excess (the water). The poem criticizes the fossilized poetic language
Piñera attributed to the Orígenes group, whose baroque ornamentation and Catholicism
Piñera considered an artificial distancing from the reality of life on the island, both the
overwhelming presence and protagonism of tropical flora and fauna and the unarticulated
but ubiquitous African and indigenous influence (as seen in images like the “música
detenida en las caderas”, “el desconocido son del 14one r” and “Los dulces ñáñigos bajan
sus puñales acompasadamente”). The poem draws attention to the cacophony of cultural
influences that exceed any ordering narrative, resulting in a sort of collective paralysis,
which I discuss later. The poem offers instead a new approach to poetry that rejects
prefigured meaning, seeking through images the unravelling of traditional narratives.
Indeed, Piñera’s subject presents his own body as a conduit through which he
would like to be able to apprehend the world, but which is insufficient. The image,
presented in the conditional tense (“si tú pudieras formar de nuevo…”) a hypothetical
desire, of his ingesting the island and expelling a cohesive form situates the subject as an
omniscient observer who can perceive the island, apprehend and narrate it. The
conditional tense and extraction of the human body from the physical space of the island
illustrates a form of apprehension that proffers transcendental narratives, a Western
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subject who can rationally observe and explain a phenomenon as a totality. The next
image, however, shifting to past tense (“pero he visto la música…”) grounds the subject
in his and the island’s sensorial reality. His body cannot be extracted from the immanent
reality, since he cannot ignore what is evidently in excess of the imposed European
narrative (it is, indeed, the very idea of Cuba as a totality that the poem disputes). This
shift from the omniscient subject that can observe the island from a remove to one
situated in the island’s space, among its people, reflects a shift from a logical
apprehension to a bodily one. We also see this on a structural level, as the poem goes
from singular first person to collective third, and, most literally in the final image of the
pueblo—or the island’s collective community—descending into the island’s ground
beneath the rain, analyzed later in this chapter. In this way, the poem contests the
construct of a human subject through whose mind the world is perceived and represented
by situating the human as an individual body inextricably embedded in the physical
world of other bodies.
It is then the opposition Baquero claimed between the supposed civilizational
depth of the Hispanic with the tropical vacuity whose artficiality Piñera’s poem will
expose, not by denying the presence of the Hispanic Catholic culture or subordinating it
to the Afro-Caribbean but by presenting both as inextricably intertwined in the island’s
history as well as embedded in a much vaster reality that extends not only beyond the
island’s colonial history but also beyond any anthropocentric narrative. Through a
breakdown of prefigured language and a gradual overtaking by images of human bodies
and elements of the natural world, the poem suggests that it is by apprehending first
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through the senses (the experience of the natural world and the erotic) that we come to
know without deferring exclusively to ideology.
Piñera’s poem thus poses and works through the difficulty of articulating a Cuba
that arises as much from a teleological account of its history and politics as it does from a
spatial account of the bodies that give dimension to its geography. For such an
articulation to be as closely intertwined with the “real” as possible requires that an
outdated symbology be supplanted by images that arise, as I will argue, first from a
corporeal experience of the world (this is not to say that history is denied or excluded, but
rather to replace prefigured narratives with an account of the Cuban cultural, social and
natural reality out of which Piñera’s poem arises). La isla en peso suggests poetry’s
potential to approximate a reality through forms that precede the historical or religious
accounts of Cuban identity which often lead to ideological closure, a capacity the poet
later identified as “la sorpresa literaria”—the capacity for invention that makes poetry
timeless (Piñera 1945). The poem releases images from conventional phrases that have
been used to describe them and activates new and generative meanings in images
absorbed into outdated cultural forms.
It begins by presenting the conflict of the poet, caught between the imperative to
speak for the nation and impossibility of such a task:
Es en este país donde no hay animales salvajes.
Pienso en los caballos de los conquistadores cubriendo a las yeguas,
pienso en el desconocido son del areíto
desaparecido para toda la eternidad,
ciertamente debo esforzarme a fin de poner en claro
el primer contacto carnal en este país, y el primer muerto. (31)
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The first line of this verse suggests that everything on the island has already been
absorbed into discourse, caught between the recent independence from Spain and the
imminent threat of American imperialism, but that reality escapes this discourse. The
poetic subject ironically parrots the supposed task of constructing a teleological narrative
of the island, one which would presumably begin with the arrival of the Spaniards and be
consummated with their integration into the island, illustrated in the image of the Spanish
horses copulating with the mares. The claim that there are no wild animals suggests the
island’s total subsumption to a Eurocentric discourse that is articulated in the following
lines—that of the absorption of the indigenous culture into the Spanish—an idea that will
be echoed later in the poem, with the line “Ahora no pasa un tigre sino su descripción.”
The poem suggests that the island’s cultural and natural reality is always in excess of
institutionalized discourse, which results in the subject’s alienation from both the nation
(articulated as a cartesian, Eurocentric narrative) and the natural world, which language
cannot apprehend in its full diversity.
As West points out, official discourse, embodied principally by the Orígenes
group9, wipes away the presence of indigenous and African myths and traditions, which
are evident in the island’s culture and are brought out in Piñera’s poem. The sensorial
reality of the island excluded by Eurocentric narratives—which Piñera’s subject describes
through images: the music, which doesn’t even need to sound to be visibly contained in
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The Orígenes group, pioneered by Lezama Lima and becomes the antithesis of Piñera and Ciclón. The
magazine based its ideology in the search for a teleological account of the Cuban identity.
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the people’s bodies, the dance, and the rum, all elements that invoke African influence
and folklore—takes center stage in the poem. Memory, contained in the bodies and
constituted in poetic images, is brought out here as a more encompassing form of
apprehension than history. “By virtue of being poetic and personal,” West writes,
“memory functions not as a vehicle for nostalgia but by exploring the past through
constructed images that free us from the constraints of past and present. The image, as in
Lezama, is not a representation (an effect) but a generative matrix” (4). Poetry, in other
words, refracts collective memory through images, bursting the singular narrative of
historical discourse open. The image of music suspended in the hips, the body containing
memory that exceeds its form and connects it to the collective, past and present, invokes
both the language of poetry, whose rhythm reverberates beyond the meaning of its words,
and the island itself, whose rich medley of history, myth, music, language, far exceeds
any singular narrative. Memory undercuts history’s ordering narrative: it cannot be
exorcised and, where historical discourse subordinates reality to the past, the poetic
image of memory does not fix meaning but rather creates an opening for new meaning.
“He visto,” the subject says, establishing the undeniability and irreversibility of the
material reality the subject has witnessed before him, a memory which cannot be ignored
despite its exclusion from institutionalized discourse. In this way, the poem opposes
idealism to realism, history to memory, prefigured discourse to the sensorial reality of the
immanent world, centering of the body as the conduit to knowledge.
Just as the music’s sound and movement are suspended in the body, so
conventional phrases Piñera offers contain within them latent meanings, which the
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reading of the text activates. Masiello describes poetry’s political capacity to reconfigure
our relationship with the other through its evocation of a shared bodily experience with
forms: “A partir del cuerpo como base de la experiencia con formas materiales, que
tiende a conquistar, a través de la voz, lo que está mucho más allá de la cognición: la
sensibilidad y la intuición” (17). The voice, she writes, functions as a conduit that links
the internal world with the external, the self with the other, through its materiality—the
sonorous and rhythmic quality of verse appealing to a common experience before politics
and discourse. We see this function of poetry at play in La isla en peso as the poetic
subject moves from the first person to the third person, from an external observer to part
of the collective, suggesting that the body (by being affected by the rhythm, sonority of
language) functions as the conduit for a relationship with the other (in this case, nature)
that breaks through the nature/culture binary.
This is illustrated in the poem in the various instances in which the poetic subject
utters and then deconstructs reified ways of representing nature, exposing their
manipulability and contingency and creating new constructions himself, refreshing the
language to draw attention to the polysemy inherent to signifiers and images. To offer
one example:
Me detengo en ciertas palabras tradicionales:
El aguacero, la siesta, el cañaveral, el tabaco,
con simple ademán, apenas si onomatopéyicamente,
titánicamente paso por encima de su música,
y digo: el agua, el mediodía, el azúcar, el humo
Yo combino:
el aguacero pega el lomo de los caballos
la siesta atada a la cola de un caballo
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el cañaveral devorando a los caballos,
los caballos perdiéndose sigilosamente
en la tenebrosa emanación del tabaco… (34)

By drawing attention to these four traditional words, calling forth their conventional
associations and then breaking with them, Piñera activates the power of images in this
verse. First he strips words of their cultural associations, drawing out elements that are
associated with the words but do not carry the same cultural weight (“el agua, el
mediodía, el azúcar, el humo”) and then arranges them in phrases that confuse their
cultural associations, rehearsing poetry’s capacity to set off new and unexpected
meanings from words and ideas long absorbed into prefigured cultural form. Removing
these “palabras tradicionales” from their cultural context and using them to construct
unfamiliar images jars readers from the comfort of absorbing prefigured meaning and
prompts them to experience the verse corporeally rather than logically (what logic can be
gleaned from an image of a “siesta” tied to a horse’s tail?) as images rather than concepts.
The experience of reading the newly constructed images is as surprising as it is exciting,
as the reader is caught in a state of suspense between convention and subversion, before
their meaning can be reterritorialized. The image, “aguacero” combines the remnants of
the traditional meaning with the reader’s straining to imagine the meaning in its new
context. In this way, La isla exposes the contingency of discursive convention and the
possibility, indeed necessity, to actualize the poetic apprehension of the island to account
for its immanent reality.
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The poem does indeed suggest, as Baquero’s critique claims, Cuba’s belonging to
the Caribbean as much, if not more, than its embodiment of the European culture
imposed upon it. This is evidenced not only in the surge of images that invoke AfroCaribbean myths and rituals—like the “el desconocido son del areíto”—but also in the
constant threat of the omnipresent water, which Juan Carlos Quintero Herencia associates
not with the island’s insularity (as Piñera’s critics claim) but of its belonging to the
archipelago, characterizing it not as an island nation but as “una comunidad de sentidos”.
Quintero Herencia writes:
“El archipiélago es la intermitencia sensorial que habilitan las consecuencias de
una variada saturación de momentos históricos, momentos abiertos, situaciones
rotas, rajaduras epistemológicas, oleadas de sentido, resacas también de la nada y
de los fragmentos donde una comunidad caribeña se presenta y trabaja con lo que
las aguas han grabado en su cultura” (n.p.)
The water, in other words, signifies not only the insularity to which it may confine
the island but also to its necessary openness to the many varied peoples, cultures,
languages, and histories it brings together at its shores. In line with this, La isla suggests
a Caribbean inclination for the island not as a narrative that denies the Hispanic present
or obviates the history of colonization, but one that does not reduce it to that. It extends
the island’s temporality beyond the historical, foregrounding both the immediate
presence of bodies and the eternal force of natural elements like the water and the sun
that constantly precede and exceed the human presence. Further aligning itself with the
Caribbean imaginary more than the cartesian tradition, it likewise foregrounds the active
presence of the body in the island’s historical and cultural constitution. In this regard, the
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poem instantiates Edouard Glissant’s post-Sartrian subversion of the individual as a free
agent in his conceptualization of the Caribbean, which J. Michael Dash describes as:
“The dismantling of the individual consciousness as free spirit has led Glissant
inexorably toward the reinsertion of mind in body. Mind is always incomplete
without body, and it is through the body that mind encounters outer reality” (609).
Glissant’s reinsertion of the mind in the body, with the body as the “vital zone of
interaction between private and public, individual and collective” marks a turn for
Caribbean imagination away from self-formation or self-appropriation as a response to
the “experience of cultural dislocation and the daunting void of the New World” toward a
revaluation of the body as inserting the subject into the collective (Dash) and physical
reality. For Glissant, in contrast to the long-stereotyped association of the Caribbean with
carnality that accentuates its subordination and exploitation by the metropole, “the
liberation of the body is a crucial phase in the process of self-formation” (610). Glissant
captures the tension between language and the body in articulating the self (as individual
or collective):
He is aware of the relationship between orality and corporeality. Frenzied
movement, stridency, wild gesticulating are inevitable reactions against the
numbed silence of the past; but writing is about immobility and reflection. The
dilemma of the Caribbean writer is how to stay true to the body and its poetics
while immobilizing the body in order to write. (610)

A Body vs. Water
This dilemma and its implication of the epistemological value of the body is evident in
the progression of La isla from an immobilized subject overwhelmed by the stifling
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waters that surround the island to one of a collective of bodies immersed in the island’s
physicality, as well as from a disembodied enunciating subject to one of many bodies that
form the collective which inhabits the island. The immobilized subject appears in
recurring images of the tension between immobility and movement in La isla, beginning
with the poem’s famous opening lines, which present the tension between the water and
the land, a tension between matter and form that will recur throughout the poem:
La maldita circunstancia del agua por todas partes
me obliga a sentarme en la mesa del café.
Si no pensara que el agua me rodea como un cancer
hubiera podido dormir a pierna suelta. (30)
The poem’s first image illustrates a tension between the subject and his
surroundings, between self and world, in the contrast between a clearly delineated figure
seated at a table and the amorphous mass of water. This tension will recur in the
remaining lines of the verse, which alternate images of free movement and stasis, as in
the following lines which express a desire to vacate the water, thus leaving a coherent
form:
Hay que saltar del lecho y buscar la vena mayor del mar para desangrarlo
me he puesto a pescar esponjas frenéticamente, esos seres milagrosos que pueden
desalojar hasta la última gota de agua
y vivir secamente. (30-31)
This envy of marine creatures for their ability to contend with the water’s
ambiguity exacerbates the human struggle. The poetic subject expresses the desire to
apprehend the island without the water, which he sees as frustrating the acceptance of
fitting it into a preexisting discourse. It is the water in this verse that must be expelled in
order to conceive of a comprehensive form for the country, but the water, as we already
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know, is everywhere, constantly pressing in, an element that is beyond human control. It
cannot be contained, always overflowing, shifting borders, emphasizing the contingency
of discourse, the slipperiness of form and the insufficiency of any one narrative. It passes
through both the body of the island and the body of the poetic subject, creating a parallel
between the two, marking both as forms that are always in excess of definition. (We can
imagine this as the constantly island’s constantly fluctuating shores and the body’s
ambiguity as the conduit for the human relationship with the external world). This tension
between form and excess is mirrored in the “música detenida en las caderas” mentioned
above. Like the water that constantly presses in on the land, belying any attempt to
delineate a clear border—a fixed definition—the music that is suspended in the bodies of
the island’s people (as the indelible memory and persistent presence of African roots)
throws any attempt to articulate a comprehensive narrative into disarray. The bodies
themselves cannot be contained within it. There is a curious pairing here of water and
music—one natural and the other cultural—as two forces, like poetry, that exceed fixed
form and definition.
The poem offers a phenomenological approach to subjectivity that combines the
island’s physical reality—its flora, fauna, and syncretic cultural mix—with the multiple
and in some ways irreconcilable cultural traditions that constitute it. This approach to the
nation that is, per de Alba, at once cosmopolitan and postnationalist but does not distance
itself from local realities, offering a continuingly relevant model for understanding of self
and nation now in the transnational context in which the market has overcome the state in
some aspects of identity and culture. The vision of Cuba that it illustrates is one that
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reflects the irreconcilable (in the sense that it cannot be combined into a single whole)
plurality of peoples and traditions, and one which is perhaps more relevant than ever to
the contemporary Cuba whose diasporic community in Miami and splintered ideologies
regarding the Revolution result in a plurality of nationalisms, as argued by Román de la
Campa.
Thus, where post-structuralist, post-colonialist approaches have questioned
narratives of the nation for the way they exclude or demote certain experiences, I extend
this logic, arguing that Piñera’s poem recuperates not only the experience of subaltern
human populations but also of the non-human world. Rather than taking a posthuman or
postcolonial approach—anticipating these critical matrices—Piñera intertwines the two.
In what follows, I will argue that the centering of desire and the body as a conduit to
knowing and experiencing the world for a postcolonial approximation of Cuba takes the
poem beyond a reading of the Cuban nation to a consideration of poetry’s capacity to
destabilize humanist categories that privilege the cerebral over the corporeal and elevate
the human over the natural world. The poem suggests a postcolonial approximation to the
island that takes into account the various cultures that constitute its history as well as the
island’s physical reality—the omnipresence of water, the overwhelming power of the
sun, and the vibrant and sometimes ominous flora and fauna that frustrate any
anthropocentric gaze.
Instead, the poem offers a sort of originary image of humans as bodies embedded
in the web of natural elements (rain, earth), a mass of bodies—species—that interact with
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the rain, forming part of a cosmic ensemble that neither centers on them nor is made for
them.
Los cuerpos en la misteriosa llovizna tropical,
en la llovizna diurnal, en la llovizna noctural, siempre en la llovizna,
los cuerpos abriendo sus millones de ojos,
los cuerpos, dominados por la luz, se repliegan
ante el asesinato de la piel,
los cuerpos, devorando oleadas de luz, revientan como girasoles de fuego
encima de las aguas estáticas,
los cuerpos, en las aguas, como carbones apagados derivan hacia el mar. (33)

Human bodies in the poem become parts of the ensemble, the plants, animals, ocean
garnering a protagonism that challenges the domination, categorization, and logical
apprehension of the natural world as well as the human. Historical narratives cannot hold
up to the deep, repetitive time of the natural world, the sun in revolution. It is poetry,
through its renewal of language, that offers the possibility to apprehend the island in this
way, beyond the limitations of discourse.

Nature as Multiplicity of Meanings
In El cuerpo de la voz, Francine Masiello argues for poetry’s potential to reconfigure
our relationship to nature by generating epistemologies that are alternative to “los saberes
oficiales” through its capacity to take the reader outside of history. This is particularly
true in regard to articulating a vision of Latin America that takes into account both its
ecological reality and the cultural meanings—always in flux—drawn from it:
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La poesía reinventa el mapa. Juega con las estrategias de la traducción, yuxtapone
registros verbales distintos, termina reconstruyendo lenguajes a través de los
paisajes que nombra. En particular, a través de su diálogo con la naturaleza,
demuestra la multiplicidad de sentidos que cada objeto vivo evoca, compagina el
artificio y la verdad, establece una tensión constante con respecto a la identidad y
la máscara […] De este modo, la poesía propone una manera de ver la historia de
América Latina más allá de las geopolíticas conocidas, vinculando los debates
comunes con la historia natural. No solo una constante como telón del fondo de
todo poeta, el mundo natural se representa como agente activa, activando los
procesos de evolución y en perpetuo movimiento. (97)
Poetry takes nature, Masiello argues, as a fundamental source for conceptualizing Latin
America and from its multiplicity of cultural meanings exposes the cracks in established
discourses, a necessarily ambiguous vision of the region. Nature is thus not a passive
backdrop onto which cultural meaning is inscribed but itself is entwined in the generation
of meaning. Piñera’s poem reveals this conceptualization of the natural world as having
agency with increasing insistence, from the water that overwhelms and oppresses the
subject to the aromas of fruits and plants that drive the poem’s erotic undercurrent and
the sun’s paralyzing effect on the inhabitants. As the natural world takes center stage,
pre-existing discourses of national culture are parsed and interrogated, making way for a
profoundly immanent vision of the island’s community of bodies that contain within
them the memory of colonization and successive wars but precede and exceed that
history, offering an apprehension of the island that transcends not only the singular
historical narrative of colonization but the human more broadly.
In line with Masiello’s assertion, for Piñera, whose views on art, literature and
sexuality were comprehensive in their rejection of pretense and artifice and his
valorization of authenticity. For him, art and the natural world were aligned in their
capacity to dissolve the artificiality of institutionalized discourse, and it is the human
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body through which they act. Particularly relevant for the present chapter, he found in
nature an alternative to the exclusivity and artificiality community of gay students he
encountered at the University of Havana, as he recounts in La vida tal cual. He describes
the young gay men he meets in the Philosophy department at the University of Habana as
follows: “Eran muchachos pálidos, nerviosos, que no ‘perdían’ un concierto, que
hablaban afectadamente y hacían versos.” This description makes clear his disdain of
what he perceived as a false and superficial air that defined the gay community,
consolidating an identity that was based in pretense and artifice: “Me encontré con que
todos y cada uno eran poetas, con libro o sin él, que en los patios buscaban ansiosamente
a nuevos recultas, se olían y reconociéndose comenzaban por la confesión lírica para
llegar abruptamente a la confidencia homosexual” (329) His first homosexual encounter,
which occurs on a train on the way to Havanna, serves as a contrast to this critique. He
recounts of the encounter with an older man when they got off the train: “Me ayudaría la
Naturaleza--frescas brisas, árboles copudos, si es posible, hasta murmurante arroyuelo y
el tibio calor del sol entre los ramajes. Y también esa otra Naturaleza, la humanidad, y
sobre todo, esa de los hombres de los cuales había leído que son a tal punto sexuales que
desconocen toda discriminación en cuanto a satisfacción sexual se refiere" (326). He
celebrates the erotic here as a force that breaks any normalizing schema of sexuality (the
categorization of homo or heterosexuality, for example) and passes between bodies
freely. And it is the natural world that capacitates such a flow of desire that is not limited
to culturally established channels and categories, desire in nature functioning as a force
that deconstructs categories of identity, sexuality, nationality. We will thus see how in La
isla, Piñera’s foregrounding of bodies subject to the agency of the natural world and
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releasing of the erotic from institutionalized channels offers a relationship between
subject and world marked by sensual pleasure and desire rather than control and
domination.

The Island: A Body in Excess of Itself
Piñera gives the island of Cuba the form of a body—"la bestia cubierta en
cucuyos", he calls it—that struggles against the confinement of its own form and resists
domination and domestication. This ineffable body's resistance to fixed form (definition)
is manifest in its paradoxical characteristics and its literal resistance to its skin: "la bestia
es perezosa como un bello macho/ y terca como una hembra primitive” (36). This
juxtaposition of two supposed opposites—macho and hembra—draws attention to the
body's incapacity to contain itself, to the excess that overflows its saddling to one or
another term of a given binary—in this case, gender. Reinaldo Arenas draws out another
binary embodied in the body of the beast—that of the overlapping of Spanish culture and
Caribbean, or the “sincretización perfecta del empecinamiento y la tozudez ibérica, con la
dejadez tropical” (49). The containment of both binary pairs in one body illustrates the
excess of the nation, which, like the beast, resists fixed form and definition, or a singular
narrative, as is described in its struggle against the confinement to a single body at
midday: "Confusamente un pueblo escapa de su propia piel/ adormeciéndose con
claridad"; "la piel, en esta hora, se extiende como un arrecife/ y muerde su propia
limitación". This tension between form and excess recurs throughout the poem in images
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of the human body ingesting the island and expelling it in some sort of narrative or
image. To offer another example:
Cada hombre comiendo fragmentos de la isla,
cada hombre devorando los frutos, las piedras y el excremento nutridor,
cada hombre mordiendo el sitio dejado por su sombra,
cada hombre lanzando dentelladas en el vacío donde el sol se acostumbra,
cada hombre, abriendo su boca como una cisterna, embalsa el agua
del mar, pero como el caballo del barón de Munchausen,
la arroja patéticamente por su cuarto trasero,
cada hombre en el rencoroso trabajo de recortar
los bordes de la isla más bella del mundo,
cada hombre tratando de echar a andar a la bestia cruzada de cocuyos. (36)
This procession of images illustrates the subjective attempt to apprehend, order, and
articulate the island, undermined by the physical and cultural reality. The emphasis is on
the contours of the human body—what it ingests and expels and the limitations thereof.
Each man can only consume fragments of the island, a point brought to a crescendo in the
image of each man opening his mouth to receive the contents of the ocean in the
laughable futility of a single subject’s determination (a single narrative, in other words) to
apprehend the island in its totality. It becomes clear that the feat supersedes the
limitations of man—a futile attempt to domesticate an island whose many histories and
rich web of life is as sublimely ineffable as the image of a beast covered in fireflies. The
verse makes it clear that previous attempts to articulate Cuba have consisted of the work
of selectively cutting out and forming, which the poetic subject presents as insufficient.
This image of “cada hombre” trying to ingest (perceive) and articulate “arrojar”,
“recortar” echoes the earlier image of the poetic subject drinking the ocean and spitting
out a cohesive formulation of the island. But individual becomes an anonymous but
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universal mass—moving from the first person to the third person, so that the poetic
subject’s struggle is universalized. The repetition in this verse of verbs that denote
ingestion as a means of contending with the external world draws attention to the
contours of the human body—what it ingests and expels and the limitations thereof—as
both situating the human in the natural world and alienating us from it. The conflict here
is that no narrative arising from an individual subjectivity can account for the island’s
cultural and natural excess. Each man can only perceive/consume fragments, a point
brought to a crescendo in the image of each opening his mouth to receive the contents of
the ocean in the laughable futility of a single subject’s determination to apprehend the
island in its totality (a single narrative, in other words). It becomes clear that the feat
supersedes the limitations of the single subject. This verse suggests that previous attempts
to articulate Cuba have consisted of the work of selectively cutting, which the poetic
subject presents as insufficient.
It illustrates once again the tension between the interiority of the human—mind
and psyche that separates the subject from the outside world, placing him before it—and
exteriority, reflected in the island’s manifestation as a separate body—“la bestia cruzada
de cocuyos”—which accompanies and is in tension with the human, who tries to
domesticate it. The image of man and island as two separate bodies in conflict, repeated
in Piñera’s poem “La isla”, manifests the subject’s struggle to situate himself in relation
to the collective—social and ecological—which will be sidestepped at the end of the
poem with two bodies coming together in lovemaking. Not coincidentally, this same
conflict, is the subject of, Isla, a poem Piñera wrote in the last year of his life. In its final
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lines, the poem illustrates the poet’s death—which friends said he knew was impeding—
as a communion with the island’s topography:
En la boca las palabras morirán
para que el viento a su deseo pueda ulular.
Después, tendido como suelen hacer las islas,
miraré fijamente al horizonte,
veré salir el sol, la luna,
y lejos ya de la inquietud,
dire muy bajito:
¿así que era verdad? (Piñera, 59)
The poem suggests that his life is consummated, some degree of peace reached, through
the union of his body with the island. His limbs turn into its topography—land, sea and
trees—and his voice becomes the wind, so that the alienation of the subject from his
surroundings is alleviated by his becoming one with them. The image suggests that the
poet’s struggle with existential alienation is more effectively combatted through a
corporeal immersion than with the search for national belonging. In this poem, we see a
removal of the social sphere (of culture, language) as the mediator between human and
world, the collapse of interiority and exteriority, and an immersion of the human in the
nonhuman complete that the two are fused.

Eroticized Bodies
La isla is populated by a diversity of bodies—from the poetic subject’s body
(implied in the opening image of him seated at the “mesa de café”) to anthropomorphized
plants to anonymous bodies engaged in lovemaking to the image of the island as a beast
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that struggles against the confinement of its own skin—bodies that resist what Piñera
called “el peso muerto de la historia,” or the weight of historical discourse that
subordinates the vital intensity of the present moment to colonial narratives10. Bodies that
extend beyond themselves by engaging sensually with others, challenging ontological
categories that territorialize species, gender and organic/inorganic difference. Through its
attention to these bodies, the poem challenges the Cartesian approach that sees bodies as
matter that is passively taken along, proposing instead that desiring bodies are not
inscribed into a prefigured narrative but are themselves active in the creation of a reality
which is constituted by their immanent engagement with one another and with the natural
world. The erotic threads through the images of bodies, bringing forth the contours of an
anonymous pair of bodies in the act of lovemaking that sheds psychological or subjective
concerns, leaving the sensorial, the image, the body as the basis for a poetic apprehension
of the island’s immanent reality.
The poem releases images from conventional meanings, suggesting that the poet’s
role is not to articulate a narrative of the nation but to deconstruct outdated ones and
highlight the island’s sensorial, natural reality, with desire at the center, as the basis for a
new cartography and collectivity not limited to European narratives of colonization. Its
emphasis on the sensorial, and, in particular, its confusion of the senses and images of
ingestion and penetration of the human with the natural world, privileges the body as the

10

See Leyva for Piñera’s view of literature as combining the “peso muerto de la historia” with what he
calls “la sorpresa literaria”.
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conduit for apprehension of the island that does not fall into the artifice Piñera criticized
his contemporaries for.
La isla thus centers bodies and the erotic force that brings them together as the
basis for an apprehension of the island that escapes both the euro- and anthropocentrism
of the Hispanic-Catholic narrative. Crucially, the poem takes the erotic beyond just the
human, challenging humanist categories by drawing human, fauna and natural elements
like water and sun into one cosmic ensemble. As Bataille explains, eroticism entails the
breaching of taboo, and the poem does this by threading human bodies with the fauna that
surrounds them embedded in the physical world to create a sort of collective scene of
interpenetration of human and nonhuman bodies driven to interact by the forces of the
natural world. In this way, the erotic breaks down the human subject as an individual
psyche that apprehends the world through reason.
One line, for example, brings the human together with the insect in an interaction
that not only suggests cross-species penetration but reproduction as well: “mi madre fue
picada por un alacrán cuando estaba embarazada” (32). This image confuses the
genealogy of the poetic subject, and, through the choice of the scorpion in particular—
which pre-exists the human by several strata—that invokes a geological scale that takes
the pregnancy beyond historical time. In another verse, it is rotting fruit which gives rise
to the carnal scene, joining the human body and a tree in copulation:
Los mangos podridos en el lecho del río ofuscan mi razón,
y escalo el árbol más alto para caer como un fruto.
Nada podría detener este cuerpo destinado a los cascos de los caballos,
turbadoramente cogido entre la poesía y el sol. (33)
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Here, the erotic arises from the confusion and terror caused by excess—the
proliferation of flora and fauna in the tropics—and is signified as lapse of reason
(“ofuscan mi razón”) and a synesthetic confusion of bodies. The image of rotten mangos
is as visually evocative as it is of scent, and the image both arouses the subject and
compels him to imitate the fruit. The image of the rotted fruit paradoxically arouses both
the poetic subject and the reader, tying the loss of virginity together not with reproduction
(as a live fruit would suggest) but with death, priming us for another transgression in the
following image, as the human engages in what could be copulation or reproduction with
a tree, falling, like the mango, to the ground.
Another image that similarly invokes death through stagnation and rot occurs in
the following verse:
Los siniestros manglares, como un cinturón
dan la vuelta a la isla,
los manglares y la fétida arena
aprietan los riñones de los moradores de la isla. (35)
This image also suggests penetration of the human body by fauna, in another
example of synesthesia, as the island’s inhabitants’ bodies take in the scent of the
swampy plants and sand. Since readers are already primed to associate the smell of rot
with the erotic, this interaction of human bodies with the natural world, while ominous
and oppressive, is also erotic.
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Planetary Eclipses Teleology
The poem offers a shift in the conceptualization of time from teleological, which takes
for granted the human as the active agent at whose disposition the natural world await to
planetary, which sees natural elements as having agency and creates the possibility of
engaging with them as such, through desire and pleasure. It first opposes these two
different temporalities, with the latter gradually eclipsing the former, suggesting an
apprehension of the island that neither centers on the human subject nor constructs a
chronology that sees the arrival of the Europeans as the original cause of alienation of the
subject.
The construct of teleological history—a progressive chronology—is the target of
derision in Piñera’s poem, as made most evident in this verse, which eclipses all different
historical narratives in the face of the planet’s cyclical time:
Las historias eternas frente a la historia de una vez del sol,
las eternas historias de estas tierras paridoras de bufones y cotorras,
las eternas historias de los negros que fueron,
y de los blancos que no fueron,
o al revés o como os parezca mejor,
las eternas historias blancas, negras, amarillas, rojas, azules,
--toda la gama cromática reventando encima de mi cabeza en llamas--,
la eterna historia de la cínica sonrisa del europeo
llegado para apretar las tetas de mi madre. (35)
Mocking the narrative not only of the triumph of colonization that imposes a criollo
identity on the island but one that foregrounds any particular race or people, the poem
undermines the discursive reduction of the island. Instead, it shifts from historical time to
planetary—“la historia de una vez del sol”—tracing the eternally recurring cycle of four
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moments of the day: “madrugada, mediodía, crepúsculo y noche” and the effects they
have on the islanders. In this temporality, it is the bodies that are subjects rather than
culture or the nation, subject to the alternating stupor and lust impelled by the island’s
ecology. In this temporality the vital protagonism of the tropical heat and flora and fauna
surfacing throughout the poem comes out in full relief, marked by a deep sensuality that
gives lie to cartesian narratives that separate and subordinate the physical to the
intellectual. Beneath the misty veil of dawn, the plants and animals traverse the swamps
languid and lustful (“…la avalancha de verdes lujuriosos ahoga los mojados sones”) ,
orchestrating an intensely sensual medley as the people drink their coffee unawares:
El rastro luminoso de un sueño mal parido,
un carnaval que empieza con el canto del gallo,
la neblina cubriendo con su helado disfráz el escándalo de la sabana,
cada palma derramándose insolente en un verde juego de aguas,
…………………………………..
Los devoradores de neblina se evaporan hacia la parte más baja de la ciénaga,
y un caiman los pasa dulcemente a ojo.
……………………………………..
Es la hora terrible.
como un bólido la espantosa gallina cae,
y todo el mundo toma su café. (37)
This lush early-morning scene—“terrible” in its overwhelming saturation of activity—
forms an erotic understory that passes unnoticed as the people begin their day, revealing
the drama of the natural world: the “carnaval” inaugurated by the rooster’s crow, the fog
that veils the “scandal” of the leaves in concert with the water—whose erotic connotation
is not lost—and the crocodile’s lustful gaze at unidentified swimming bodies. The scene
that early morning unveils is, in other words, one of an eroticized community of bodies
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that engage with one another, registering but ultimately indifferent to the human
presence.
The midday sun, however, blankets the island’s people with a collective paralysis,
their attempts to articulate through action or language stymied by the stifling tropical heat
and blinding light. It is this blinding light of daytime that exposes the fruitlessness of
efforts to articulate the nation through a cartesian or any historical lens, and indeed, to
define the island by the “civilization” imposed upon it.
But what could be considered the poem’s resolution, at nighttime, “el mundo se
perfila” and “En esta isla lo primero que la noche hace es despertar el olfato” (41). The
sense of smell that the night awakens removes the mask of history and civilization that
domesticates the island’s rich physical and affective reality. It is an intangible force that
impels a collective arousal, bringing the bodies together in sensual embrace. A scene of
collective sensual coming together makes way for the poem’s final image, which
phenomenologically situates the island’s people within its physical reality:
Bajo la lluvia, bajo el olor, bajo todo lo que es una realidad,
un pueblo se hace y se deshace dejando los testimonios…
un pueblo amanece junto a su bestia en la hora de partir, aullando en el mar,
devorando frutas, sacrificando animales,
siempre más abajo, hasta saber el peso de su isla,
el peso de una isla en el amor de un pueblo. (43)
The rain appears several times—it hits the back of the bestia (the island), it hits the
bodies of the people, it brings a physical awareness of the “cielo” not as the
transcendental heaven but as the phenomenological situation of the human body in the
physical cosmos “felizmente no llevamos el cielo en la masa de la sangre,/ solo sentimos
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su realidad física/ por la comunicación de la lluvia al golpear nuestras cabezas”. The rain
here connects the sky with the island and the bodies that populate it, bringing it all into a
continuous and interconnected web rather than situating humans outside of or separate
from natural elements. The poem presents a cacophony of sensorial elements and embeds
human bodies, especially copulating ones, within this symphony, rejecting the elevation
of the intellectual and spiritual over the corporeal, articulating the nation in its final verse
not through any transcendental narrative but as the weight of its physical reality “el peso
de una isla”.
The precedence of the geological temporality is clear in the following lines near
the end of the poem, by which point night has brought into profile the material world
whose forms belie even poetry:
La noche es un mango, es una piña, es un jazmín,
la noche es un árbol frente a otro árbol sin mover sus ramas,
la noche es un insulto perfumado en la mejilla de la bestia;
una noche estirilizada, una noche sin almas en pena,
sin memoria, sin historia, una noche antillana;
una noche interrumpida por el europeo,
el inevitable personaje de paso que deja su cagada ilustre,
a lo sumo, quinientos años, un suspiro en el rodar de la noche antillana,
una excrecencia vencida por el olor de la noche antillana. (43)
Here, we see two temporalities at odds with one another: “una noche antillana”,
which constitutes part of the eternal cycle of the day—geological time that is tied to the
cycles of the sun/moon/tides—and history, which is eclipsed by the former. Piñera is not
completely discarding the historical as a narrative but pointing out the hubris of the
Western humanist subordination of the life and rhythms of nature to the perspective and
perception of the cartesian subject. In this way, the poem does not reduce or essentialize
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Cuba or the Carribean but instead draws the lens outside of the humanist narrative, which
it describes as “un suspiro en el rodar de la noche antillana.” The image of the European
as the “personaje de paso” also does not suggest that the indigenous or non-europeans are
somehow longer lasting but cuts down to size the Western vision of the subject as the
singular agent of history.
Teleology is replaced by a cartography of aroma, as the night brings out a scent
that overtakes the visual and erotic desire surfaces as the driving force for bodies.
La noche invade con su olor y todos quieren copular.
El olor sabe arrancar llas mascaras de la civilización,
sabe que el hombre y la mujer se encontrarán sin falta en el platanal.
¡Musa paradisíaca, ampara a los amantes! (42)
We see here desire being stripped of any discourse of “civilization” or of a culture that is
separate from and superior to nature. It is at night that the construct of civilization that
can reduce the world to discourse, so ill-fitted to the island’s tropics and syncretic and
fragmented history, is shed, making way for the forms and bodies that constitute the
island’s reality to appear as images driven first and foremost by the coming together of
desirous bodies. Rather than a national narrative, the end of Piñera’s poem finds the
substance of the island and its people in the immanent desire that arises in response to
“este olor único que nuestra noche sabe provocar”. It is this scent, emanating from “una
flor invisible”, which draws out the real cartography of the island, a succession of images
of abundance, sensuality and desire that traverse human and plant bodies alike and both
resist and dispel the need for any ordering narrative.
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At the poem’s close, the issue of national identity is thus not resolved but
relativized within the context of a broader history of human, plant and animal life on the
island. This is just one moment of one species on an island that observes bemusedly as
the humans struggle to make meaning. The hubris of imposing a singular narrative—the
Hispanic Catholic—which accounts for such a meager sliver and perspective on an island
whose incredible variety and richness of life is so obviously not reducible to the history
of colonization: “una noche interrumpida por el europeo, el inevitable personaje de paso
que deja su cagada ilustre” (42). The erotic disorganizes the Cartesian narrative, desire
creates a new temporality, which is revealed at night—a temporality that is not
teleological but planetary: “La tierra produciendo por los siglos de los siglos” (41). It is
out of this temporality that a poetic renewal, “una poesía natural, no codificada…una
poesía exclusivamente de la boca como la saliva” arises (41).
Instead of seeking to construct a totalizing narrative that can account for the
nation, the poem suggests by the end a descriptive approach that strings together images
of the island’s immanent reality and grounds the human as desiring bodies defined by
their constitution by and of the physical world: “No queremos potencias celestiales sino
presencias terrestres,/ que la tierra nos ampare, que nos ampare el deseo” (43). Here,
desire becomes the alternative to the “primer contacto carnal” that the poetic subject, as
the supposed mouthpiece of the nation, is meant to seek, making way instead for an
entanglement with the physical world that is based in the sensuality of bodies. The role of
poetry is thus not to articulate the national body through a teleological narrative but to
describe the island through images whose readings will be necessarily contingent and
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dynamic. National identity thus becomes necessarily fluid, given both to the cyclical time
of night and day and as contingent on geological and astrological forces as the signifier is
to historical and cultural shifts. We see this in the poetic subject’s shift from observing
from the first person to absorption into the national body, which is subsequently absorbed
into the earth, in the final image of the descent of the collective.
The national identity touted by the Orígenes group is replaced in Piñera’s poem
with an apprehension of the island that centers on the subject’s situatedness in his
physical surroundings, shifting from an imposed European narrative to an immanent
description. It looks to the active participation of the island’s natural elements in its
constitution for a dissolution of prefigured narratives and describes the human body not
as passive matter according to the Cartesian reading but as the fundamental basis through
which the human forms part of the world. In this way, the poem not only rejects the
separation of mind from body but shifts the human from an exceptional conscious subject
apprehending a world of objects to a mass of matter, given vitality through its desire,
engaging with other bodies—human and non. Rather than a view of the human body as a
vessel that separates the subject from the world, it is a form of matter through which the
subject is dissolved and absorbed into its surroundings, which it is both constituted by
and helps to constitute. This has implications for both temporality and scale, challenging
history and subjectivity through a centering of desire.
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Conclusion
La isla en peso suggests that the island cannot be accounted for exclusively
through a singular historical narrative, because of its fragmented and syncretic
composition, the myths that are fundamental to its constitution and the proliferation of
natural elements that bely the humanist attempt to order the world. The poem employs
humor and irony to expose the hubris and inadequacy of such narratives and of the
supposed task of the poet: “ciertamente debo esforzarme a fin de poner en claro/ el
primer contacto carnal en este país, y el primer muerto,” pointing out that “solamente el
europeo leía las meditaciones cartesianas,” on an island described with the following
image of the abundance and excess of nature: “El baile y la isla rodeada de agua por
todas partes: plumas de flamencos, espinas de pargo, ramos de albahaca, semillas de
aguacate”(31). The poem engages the erotic as a force that undermines the cartesian
dualisms that subordinate the body to the mind and by extension, nature to culture,
suggesting poetry’s capacity to challenge humanist categories to reconfigure our
relationship to the world.
As its scope moves from the human to the geological, the poem extends beyond
the issue of national identity to work through the tension between human and nature
through images of ingestion, expulsion, and penetration, highlighting the erotic as the
force which laces human bodies into the web of other bodies that surround it, confusing
the distinctions between them and extending agency beyond just the human realm. It
suggests poetic language as capable of breaking through fossilized logo-anthropocentric
narratives which lock the island into European and Catholic discourse, ignoring the
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syncretic and tropical reality of the island and alienating the subject. By the end of the
poem, a centering of the body in its sensual engagement with the abundant physical
world of the tropics and the tension between conventional meaning and its excess
potentiates the breakdown of these antiquated discourses and makes way for the centering
of eros rather than logos as the means by which the human is situated in the natural
world.
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CHAPTER 2: Human Intimacy with the Geologic in A paixão segundo
G.H (1964)
Nada vivo e úmido
In A Paixão Segundo G.H., upper middle-class carioca sculptor G.H. describes the
metaphysical awakening set off by an encounter with a cockroach in her former maid’s
vacant room with the following, seemingly paradoxical, statement: “A vida, meu amor, é
uma grande sedução onde tudo o que existe se seduz. Aquele quarto que estava deserto é
por isso primariamente vivo. Eu chegara ao nada, e o nada era vivo e úmido” (emphasis
mine, 60).” G.H. describes the experience as a gradual dissolution of her sense of self and
identity, sliding into what she describes as a neutral state bereft of any signifying
characteristics that match her description of the cockroach’s eyes and the white innards
that ooze out when she crushed it. “Nada,” or nothingness, one would think, would be
dry, dead, and sterile; “alive and moist”, we think of a womb, wet earth, a tongue, the
flesh of sex. So, if this “nada” that G.H. arrives at “saindo do meu mundo e entrando no
mundo” is not parched desert nothingness, what kind of nothingness is it? Why does it
have a bodily effect on her whose description sounds like little short of orgasm, as
exemplified here:
Era me nojento o contato com essa coisa sem qualidades nem atributos, era
repugnante a coisa viva que não tem nome, nem gosto, nem cheiro. Insipidez: o
gosto agora não passava de um travo: o meu próprio travo. Por um instante,
então, senti uma espécie de abalada felicidade por todo o corpo, um horrível malestar feliz em que as pernas me pareciam sumir, como sempre em que eram
tocadas as raízes de minha identidade desconhecida (85, italics mine).
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As illustrated in this example, G.H. spends the body of the text describing her
increasingly intense state of physical and affective arousal—at various points she
describes feeling nausea, love, anger and hatred—until, at the novel’s end, she consumes
the cockroach’s innards—an erotic act, I will argue.
The novel begins with a first-person narration by a subject who knows and
understands the world through language and socially constructed categories of identity
and meaning but gives way to the gradual opening of the self, both through a direct
appeal to the reader and through the penetration of the human by nonhuman elements, to
corporeal immersion in the world. G.H. describes a feeling of trembling, bodily
excitement and anticipation—erotic tension—as she nears the precipice of this separation
of the human from the nonhuman. In an experience marked by excitement, disorientation,
nausea at transgressing the boundaries of race, gender, species and individuality, she
trades the experience of discontinuity for one of continuity with (Bataille) or immersion
in (Coccia) the environment. The “nada” she describes is thus where the subject hovers
on the precipice of dissolution into the inhuman. What opens as an intensely subjective
narration from inside G.H.’s psyche thus increasingly becomes an open flow between
psyche and world, interior and exterior, that creates out of her body, and the text as a
body, material interfaces where self and world interpenetrate.
G.H.’s encounter with the cockroach catalyzes a gradual approximation between
the human “entre aspas” and the nonhuman that triggers a dissolution of language and
identity, a decentering of the human and an opening up of subjectivity to the inhuman
material and temporal forces that constitute it. This process entails a receding from an
existence defined by language, sociopolitical order and individual subjectivity and into an
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experience of material continuity and intermixing of forms and beings across ontological
categories (including plant, animal and geological), leading ultimately to the
“desumanização” that G.H. experiences as meaning, form and order fall away, exposing
the inhuman forces that at once constitute and supersede the human. This chapter argues
that the “nada” G.H. describes then, is the space of this experience of intermixing—the
intimate corporeal encounter between life on two seemingly incommensurable scales of
being—the human and the geologic, and the intense arousal it generates in her.
Critics have incisively written about the figure of the animal that challenges
humanist categories in A paixão—and in Lispector’s oeuvre more broadly--with the likes
of Giorgi, Julieta Yelin and Evando Nascimento pointing to Lispector’s (through GH’s)
preference for bíos over autos for writing as a means of exploring new forms of
community from the intersecting territory of different bodies linked by their mutual
biology. Less commented, however, but equally crucial in rereading Lispector within the
framing of the Anthropocene, is the surfacing of the geos in A paixão. Noting the
proliferation of the nonhuman (plankton and oil) in intimate contact with G.H.’s body
and the inhuman (the planetary temporality invoked by the cockroach’s duration across
geological epochs), the geological is the focus of my analysis.
The approximation between human and geological A paixão stages is marked by a
deep eroticism, which runs through the novel as a force that draws the human out of the
logo-anthropocentric alienation from the nonhuman world into what plant philosopher
Emannuele Coccia describes (using plant being as a paradigm) as a “metaphysics of
mixture”—the corporeal immersion of self in environment —triggering a reconfiguration
of the relationship between the two and potentiating a way of being in the world based in
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desire, openness and curiosity rather than the domination and exploitation. This process
breaks down the dichotomy that separates self from world and rewrites the human
relationship with nature from the colonizing and extractive to one of corporeal openness
and immersion.
This erotically charged “nada” is manifest in G.H.’s body and the body of the
text, which turn from casing that encloses and separate the subject from the world to
media for immersion in it. Amidst the surfacing in the novel of animal, plant and mineral
forms—the cockroach, plankton and oil—, each in images of interpenetration with G.H.,
her body functions not as the casing for a psyche but as the point of immersion in the
substrate of matter out of which humans, like all other forms, arise and to which we
return. In this way, the novel destabilizes the delineations of the subject through a
collapse of the interior/exterior dichotomy that separates the psychic subject from the
physical world. Likewise, in repeated direct appeals to the reader for sensual contact—
“Da-me tua mão, meu amor”—Lispector’s narrator breaks the internal coherence of the
text, and, along with it, the text as interior and the reader/world as exterior. G.H.’s body
and the text thus each function as points where matter is concentrated into individual,
sensitized form: G.H.’s body as the point of immersion of the human with the nonhuman
(animal, plant and geological), effectuating a dissolution of the subject and decentering of
the human; and the body of the text as the point where narrator and reader join to break
the interior/exterior and text/world dichotomies. The text thus becomes a material body
capable of affecting the reader not just psychologically but corporeally—drawing them in
through the senses.
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The “nada” G.H. describes, then, is the space of this immersion, of the sensual
encounter, intermixing and interpenetration of bodies where the mind/body,
interior/exterior and human/nonhuman dichotomies are destabilized, replacing the
individual into the substrate of matter from which it arises and prompting a
reconceptualization of the human as a category and its relationship to the animal, plant
and geological. Through this nada “vivo e úmido”—the space of intimate encounter
between human and nonhuman where the delineations between the two begin to
unravel—the novel reconfigures nature from a resource for extraction to a force that
compels matter to differentiate itself into distinct forms through a process described in
sensual and erotic terms. By attributing both creative agency and sensual force to nature
and positing the human not as an exceptional category distinguished by language and
consciousness but as a particular but ephemeral formal manifestation of nature’s creative
force, the “nada” becomes the basis for the subversion of the human as subject/nature as
object dichotomy and a non-logo-anthropocentric engagement in the world.
The general trajectory of the novel is the gradual dissolution of the self-enclosed
subject as G.H. moves from discontinuous individual existence alienated from the world
by language, representation and categorization and approaches the ecstasy of continuity
with the world by ceding to the unknown, the “silêncio do mundo” beyond human
apprehension. I use the term continuity at the intersection of Bataille’s description of
eroticism as the anxiety to escape from the discontinuous nature of subjective existence
and Emannuele Coccia’s description of the total immersion of plants (and by extension,
of, humans too) in the world by collapsing being and acting through their constitutive
role in making aerobic life possible on earth. “World” here doesn’t function as a unified
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construct as separable from the subject who observes it, but rather, as I elaborate later in
this chapter, consists of different forms that arise from the continuum of matter, each a
particular assemblage of sensible attributes. So, this ceding to nada or unknown is not to
be confused as a nihilistic acceptance of our existential meaninglessness in the scope of a
world so much vaster in scale than either an individual human or even the species.
Instead, the novel’s closing utterance “Então eu adoro” suggests an openness to seduction
by the world’s sensorial offerings, an awe of the processes that enable so many different
forms of being to proliferate and a desire to engage with them corporeally instead of a
determination to understand and categorize and thus, effectively deaden them.
The entanglement of the human with the geologic
In staging the intimate corporeal entanglement of human life with the geologic, A
paixão anticipates posthumanism’s reframing of the relationship of the human to the
nonhuman, and in particular, the recent turn shift of emphasis by posthuman feminists
from bios to geos as the matter subtending all life. Lispector poses the erotic as a mode of
engagement with the nonhuman and recognition of the inhuman, enabling an embodied
encounter with the other whose difference is posited on the basis of life (zoe) instead of
binaries like race, gender or species. Rosi Braidotti explains this conceptualization of
difference as a “dynamic, nonessentialist, and relational brand of materialist vitalism.
This results from the dislocation of difference from binaries to rhyzomatics, from sexgender or nature-culture to processes of differing that take life itself, or the vitality of
matter, as the main subject” (34). The two images I analyze below—of oil first fossilized
in the wall tracings and then flowing from G.H.’s and the reader’s bodies, and of the
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plankton that line the inside and outside of her body during a brief pregnancy—illustrate
the foregrounding of zoe and geos as constitutive of human subjectivity. In this way, the
novel anticipates a response to the question geologist Kathryn Yusoff (2013) will pose
half a century later regarding the relationship between human and the geologic in the
context of anthropogenic climate change:
While the Anthropocene names humans as a geomorphic force, thus recognizing
the impact of fossil fuel extraction and the manifestation of particular forms of
late capitalism on the Earth, what language do we have to describe this geological
life, its territorialisation, and its (in)corporeal manifestations? How do we speak
of deep time and inhuman beginnings within the context of these Earth forces in
ways that offer a generative politics of minerality, rather than one of unilateral
destruction? That is, to recognize the geologic as a praxis of differentiated
planetary inhabitation and corporeal affiliation, rather than externality. (781,
emphasis mine)
Yusoff inverts the question of the Anthropocene here, suggesting that rather than, or in
addition to, developing an understanding of humans as a species that impacts the world
on a geological scale, we must also recognize how our existence is intimately, materially
entangled with the geologic, which is not passive and lifeless as suggested by the
humanist philosophical lens but active in the constitution and dynamism of all life,
including the human. Indeed, as Yusoff and Mary Thomas (2017) point out, the geologic
is coterminous with the human, and with all biological life, not only providing the matter
that sustains human life through manufactured goods (oil, metals, and minerals are used
in the production of consumer goods we use in practically every aspect of our lives, from
food to clothing to technology and transportation) but also creating the material
conditions for our species to survive—and to become extinct, as the case may be—on
Earth. We are thus not only biopolitical subjects, but geopolitical as well, not only acting
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upon but also acted upon and constituted by the geologic. And it is by recognizing the
geologic as not external to but constituting us that we might find an antidote to the
destruction toward which we are rapidly driving our species and the planet. Lispector
stages this corporeal affiliation—intimacy even—between the human and the geologic in
the intensely sensual encounter between a G.H. and the cockroach, anticipating
posthumanist theories of geologic subjectivity by decades.
At the novel’s outset, G.H. is deeply enclosed in her psyche and finds meaning
and stability in her personal identity as an upper middle-class sculptor—an existence she
describes as “entre aspas”. The alienation her bourgeois existence affords her from the
world of living matter that surrounds her is illustrated in the way she describes her
building as she gazes down into its courtyard with a cigarette in her hand:

O bojo de meu edifício era como uma usina. A miniatura da grandeza de um
panorama de gargantas e canyons: Ali fumando, como se estivesse no pico de
uma montanha, eu olhava a vista, provavelmente com o mesmo olhar
inexpressivo de minhas fotografias. Eu via o que aquilo dizia: aquilo não dizia
nada [...] só agora sei de como sempre estive recebendo o sinal mudo. Eu olhava o
interior da área. [...] Aquilo tudo era de uma riqueza inanimada que lembrava a
da natureza: também ali poder-se-ia pesquisar urânio e dali poderia jorrar
petróleo. (34)
G.H.’s description of the interior of her building reflects a prospector’s gaze, which
extends to her view of nature as well, invoked here through geological imagery—a
panorama of vast canyons scaled down to fit her visual field. The landscape poised
mutely before her as she gazes “as if from atop a mountain” displays valuable
resources—uranium and oil, used in the production of nuclear energy and fossil fuels,
respectively, both of which sustain modern industrial society. She holds what Macarena
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Gomez Barris terms an extractive gaze, one that “sees territories as commodities,
rendering land as for the taking, while also devalorizing the hidden worlds that form the
nexus of human and nonhuman multiplicity. This viewpoint, similar to the colonial gaze,
facilitates the reorganization of territories, populations, and plant and animal life into
extractible data and natural resources for material and immaterial accumulation” (5).
Though she characterizes nature by an “inanimate richness”—as mute passive matter to
be mined and processed for industrial purposes—with the geologic positioned as
externality, to return to Yusoff’s words, her account foreshadows something else: only
now, she says, the day following the one the novel narrates, she realizes she had until
then been receiving a “mute signal”. Despite its apparent inanimateness, in other words,
the building’s interior and the geological substrate it offers a glimpse of emit signs of
liveliness—just not perceptible to G.H.’s modern bourgeois gaze.
G.H.’s description of the interior of her building reveals her extractive, colonizing
gaze on nature but also offers a glimpse of the inhuman forces—outside of human
apprehension and control—that subtend and transcend modernity, which will gradually
overtake her as the novel proceeds and transform her gaze. Here we see the novel’s first
glimpse of mineral elements (oil, uranium) that are fundamental to industrial modernity
(mining, production, consumption), but invisibilized in day-to-day bourgeois life and
cultural production. As the novel proceeds, these elements will be pulled out of the
context of modern urban life and from the human temporality to the geological,
effectively undermining the domestication of the nonhuman as it takes over the novel’s
space and compromises the delineations of G.H. (género humano) as a self-enclosed
autonomous subject/species. The image of G.H. gazing upon the “Egyptian ruins” of the
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building’s interior poses the human time of labor (the construction of the building) within
the Western trajectory of progress toward industrial modernity against the “natureza
terrível geral” that escapes that temporality, and also escapes domestication of land and
life for industrial/modernizing purposes. Where the smooth marble white surface of the
building boasts a utilitarian façade, from its interior begins to emerge a temporality that
exceeds the modern line of history, exposing both the non-Western roots of culture and
civilization and the nonhuman matter and inhuman forces within which the human is
embedded. Here it is just a glimpse, a precursor of the proliferation of the nonhuman
which is to come with G.H. still an observer gazing upon a landscape of construction
upon which her bourgeois life is edified.
This is G.H.’s first glimpse of the interior that extends beyond its enclosing form,
which will later manifest as the continuation of the nonhuman interpenetration and
inhuman constitution of the human. The so-called “monstruoso interior da máquina”
though in this image, these nonhuman elements (uranium and oil that, she remarks, could
be mined) are part of what she sees as an inanimate natural landscape. Here she holds a
colonizing gaze that absents the natural world of what Jean-Luc Nancy calls its divine
presence, exemplifying the alienation and uncanniness symptomatic of industrialization
and urbanization. It is this gaze, blind to the “vivo e úmido” of the world outside the
psyche, that is deconstructed during the course of the novel, as G.H.’s deeply enclosed
and alienated interiority is flipped inside out. This process is G.H.’s breaking out of the
stage of pre-climax, during which the fossilized oil begins to flow as the interior of her
building is infiltrated by the exterior—by centuries-old ruins. This image is a glimpse that
foreshadows the collapse of the edifying categories of subjectivity and modernity that
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will fall apart as she moves closer and closer to the cockroach. And it will be a shift in
her gaze, in her manner of perceiving, that will make the mute signal audible and the oil
that “poderia jorrar” out of the conditional when she enters the room, a transition she
describes as “saindo do meu mundo é entrando no mundo”. The expansion of her
sensorial field beyond vision will collapse the distance that affords her the position of
observer, releasing the geological and its creaturely constitution from its inanimate state
in the form of oil and plankton that will proliferate across the novel’s surface and
penetrate G.H.’s body. The oil will, as she puts it, begin to flow, released from its
fossilized state, revealing its biological makeup (plankton, protozoa) and its fundamental
role in the constitution of the human. This development will reveal the connection
between the interior of the building which is revealed to exceed the time/space of the city
and G.H.’s interior, which is infiltrated by the biological and geological exterior
(plankton and oil): two analogous images of form being exceeded by the forces that
constitute it but also embed it in time and space on different scales.
G.H.’s alienation is not only from the natural world but social as well, aligning
the othering of nature by the discourse of civilization with the othering of nonwhite
people by the colonial gaze. Prior to the day the novel narrates, G.H., a wealthy woman
sculptor who lives alone in Rio de Janeiro explains, she was always in a state of “preclímax”—a manner of describing her alienation from the world around her. The sexual
connotation of this description is not coincidental: she experiences the opening to the
other and immersion in the world as a gradual state of arousal and climax, as I argue
below. In her state of pre-clímax, however, she adheres to, and indeed, depends on, the
social, political and ontological order that gives her existence structure and meaning,
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especially through language as an ordering system—a dependency she describes as a
third leg whose presence she only notices once she loses it. Her existence, in other words,
has been molded by a path predefined by her race, class and gender, external constructs
whose erosion is triggered by the departure of her black maid, Janair. It is, indeed, only
her the maid’s sudden absence that brings G.H. to a full awareness of what had been,
until that moment, the silent presence of the racial and class other that sustained her
bourgeois life and consolidated her social and economic identity. Indeed, until the time of
the novel’s narration, she had perceived of her maid as what she describes as pure
exterior—a body with no dimension, no psychic interiority:
Não era de surpreender que eu a tivesse usado como se ela não tivesse presença:
sob o pequeno avental, vestia-se sempre de marrom escuro ou de preto, o que a
tornava toda escura e invisível—arrepiei-me ao descobrir que até agora eu não
havia percebido que aquela mulher era uma invisível. Janair tinha quase que
apenas a forma exterior, os traços que ficavam dentro de sua forma eram tão
apurados que mal existiam: ela era achatada como um baixo-relevo preso a uma
tábua. (40)
The maid’s empty room suddenly makes her aware of the maid not as merely
constituting her own environment and self but as a separate individual who has her own
reactions and judgements—a subject in her own right, in other words, rather than an
object incorporated into GH’s consciousness. This sudden encounter with difference
brings her to a heightened awareness of the presence of the other—be it her maid (the
racial other), the cockroach (the species other) or petroleum (the material other)—so that
the construct of self and the categories upon which it is edified gradually tumble down
around her.
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Her maid’s former room—“the world” outside of “her world”—thus becomes a
space where the origins, material constitution, and cosmic place of humanity are revisited
and reconceptualized, a transformation prompted by the tracings of a man, a woman, and
a dog G.H. notices on the wall upon entering. With neither their heads touching the
ceiling nor their feet the floor, the figures are unbounded by spatial delimitations,
recalling early cave paintings and provoking a reflection on human origins that extends
beyond the cultural and historical to the biological and geological. Floating freely in
space and time, the trio unmoors G.H. from her own temporal situatedness, opening up
inside her former maid’s room an extra-historical space that becomes the setting for a
dizzying disturbance of subjectivity and the gradual replacement of the modern subject as
the culmination of a historical trajectory toward modernity with the origins and
continuing entanglement of humans by nonhuman biological life and constitution by
inhuman geological forces. It is the gaze that is blind to the “vivo e úmido” of the world
outside the psyche that is deconstructed during the course of the novel, as G.H.’s deeply
enclosed and alienated interiority is flipped inside out.
This opening to the exterior is set off as G.H.’s encounter with the cockroach in
her maid’s empty room brings the nonhuman into relief as vibrant and alive—and
constitutive of the human—causing the edifying categories of humanism (subjectivity,
psychic self, identity categories, and signifying function of language) to fall away. The
intimacy with which plankton, cockroach and oil are described in relation to GH’s body
draws out the biological and geological constitution of the human, which embeds us in
the planetary scale of time and being. This suggests that poetic writing, by deconstructing
and reconfiguring conceptual categories, can shift the way we see ourselves from the
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psychological/semiotic to the bodily and suggest affinities with plants and mineral
elements that prompt a rethinking of our place and role in the world.
The nada surfaces as plankton and oil, in images that infiltrate G.H.’s body as
well as the body of the novel, in a process of interpenetration that turns the body into a
medium for immersion rather than an envelope for subjectivity, and the text into a
deconstructive site where the self/world dichotomy is broken down. The cockroach
invokes a geological temporality, on which oil and plankton surface not as deadened
matter that fuels modern industry but as the moist, vibrant matter of the world that at
once constitutes and transcends human (and biological more broadly) life. These
elements draw attention to the human as an organism that is folded corporeally into not
only a biological but a geological trajectory that exceeds us exponentially in scale, but
that nevertheless persists within our bodily constitution. Their bringing to life prompts a
rethinking of how we distinguish the human from other forms of matter and invokes
nonhuman life/elements (plankton, carbon and oil) to rethink genealogies in a way that
relocates the human not as the culmination of evolution at its most complex but alongside
other forms of matter, organic and inorganic, whose interactions and interrelationships
constitute the world.
Scaling out to Planetary Time
The enlivening and spilling of the geologic across the novel’s body in the form of oil and
plankton is catalyzed by a jump in temporal scale: in perhaps the most disorienting
element of G.H.’s encounter with the cockroach that scuttles out of the empty closet, the
persistence of its species across geological epochs invokes a scale of time that eclipses
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the historical anchored in the narrative of progress toward industrial modernity. The
repulsion the cockroach generates in G.H. is, at least in part, attributed to this temporal
characteristic, for it collapses both her historically situated notion of identity and the
centering of the human as the culmination of evolution:
O que sempre me repugnara em baratas é que elas eram obsoletas e no entanto
atuais. Saber que elas já estavam na Terra, e iguais a hoje, antes mesmo que
tivessem aparecido os primeiros dinossauros, saber que o primeiro homem
surgido já as havia encontrado proliferadas e se arrastando vivas, saber que elas
haviam testemunhado a formação das grandes jazidas de petróleo e carvão no
mundo, e lá estavam durante o grande avanço e depois durante o grande recuo das
geleiras—a resistência pacífica. (47)
This jump to an epochal scale of time is disorienting to G.H. because, as Thomas
and Yusoff point out, the deep time and history of the geologic are difficult for humans to
grasp: “The epochal qualities of the inhuman present a challenge to thinking human time
and existence within much longer timelines and within material worlds quite different
from the current ones. Inhuman matter presents an alienation in terms of human scale, in
time, space, and materiality. And yet inhuman matter is worn and worked through in
bodies, landscapes, atmospheres, and eons” (129). It is the cockroach’s embodiment of
this paradox—our difficulty in conceiving of the geological even while it is embedded in
nearly every aspect of our being—that drives G.H.’s intense bodily and affective
response to the encounter. The cockroach takes G.H and the reader to the geological scale
of time and being on which the modern idea of man, distinguished by the capacities of
language and reason, as the culmination of evolution becomes obsolete—our species’
lifespan a diminutive 7 or 6 million years as compared to 4.5 billion years of planetary
existence. Additionally, the shift to geological time the cockroach sets off provokes a
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resignification of coil and oil from resources for extraction to the mineralogical and
geological origins of life. The implications of thinking on the universal (albeit subject to
postcolonial critique) species identity change when we are thinking of ourselves on a
timescale that is so different from the historical. Pointing out that cockroaches have
survived since long before the human existed also suggests they will long exceed the
human species lifespan.
The persistence and stability of the cockroach species across geological epochs
collapses the human timescale marked by progress, development and change. Instead of
eclipsing the human within this planetary timescale, however, the novel draws attention
to oil as a form of matter than embeds us materially in the geological, illustrating
moments in which, through intimacy between human and nonhuman, the plant and
geological overwhelm the human, eliciting processes of becoming that challenge the
human/nonhuman dichotomy. It foregrounds and reframes nature as an active force rather
than a passive backdrop and prompts a reconfiguration of the self/world dichotomy by
interrogating our relationship with the nonhuman and drawing out our inhuman
constitution and origins. Instead of the human gazing at nature with a colonizing,
extractive gaze, the novel frames nature as the creative force that compels different forms
to arise from the neutral substrate of matter, and humans as just one example of such
forms.
G.H. finds this temporal shift and its foregrounding of the inhuman both
disorienting and seductive, likening it to losing the third leg she never knew she had but
depended on for stability. This third leg stand for the trappings of modern life and
subjectivity, or her “aspas”—her identity as a white, upper middle-class sculptor, her
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sleek urban apartment, her bourgeois education and social standing, and in particular,
language as a mechanism of parsing and apprehending the world—, all of which fall
away through her encounter with the cockroach.
The shift from human time to planetary sets the stage for nonhuman life to surface
in the form of elemental beings like plankton and protozoa as well as the oil formed from
their fossils that proliferate across the text and penetrate G.H.’s body with an increasingly
intense corporeal intimacy. What begins to break down the alienation that marks her life
is dreams and hallucinatory images of the mirroring and penetration of her psychic
interior by the external world, foregrounding her body as the site of her corporeal
entanglement with the world. This phenomenon mirrors her description of the cockroach
as flipped inside-out, its exoskeleton leaving its interior exposed: “A barata é pelo avesso:
ela é aquilo. O que nela é exposto é o que em mim eu escondo: de meu lado a ser exposto
fiz o meu avesso ignorado” (76). While she is separated from the world by her body as
casing for her psyche, the cockroach’s exoskeleton leaves its interior exposed, effectively
collapsing the interior/exterior dichotomy. Only at night does this distinction falter for
G.H., enabling her to experience life directly, without her “aspas”:
Nunca, até então, a vida me havia acontecido de dia. Nunca à luz do sol. Só nas
minhas noites é que o mundo se revolvia lentamente. Só que, aquilo que acontecia
no escuro da própria noite, também acontecia ao mesmo tempo nas minhas
próprias entranhas, e o meu escuro não se diferenciava do escuro da fora, e de
manhã, ao abrir os olhos, o mundo continuava sendo uma superfície: a vida
secreta da noite em breve se reduzia na boca ao gosto de um pesadelo que some.
(76-7)
Whereas during the day, the world is “uma superfície” that she perceives as the
panorama-like interior of her building—a background against which she acts out her life
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“entre aspas”—in the darkness of night, vision recedes as a perceptual mechanism that
separates subject from world and the darkness flows freely between her interior and
exterior, confusing the separation between the two. She describes it as a mirroring
between her interior and the external world that confuses the delimitation between self
and environment, drawing attention to the body as the site where the stability of this
dichotomy falters. It is only when this separation is blurred that G.H. truly lives, she
writes, for her daytime existence, always “entre aspas”, is merely a facsimile, a
representation of life that alienates her from the material world.

Plankton and Oil
This sets the stage for a more visceral disturbance of the dichotomy during a brief
pregnancy G.H. recounts that draws attention to her constitution by living cells and
elemental organisms that not only enable her to breathe, and thus, exist, but also connect
her inextricably to the exterior world of which they form part. Her comparison of the
cockroach’s eyes to “dois ovários neutros e férteis” spurs a memory of a brief pregnancy
she aborted, which she describes with marine imagery, first in a comparison of the
embryo inside to a fish (“os poros de um filho devoravam com a boca de peixe”) and then
in an image of herself walking through the streets, “resolvendo sobre o aborto”, as
thousands of single-celled marine organisms:
Na rua eu também não passava de milhares de cílios de protozoário neutro
batendo, eu já conhecia em mim mesma o olhar brilhante de uma barata que foi
tomada pela cintura...E enquanto olhava os manequins fixos e sorridentes, eu
estava cheia de neutro plâncton e abria a boca sufocada e quieta, eu bem disse ao
senhor: ‘o que mais me incomoda, doutor, é que estou respirando mal’. O
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plâncton me dava a minha cor, o Rio Tabajós é verde porque seu plâncton é
verde. (91)
Whereas in the image analyzed above, the darkness of night functions as a liminal
element that brings the interior into continuity with the exterior through their mirroring,
here G.H.’s body is literally infiltrated by the external world in the form of plankton, an
elemental lifeform that, performing half of Earth’s photosynthesis, sustains life and
connects ecosystems across the planet. Floating on the ocean’s surface, these blue-green
organisms absorb carbon dioxide and emit oxygen into both the marine world and the
atmosphere, providing the foundation of the aquatic food web and oxygen that sustains
aquatic and terrestrial life. Buried and compressed by geological forces, their fossilized
remains make up the oil that sustains modern industry, fueling vehicles, providing
heating and producing electricity, and which G.H. spies in her building’s factory-like
courtyard. The image of plankton surrounding and infiltrating her body thus stages a
corporeal encounter with a lifeform that is fundamental to human and nonhuman life but
invisible to humans, foregrounding its role in biological processes while also gesturing
toward its constitution of the geologic. The plankton’s penetration of G.H.’s body during
her brief pregnancy draws attention to the porousness of the body to its environment, and
the cellular constitution of bodies that draws them all into symbiosis which, as
Emmanuele Coccia reminds us, is founded in breath, a process made possible by plants
(phytoplankton being an example):
The world is the matter, the form, the space, and the reality of breath. Plants are
the breath of all living beings, the world as breath. In turn, any breath is evidence
of the fact that being in the world is, fundamentally, an experience of immersion.
To breathe means to be plunged into a medium that penetrates us in the same way
and with the same intensity as we penetrate it. Any being is a being of the world
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[mondain] if it is immersed in what immerses itself in it. The plant, then, is the
paradigm of immersion. (53)
The physical experience of difficulty breathing caused by the plankton that fill her
mouth and respiratory pathway draws G.H.’s body out of the realm of language, or
“humanização”, immersing her in life as materiality with breath highlighted as, in
Coccia’s words, “the true logos of the world, its language, its word, the organ of its
revelation” (52). No longer “entre aspas”, here she is immersed literally in the elemental
process of symbiotic world-making. The movement in the images—cilia waving and the
formless green that links her body to the Tapajos River (which connects four Amazonian
states, thus removing G.H. from her territorial specificity)—disturb the stasis and fixity
of a subject located in a particular time and space, offering instead an impersonal,
nonlocal subjectivity constituted not only by its particular historico-political situation but
also by impersonal, nonlocal matter and forces.
By obstructing her breath, the plankton draws her attention to breathing as a
mechanism that ties us intimately to the environment, an interpenetration of self and
world that dissolves the separation between them. The plankton and the carrying of a
child shift her to hover in the space from ideality to reality, from the world as she
understands it through humanist categories to the world as a metaphysics of mixture
(Coccia) whose substance and its expression is always contingent on the breath that
draws form always into interpenetration. Pregnancy draws her into an awareness of the
fact the material substance of the world passes through forms that are individuated but
not separate from one another—like the relationship between mother and embryo, and
between body and environment, bound through breath. This, essentially, is what
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constitutes Coccia’s metaphysics of mixture: “The cosmos—that is, nature—is not the
foundation of things, it is their mixture, their breathing, the movement that animates their
interpenetration” (70). Both an embryo and plankton are immersed in their environments
(though plankton creates energy while an embryo depends on mother for energy) in the
way Coccia describes plant immersion. Humans, too, as G.H. comes to realize by the end
of the novel, are immersed into their environment in this way, but an awareness of this
requires removing the degree of separation that language and representation create.
Color and breath are both highlighted as fluid substances that, with no heed to the
boundaries of separate bodies, mark the continuity between interior and exterior, self and
world; G.H. grounds this continuity in the description of her pregnant body as lined
inside and out, as well as surrounded by waving cilia of plankton which are also found in
the Tapajós river which runs through the Amazon. Her labored breathing and the green
that runs through her body, the air and the river, connecting all of them. In this image,
Lispector highlights the cellular constitution of bodies across the evolutionary spectrum,
all connected through breath.
G.H.’s interpenetration with plankton is an instance of a recurring phenomenon of
becoming in Lispector’s writing—one that Evando Nascimento describes as “o
intertrocar clariciano,” which “significa experienciar um devir que não se consolida numa
nova identidade [...] inviabilizando a vontade humana de tudo converter a sua natureza e
propiciando outra forma de amar, menos antropocêntrica, mais infamiliar e estrangeira”
(44). Like the encounter with the cockroach that provides the conceit of the novel, this
intimate infiltration of G.H.’s body with plankton challenges the human/nonhuman
dichotomy by presenting the plankton as the nonhuman which cannot be incorporated
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into or made intelligible within the humanist order of things. This is why, for example,
the plankton that fills GH’s throat while she is pregnant, obstructs her breathing—it
makes her aware of the fact that breathing, the most elemental process of being, is
already an encounter with the other—and depends on the breathing of that other. Here,
the elemental beings that enable life to survive and flourish on the Earth’s surface, are
made visible and tactile, so much so that they slow her down, forcing her into an
awareness of their constitutive role in not only her life but the world.
It is no coincidence that this interpenetration occurs during her brief pregnancy,
for she herself draws the connection between maternity (reproduction) and externality,
since pregnancy implies an inextricable connection to another body and thus, to the
exterior. Usually invisible in cultural production, at once smaller (in size and biological
complexity) and far greater (in number and temporal scale, here they intimately
interpenetrate with G.H.’s psychic body, not through extraction/production (a colonizing
perspective) but as alive, moist being. They are omniscient, fundamental to life as energy
sources (both for modern life and as the constitutive matter of all inorganic and organic
matter through evolution). As single-celled organisms that constitute liquid, their form is
different from the human (animal) complex organism. They are more fluid, more prolific,
and more enduring, and their infiltration of G.H.’s body undermines the supposed
autonomy and exceptionality of the human. As organisms that, like the cockroach, not
only preexist the human but also will outlive us, they invoke a planetary time scale that
decenters the human, replacing us in evolutionary trajectory as a singular, though not
necessarily exceptional, form of lively matter instead of its culmination. Here they are
made tactile, eliciting a visceral reaction from G.H., and from the reader.
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The marine and nighttime imagery surface again when G.H. returns her attention
to the wall tracing, the static image now coming to life as G.H. inscribes herself and the
reader into it.
“Somos criaturas que precisam mergulhar na profundidade para lá respirar, como
o peixe mergulha na água para respirar, só que minhas profundidades são no ar da
noite […] Há muito tempo fui desenhada contigo numa caverna, e contigo nadei
de suas profundezas escuras até hoje, nadei com meus cílios inúmeros—eu era o
petróleo que só hoje jorrou, quando uma negra africana me desenhou na minha
casa, fazendo-me brotar de uma parede. Sonâmbula como o petróleo que enfim
jorra” (114).
Alluding first to the collapse of the interior/exterior dichotomy at nighttime, G.H.
identifies herself here, along with the reader, first as marine creatures and then as oil,
which is made up of plankton and other organisms that die and float to the ocean floor,
effectively situating the biological life within a geological genealogy in which G.H.’s
body is intimately embedded. The once-static wall tracing is infused with life in the form
of elemental organisms (marked by cilia, like G.H.’s body in the pregnancy scene) that
constitute the oil which begins to flow from the wall—oil immobilized in the conditional
tense (“poderia jorrar”) when she gazed upon it in her building’s interior. The image
stages a temporal confusion, the locus of enunciation embodying the present moment—
"hoje” –but also past (“há muito tempo”) and future on an epochal scale, just as G.H.’s
subjectivity incorporates not only the present moment but also the marine and geological
origins and future centuries of planetary life: “Eu estava vivendo a pré-história de um
futuro. Como uma mulher que nunca teve filhos mas os terá daí a três milênios, eu já
vivia hoje do petróleo que em três milênios ia jorrar” (107).
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The oil in its fossilized and flowing form, both embodied in G.H.’s enunciation as
a subject, brings out the coterminosity of the human with the geological, and their shared
materiality. In the bringing out of oil as form of matter that exists on an epochal scale, the
capitalist narrative of progress toward modernity is undermined by the foregrounding of
the persistence of multiple layers of prehistorical life (oil, protozoa) in our historical
present. Oil thus gushes through G.H.’s body and across the novel’s body as a form of
matter that strings together time on an epochal scale—persisting through millennia but
also the deep past and future. Through G.H.’s identification of herself and the reader with
prehistory through oil Lispector articulates a new geological subject that will be
theorized. As Yusoff argues, “Combined with new modes of geologic subjectification,
the Anthropocene defines a new temporality for the human as a being situated in geologic
time. The Anthropocene folds geologic time into human corporeality, refocusing
attention on the temporality of inhuman forces within the subject: on epoch being, on
thresholds in evolution and extinction, and of a new humanity that is defined through the
end of the Holocene.” (781) If, as has been suggested by critics such as Earl Fitz and
Gabriel Giorgi, G.H. stands for género humano, then Lispector’s female protagonist’s
envelopment in and ceding to the inhuman forces that constitute her corporeality
manifests the “remineralization of the origins of the human” and an awareness of
“‘geologic life’—a mineralogical dimension of human composition” (Yusoff, 780).
Nature’s Small Climaxes
This expansion of the subjectivity to encompass nonlocal inhuman material and
temporal forces prompts a transformation of “eu” as the locus of enunciation from a
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subject to a momentary mechanism of capture for virtual life, or life as preindividuated
force. The “eu” in these instances empties out of personal subjectivity and becomes a
vessel for the matter of the world and the human and nonhuman beings that constitute it.
Echoing Nascimento’s description of o introcar clariciano Patrícia Vieira explains this
phenomenon as an example of her concept of zoophytographia, or interspecies writing—
a way of giving voice to the nonhuman without subsuming it in the human, in other
words, subjectivity as a form through which the nonhuman world itself can speak:
Zoophytographic writing springs from the belief that literature can propitiate an
encounter with the lives of non-humans that does not necessarily entail subsuming
them onto our own parameters. An encounter that does not involve conquest but
operates through a give and take, transforming each party in the process and
resulting in a novel literary language. (72)
These readings share the observation that on the geological scale, G.H.’s
subjectivity is emptied out of the personal and local—wiped of the specificity of the
bourgeois woman sculptor living in a Rio de Janeiro neighborhood G.H. identifies herself
as at the novel’s outset—and opened up to be inhabited by the human and nonhuman
others that constitute and create the conditions for the existence of her specific body.
Thus, when she utters “eu”, she invokes not only the human species in which her initials
inscribe her (“género humano”), but also the Earth whose force sets the oil to flow,
marking the continuity of life from one epoch to the next. Her locus of enunciation is thus
inhabited by an inhuman nature that, far from the passive landscape of resources G.H.
observes in the building’s interior, by the end of the novel, is reformulated as a sensual
force with agency to create the multitude of forms that constitute the web of life,
including not only G.H. and the cockroach but also plants, animals and humans that
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populate Lispector’s rich literary ecosystem. With her body as the point of contact
between human and geological life, the novel draws out the inhuman constitution of
subjectivity and poses G.H. not just as a historical or biological subject, but a geological
one as well.
The intimate contact the novel stages between human, plant and geologic, and
indeed, G.H.’s affective state during the entire encounter, are marked by an erotic charge
that suffuses the text itself with a ubiquitous sensuality which becomes a primary
characteristic of nature when it overtakes the human as subject and creative agent. By the
novel’s end, in place of the extractivist view of nature as a passive landscape of
resources, G.H. ascribes it agency, identifying it as the vitality suspended in matter that
compels it to differentiate into individual forms, a process she describes in affective and
sensual terms: “A natureza,” she says, “o que eu gostava na natureza era o seu
inexpressivo vibrante” (142). We can read the inexpressive here as formless matter in
suspense, like erotic tension before release—vibration as the impulse to give it form. In
this way, nature becomes the subject, and human an object—one individualized form
among the many nature creates. In a marked shift from her attitude before entering the
room, G.H. describes nature at the novel’s end as a virtual force which, through various
modes of affective arousal, creates a diversity of living forms—as in this moment, when
she describes leaves as an “exasperation” of nature:
E há também, às vezes a exasperação do atonal, que é de uma alegria profunda: o
atonal é o voo se alçando—a natureza é o atonal exasperado, foi assim que os
mundos se formaram: o atonal exaspero-se.
E que se vejam as folhas, como elas são verdes e pesadas, elas se
exasperam em coisa, que cegas são as folhas e que verdes elas são. (142)
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Nature is, in other words, the force that drives matter’s propensity to differentiate as the
origin of evolution, a concept Elizabeth Grosz explains in the relationship she explains
between life and matter, described neatly as follows: “Life is matter extended into the
virtual; matter is life compressed into dormancy” (32). Humans in this matrix are also
just another instance of virtual life being expressed through a particular form—an
affective utterance, an “orgasm” of nature:

E eu dera o primeiro passo: pois pelo menos eu já sabia que ser humano é uma
sensibilização, um orgasmo da natureza. E que, só por uma anomalia da natureza,
é que, em vez de sermos o Deus, assim como os outros seres O são, em vez de O
sermos, nós queríamos vê-Lo. Não faria mal vê-Lo, se fôssemos tão grandes
quanto Ele. Uma barata é maior que eu porque sua vida se entrega tanto a Ele
que ela vem do infinito e passa para o infinito sem perceber, ela nunca se
descontinua. (126-7)
Two details of this excerpt are of note for the present analysis. First, the defining of the
human as “sensibilização,” the process by which the body becomes alerted to the
presence of another through sensory awareness and contact. Second, the description of
humans as an orgasm of nature—the culmination of a buildup of tension and then a
release. In other words, the human is a becoming—a crescendo during which matter takes
on a particular sensible formation and, in its encounter with another, then is released back
into its former state (the human cycle of life and death is one of momentary
individuation) but always connected to the matter out of which it coagulates and then
returns to in neutral form. Drawing on Deleuze, Grosz describes this process of
individuation that arises from the encounter between life and its outside, nonlife, which
draws materiality out of its virtual state: “...it is this shared life, aligning life with
nonliving forces, that provides the condition under which life creates, makes, invents, that
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is, adds to the nonliving a new force of virtuality, new singularities” (36). The human
here is defined as a concentration of the matter into a form characterized by its own
particular assemblage of meaning and sensory charge that results from nature’s creative
sensual, or affective force. In this sense, the human is like the cockroach, the leaf or any
other sensitized form of matter, rather than an exceptional form of life” (Becoming
Undone 36).
Instead of degrees of complexity, the difference G.H. marks between humans and
cockroaches is that the human is discontinuous, while the cockroach is not, a distinction
that might be read as referring to the discontinuity of the individual psyche, which
George Bataille identifies as the source of alienation of the self from the world which,
through eroticism, we seek to escape. Or, the description of the cockroach as never
discontinuing can be taken as a suggestion that the human as a species is discontinuous,
not only evolving, but also beginning and ending, a reminder of the continuity of
cockroach species-life. In either case, G.H. reconceptualizes individuality—how we
separate an individual form from the underlying continuum from which it arises. Rather
than being the culmination of evolution, G.H. describes the human as a particular formal
manifestation of corporeal and sensorial attributes and intensities that nature gives rise to,
but which is necessarily ephemeral, especially when compared to the cockroach, which
has remained unchanged across geological epochs.
The novel’s attribution of the qualities that distinguish the human subject—
embodiment, eroticism, affective intensity—to nature brings it to life, counteracting the
alienation G.H. feels in the beginning. It reframes the relationship between self and world
to one in which, rather than the world existing for the self, the world creates the
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individual, which, like all individuals, human and non, returns to the world (we call this
death). Thus, G.H. comes to conceive of herself not as the bourgeois sculptor—not
coincidentally an artist who gives form to matter—living in an urban center and located
within the social mores of her society but as one of nature’s spontaneous eruptions:
“Emfim, emfim quebrara-se realmente o meu invólucro, e sem limite eu era [...] Tudo
estará em mim, se eu não for; pois ‘eu’ é apenas um dos espasmos nos instantâneos do
mundo” (178) Formerly seeing herself as a self-enclosed subject separate from and acting
upon the world, in other words, she comes to understand herself through the encounter as
arising from and constituted by its matter and forces. We see here the inversion of the
subject/object dichotomy where G.H. is now an object created by the natural world, in a
recognition of what Grosz (2017), terms geopower, or “the geological, inhuman and
preindividuated forces that subtend and provoke organic life” (134). As opposed to
biopower, Grosz points out, geopower has no outside, no time or place before it or
beyond it, since it entails the very matter and forces that subtend all life—instead of just
the human—an apt description for G.H.’s experience of the timeless and undelineated
space of the world she abandons her world for. G.H.’s description of her subjectivity—
“eu”—as a spasm of the world, then, equates to her recognition of the inhuman
constitution of the human, or, to return to Grosz, “the preconditions and excess within the
human, that which is creative and inventive in the human, understood as something
impersonal, with forces we summon up rather than control” (134). Thus, G.H. asserts:
“Mas agora eu era muito menos que humana—e realizaria o meu destino especificamente
humano se me entregasse, como estava me entregando, ao que já não era eu, ao que já é
inhumano” (179).
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The novel draws our attention to the fact that though we cannot but experience it
through our anthropocentric frame, life is nevertheless, as Braidotti puts it, “zoe driven
and geocentered” (34). It mobilizes the deterritorializing force of the erotic to foreground
our entanglement with biological and geological life and forces, effectively undermining
the dichotomy that positions the human subject before a world of objects. Instead, it
frames nature as a subject compelled by geologic force that gives rise to many different
forms of life, among which the human, the leaf and the cockroach are just a few
examples. In a rebuke to human exceptionalism, G.H. describes the cockroach as
“continuous” with Nature, God and life, because it does not aim to stand outside of and
“see” them. Herein, for G.H., lies the alienating effect of “humanização”—its positioning
of the human as a viewer and agent that acts on a passive natural world. This framing
privileges vision above all the other senses, a hierarchy that is undermined as the novel’s
synesthetic tendency highlights sensorial interactions between bodies as constitutive and
transformative of the bodies themselves. Thus G.H.’s shift from alienation to corporeal
affiliation/immersion is accompanied by a shift from emphasis on vision (which creates
distance and capacity for domination, as seen in the way she observes her building) to a
multisensorial interaction. For example, G.H. is fascinated and disturbed by the
cockroach’s gaze, which she perceives as tactile. As Nascimento argues then, the gaze—
“o olhar”—in Lispector’s work takes on a meaning beyond the structure of subject
observing an object, instead functioning itself as a multisensorial or synesthetic
“pensamento-objeto”—an object that brings two subject-objects into relation.
Nascimento writes,
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Textos como Água viva, Um sopro de vida, “O relatório da coisa”, A maça no
escuro, entre outros, se assemelham a um caleidoscópio multissensorial. Nesse
aparelho, o olhar é somente um dispositivo para desencadear inúmeras outras
sensações e pulsações. O próprio olhar tem a dimensão de coisa. (79)
He goes on to explain that, in Lispector’s work, the gaze becomes a characteristic
attributable not only to the human but to things, creating a sort of democracy in which the
relations between different types of objects interrupt the humanist hierarchy. The gaze
becomes then an interstitial space between different forms that upends fixed categorical
relationships between them—a space of becoming, so to speak—so that G.H.’s gaze is
returned by the cockroach so as to disturb her sense of herself as human “entre aspas”
much like Derrida describes his reaction to his cat’s gaze at his naked body. Nascimento
determines this gaze that takes on significance far beyond the visual as an exchange, a
process of becoming that decenters the human as the point of entry into the world.
Reaching in and out of the Text
A paixão’s eroticism—its emphasis on sensuality and interpenetrating bodies—
compels the reader too to engage with the novel, and the world it draws up, sensually,
with love as the primary affective glue on both the social and ecological registers. The
novel culminates in G.H.’s invitation to the reader to join her in opening up to the
seductive appeal of the sensual world of objects by breaking out of social and cultural
meanings that domesticate them and the sociocultural constructs that constrain the
subject. “Da-me a tua mão,” she says—in the climactic repetition of a phrase that
resounds throughout the body of the novel:
Sei que parece que estou tirando a tua e a minha humanidade. Mas é o oposto:
estou querendo é viver daquilo inicial e primordial que exatamente fez com que
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certas coisas chegassem ao ponto de aspirar a serem humanas. Estou querendo
que eu viva da parte humana mais difícil: que eu viva do germe do amor neutro,
pois foi dessa fonte que começou a nascer aquilo que depois foi se distorcendo em
sentimentações a tal ponto que o núcleo fixou sufocado pelo acréscimo de riqueza
e esmagado em nós mesmos pela pata humana. (161-2)
In this appeal to the reader, Lispector’s narrator breaks the internal coherence of
the text, and, along with it, the confines of her psyche as interior. The body and the text
thus both function as points of refraction where the continuum of matter coagulates in
sensitized form—both function as surface interfaces: G.H.’s body within the text as the
point of immersion with the plant and geological—the nonhuman world—and the text as
the point where narrator and reader join in sensual interaction to break the
interior/exterior, text/reader dichotomies.
This entails for G.H. a rejection of language as a signifying and ordering system
in favor of what she describes as a “desorganização” of social, political and ontological
categories of meaning which, though dizzying and disorienting, is no longer the
“nonbeing” she describes as her life prior to the encounter with the cockroach. Existing
outside of her “aspas”, brings her into contact with the fleshy matter of the world, human
and non—the moist and alive vibrant matter that has not yet been organized into
structures of meaning. What is exciting and nauseating and dizzying is encountering
matter that has not been coded with meaning yet, requiring a bodily response or
“sensibilização” rather than processing through prefigured categories—a sensorial
engagement she identifies as “amor neutro”. Of this process, she recalls: “Com o
desmoronamento de minha civilização e de minha humanidade –o que me era um
sofrimento de grande saudade—com a perda da humanidade, eu passava orgiacamente a
sentir o gosto da identidade das coisas” (102). She sees her shedding of fixed socio76

cultural and ontological identity and the ensuing democracy of objects with her included
as an orgiastic interaction with her surroundings: eroticism here is the confusion of
subject/object that enables the individual to lose her sense of separate casing in blurring
boundaries with the external world. The world overtakes the human as the subject, even
grammatically: “O mundo independia de mim—esta era a confiança a que eu tinha
chegado: o mundo independia de mim, e não estou entendendo...” (179).
The novel foregrounds the body (G.H.’s, the reader’s and the novel’s) as the site
where difference is negotiated, contesting fixed categories of difference that alienate her
from that which is determined to be other—be it Janair (the racial other), the cockroach
(species other) and nature. In the pregnancy scene, it is single-celled organisms, a
lifeform we understand to be so radically different from ours that it is mostly invisible in
culture. By describing G.H. as lined inside and out with plankton that obstruct her
breathing as well as herself an organism lined with cilia, just like plankton and protozoa,
the scene draws attention to the fact that we too are made up cells. The image
foregrounds human embodiment—our biological constitution which undermines the
alienating “humanização” of the human separated from the world by language and
reason. The obstruction of her breathing by the presence of plankton inside her body also
draws attention to our corporeal entanglement in the mixture of forms that make up the
world—breath, as Coccia points out, being the process through which life passes through
and connects different living forms. Breath is the foundation of life and of the mixture of
being and the body is the vessel through which this process occurs.
Though the novel is deeply subjective throughout—a first-person narration of the
psychic experience of a bourgeois woman shuttered inside her Copacabana apartment—
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the proliferation of plant and geological forms set off by her encounter with the
cockroach and the protagonization and attribution of sensuality to nature gradually
dissolve the construct of the interiorized subject separated from and acting on the external
world. Penetrated by elements of the external world, the body becomes a medium for
immersion rather than a casing for the psyche. In a lovely reading of A paixão through
the figure of Echo in Ovid’s Metamorphosis, Marilia Librandi Rocha describes G.H.’s
process of “de-subjetificação” or “des-heroização” as an emptying out of the subject until
it becomes a corporeal echo chamber for the external world. Conceived of in this way,
the text also opens beyond its own material and semiotic borders, “echoing its author in
the readers, and from the readers it expands throughout the world. In the opposite way,
the external world echoes in the text, or to use one of Lispector’s preferred images, the
beating of the heart and the pulsing of the veins echo on the surface of the page. In a
poetics of echo everything is linked to everything, and it is characterized by a
fundamental interactivity” (161). The novel thus received prompts the reader to interact
with it in a similar way to how the world infiltrates G.H., and how she opens herself up to
it (the “eu” by the end a mere echo chamber, as Librandi Rocha describes)—in explicitly
drawing the reader into its world while dissolving its own boundaries—through the
insistent appeal to the reader to “da-me a tua mão”. Lispector’s novel prompts a receding
of personal, localized subjectivity in favor of an impersonal openness to the sensorial, a
shift from emphasis on acting to experiencing and receiving. This entails a radical erotic
opening to the world that cedes knowing and understanding in favor of pleasure in the
unknown. The liminal space where Lispector’s writing situates itself—the vida úmida
G.H. approaches—is a place of eroticism and sensuality because it is the risk and
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pleasure of transgressing the borders of identity, of the body, and of language in to
become-other. The way to access this becoming-other is through the materiality of
language and the body rather than through idealism or logos, because the latter alienate
us from the world. So what Lispector is trying to do is, through her writing, enter and
become part of this vida úmida, te neutral, warm and moist matter that ties all life
together.
Conclusion
A paixão thus narrates the shift from alienation to immersion in the move from
G.H.’s existence as an alienated woman inside a building she compares to a minaret to a
sensitized body with no name or identity, reaching for contact with the inhuman in the
human. In her final act of consuming the cockroach, she seeks immersion in its most
extreme state—a return to pure matter, wiped of signification but not of vitality. Matter
that is irreducible and has no form but is moist and alive, the fleshy matter that embeds
all forms of being in a nature excited to climax into humans, insects, and leaves alike.
G.H.’s shift from the human faculties of language and reason to an opening to the
world she describes as seduction equates to a shift from conceiving of the world as
passive landscape of resources for human use to a web of live, vibrant matter out of
which different types of bodies arise, among which the human is just one example. The
proliferation of the nonhuman that is described as “vivo e úmido” (“moist and alive”)
across the novel’s surface prompts a reconfiguration of our relationship to it: instead of
the colonizing approach that sees the world as a mute, passive landscape of resources to
extract for use or profit, the novel presents the nonhuman (from the cockroach to
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plankton and oil) as sensual matter active in the constitution/creation of the world. For
G.H.—and for the “género humano”—this transformation offers an escape from the
alienation of modern bourgeois subjectivity and, more broadly, of the monadic speciesbeing separate from “nature”. The novel suggests that we, like its protagonist, open our
bodies to sensual awareness, arousal even, by our intimate entanglement with nonhuman
biological and geological forms and forces. G.H. invites us to, with her, surrender our
knowing, rational selves to the visceral pleasures of the unknowable—to being touched,
affected—by the bodies, visible and invisible, microscopic and of great magnitude, that
constitute the web of life of which we form part.
The encounter, which Nascimento stages a block of becoming through the
juncture between two radically different forms of being and temporalities—the human
and the geological—which has the dizzying effect of replacing the human in an
evolutionary trajectory that vastly exceeds us. GH herself describes these as two different
worlds, on the interstice between which she hovers during the novel: “estava saindo do
meu mundo e entrando no mundo”. She thus describes the awakening as a shift from
“meu mundo” or, the mundane reality of her modern city life, embodied by the phone she
hopes to answer but realizes is off the hook and the tailored dress she expects delivered,
to the much vaster “mundo” of geological the cockroach as a species has survived the
duration of, which also invokes awareness, memories and images of the inextricable
entanglement of human with nonhuman that exist on that scale. Notable here is that to
leave “meu mundo” does not mean that actuality ceases to exist but rather that its role in
separating her from the “real” world beyond “organização humana” collapses. The neatly
categorized life she leaves, indeed, hovers in the background for the duration of the
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novel, as a sort of lifeboat she appeals to several times in hesitation and at times horror at
the boundlessness “o mundo” offers.
That the conjunction of these worlds occurs in the bodily encounter between the
two beings—their gaze that turns into touch that turns into taste/ingestion—suggests that
it is through the body that we access our immersion in the continuity of matter that
connects us to the planetary scale of being and time. It suggests a corporeal awareness of
our mineral origins, offering a response to Yusoff’s question above. So where Bataille
lists three types of eroticism--physical, emotional and religious—GH invokes a sort of
posthuman eroticism that is immanent and bodily, not dissolving the individual through
union with another or some transcendental mystical entity but through replacement into
the material continuum of matter which, “vivo e úmido” also has the capacity to arouse
us, if we open ourselves to it.
G.H. describes the encounter in notably sensual terms, as a bodily experience that
little by little displaces the signifying function of language and prefigured categories of
meaning and identity, morality and action and, most centrally “Amor,” which she
resignifies to extend beyond and indeed put into crisis, the exclusive and exceptional
category of human. She describes a sudden desire to be touched, which, she notes, she
has suppressed her entire life, and a turning away from constructs of morality (“não vou
fazer nada por você porque não sei mais o sentido de amor como antes eu pensava que
savia” 86) toward “Amor” as a corporeal openness to encounter with the other that ranges
from the cockroach to plankton and oil to her unborn fetus. Indeed, there is a synesthetic
confusion in which the cockroach’s gaze becomes tactile, and GH conceives it as a
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manifestation of love resignified beyond the human schema of morality and the social
order it implies:
A barata me tocava toda com seu olhar negro, facetado, brilhante e neutro.
E agora eu começava a deixá-la me tocar. Na verdade eu havia lutado a
vida toda contra o profundo desejo de me deixar ser tocada—e havia lutado
porque não tinha podido me permitir a morte daquilo a que eu chamava de minha
bondade; a morte da bondade humana. Mas agora eu não queria mais lutar contra.
Tinha que existir uma bondade tão outra que não se pareceria com bondade. Eu
não queria mais lutar.
Com nojo, com desespero, com coragem, eu cedia. (87)
Allowing herself to be touched is equated with letting go of her “bondade humana”,
which along with morality, is integral to “organização humana”—an ethics of careful
distance, the observational gaze, etc. in relation to the other. A counter to this measured
distance is taken to the extreme in the image of an erotic encounter with a creature
deemed to be the ultimate other for more than just the obvious reasons. This is not a
mammal which—albeit lacking in language and consciousness, the defining
characteristics of the human in the humanist philosophical tradition—shares with the
human warm blood, an ephemeral and changing evolutionary trajectory, certain
physiological features and even a canonized companionship in the case of some species,
like horses and dogs. No, unlike the animal, the cockroach as insect is both lower in the
complexity hierarchy and a crustacean with no warmth or sensuality to be found—and
associated with refuse and dirt, repulsive to the human. This in the humanist order, of
course, which is precisely what the novel sets itself out to deconstruct. So in a most
radical departure from this order or “organização humana,” G.H. cedes to allowing
herself to be affected insect in a move that swiftly causes her security in the humanist
order to come tumbling down around her, something akin to Derrida’s response to his
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cat’s gaze upon his naked body. And of course, this transgression of the Heideggerian
precept of human worldfulness in the face of animal lack of world, this affective opening
of the self to the nonhuman is experienced with the mixture of horror and awe, of
trepidation and temptation characteristic of eroticism as described by Bataille:
Passion fulfilled itself provokes such violent agitation that the happiness involved,
before being a happiness involved, is so great as to be more like its opposite,
suffering. Its essence is to substitute for their persistent discontinuity a miraculous
continuity between two beings. Yet this continuity is chiefly to be felt in the
anguish of desire, when it is still inaccessible, still an impotent, quivering
yearning. (19)
The consummation of her encounter, manifest in her consumption of the cockroach’s
innards, at first provokes the agitation Bataille describes but ultimately leads her to
surrender to what she describes as “o silêncio do mundo”—the formless, unknown and
inconceivable (that which cannot be represented, is beyond language): the novel’s final
sentence—“A vida se me é, e eu não entendo o que digo. E então adoro”—sums up the
shift from one epistemological pole to the other: G.H. surrenders language and meaning
for sensual immersion and interpenetration. In this way, she abandons the self-contained
individual described in the beginning who, throughout the novel, resists this immersion
by grasping onto mundane tasks like picking up the phone or receiving the dress she will
wear that night.
The unknown is manifest in elemental life and matter (plankton and oil),
generally invisibilized in modern life and cultural production, though both are ubiquitous
and fundamental to life on earth, superseding the human in both number and duration.
Both are presented as fluid, interstitial substances whose color functions as an aesthetic
marker of GH’s inexorable embeddedness in the continuity of matter they arise from. GH
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experiences an orgiastic nausea and excitement, dread and awe, “violent agitation,” in
Bataille’s words, as she approaches these elements she considered herself so different and
separate from. This is particularly evident in her consumption of the cockroach’s innards,
which causes her to vomit but also brings her to the novel’s final expression before a
ceding to the silence she is so fearful of earlier: “Então, eu adoro.”
In its emphasis on continuity and G.H.’s insistent appeal to the reader to join
hands with her, the novel wagers on the erotic as a mode of engaging with the world not
of mastery through language and consciousness but of openness and pleasure in sensual
immersion. It offers a conceptualization of nature not as a realm of passive matter
separate from the realm of culture but as an all-encompassing web of matter-in-becoming
that gives rise to forms distinct in their sensorial and intensive properties but defined by
their encounters with one another. Becoming and desire thus take the place of being
(identity, subjectivity, signification) and power. A Paixão thus narrates the functioning of
the erotic as the shift from discontinuity to continuity in the move from G.H.' narration as
an alienated woman inside a building she compares to a minaret to a dissolved body with
no name or identity, reaching for contact with the inhuman in the human—vital matter
rather than names of things (or signifieds—she wants the referent, matter before it is
drawn into signification). So, returning to the opening quote, nothingness for G.H. is pure
matter, wiped of signification but not of vibrancy. It is irreducible and has no form but is
moist and alive, the fleshy matter that embeds all forms of being in a nature excited to
climax into humans, insects, and leaves alike.
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CHAPTER 3: The Transgressive Force of the Erotic in Boi Neon (2015)
Introduction
The erotic is perhaps the most intriguing and certainly the most exciting point of
entry into Gabriel Mascaro’s Boi Neon (2015), a film whose patient accompaniment of a
group of itinerant ranch hands in their everyday activities foregrounds the textures,
tensions and desires of human and animal bodies from beginning to end. Without a
conventional narrative arc and little dialogue, the film strings together a series of episodes
that feature the grooming and care of both human and animal bodies involved in
vaquejada, a traditional and highly spectacularized Northeastern Brazilian sport in which
two vaqueiros (‘cowboys’) knock a bull over by its tail. Spectators watch the truck driver
Galega wax her crotch with masking tape in the front seat of her truck; Iremar, the ranch
hand who dreams of becoming a fashion designer, bathe with a group of other vaqueiros;
Junior, a newcomer, alternately floss his braces and straighten his hair; and all three,
along with Galega’s preadolescent daughter Cacá, brand a bull. Though it follows a loose
ensemble of characters, the film foregrounds bodies and affect over plot, dialogue and
character development.
This privileging of the material and sensorial over the psychological and
representative turns attention to the textures and intensities of human and animal bodies
and their interactions in an undoing of action cinema’s routines of speech and gesture as a
way of distinguishing between human and nonhuman bodies and acts. It disturbs the
binaries fundamental to the modern humanist order, beginning with, on the broadest
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scale, the nature/culture binary which positions humans as external observers of and
actants upon the ‘natural world’ of animals and land seen as resources for extraction. Boi
Neon resists the intelligibility such binaries assume by challenging symbolic orders that
define the human in opposition to the animal, create social hierarchy through the
gendered distribution of labor, and separate private space from public and labor time
from leisure. The film likewise resists classical Hollywood cinematic convention by
elevating image and sound over plot: it is more descriptive than narrative, dedicating
careful attention to the textures, sounds and intensities of human and animal bodies in
day-to-day activities and thus engaging viewers sensorially rather than logically. In this
regard, Boi Neon exemplifies what Laura U. Marks, drawing on the 19th century art
historian Aloïs Riegl’s distinction between haptic and optical images, calls haptic cinema,
which sidesteps the image as representation to elicit from the viewer a bodily engagement
with the image as a sensuous object: “While optical perception privileges the
representational power of the image, haptic perception privileges the material presence of
the image” (163). By encouraging multisensory perception, haptic cinema shifts the
relationship between viewer and image:
Haptic cinema does not invite identification with a figure—a sensory-motor
reaction—so much as it encourages a bodily relationship between viewer and the
image. Consequently, as in the mimetic relationship, it is not proper to speak of
the object of a haptic look as to speak of a dynamic subjectivity between looker
and image […] In revaluing haptic visuality I am suggesting that a sensuous
response may be elicited without abstraction, through the mimetic relationship
between the perceiver and a sensuous object. (164)
In its emphasis on the haptic, within the film and in its taking up of the viewer, Boi Neon
thus appeals to the senses and affects to suggest epistemological and ontological lines of
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flight that arise from the body in its relationship with others and escape external ordering
systems.
The film’s saturation of color and sound and careful attention to the desires,
pleasures and tensions of human and animal bodies coalesces into a palpable erotic
charge that pulls viewers into a sustained state of sensual arousal—a deployment of the
erotic that releases it from its conventional dramatic and reproductive functions. Instead
of being limited to romance and sex, I conceive of the erotic here as the sensual
engagement with the other at the limits of the boundaries between self and other and
internal and external. I join Audre Lorde in her claim that the erotic extends beyond the
sexual to the everyday, from the coming together of bodies to the engagement of a lone
body in writing a poem, in the examples she offers, and, as I will argue, from mundane
activities like grooming to a spectator’s engagement with the film.
In this conception, the body serves not as the site where the subject is formed and
identity consolidated but where the tension between self and other, internal and external,
plays out—a material assemblage traversed by desire where, through the opening to and
sensual engagement with another, the delineations of the individual subject are
destabilized. As Bataille writes “Erotic activity, by dissolving the separate beings that
participate in it, reveals their fundamental continuity, like the waves of a stormy sea”
(22). The erotic thus conceived functions not to consolidate the Oedipal structure of
desire in which the subject seeks an object to fulfill a perceived lack, but as a diffuse
force that destabilizes the very dichotomy between subject and object by traversing
bodies across political and ontological categories and blurring the boundaries,
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distinctions, and hierarchies between them. In this way, “Eroticism always entails a
breaking down of established patterns, the patterns…of the regulated social order basic to
our discontinuous mode of existence as defined and separate individuals” (Bataille, 18).
Against the channeling of sexuality through institutions of family and state as a means of
biopolitical control, eroticism thus conceived is a provisional force of desire and pleasure
in the dissolution of the self through an encounter with the other that slips underneath
external structures of power and meaning.
Through careful attention to the affective ways in which human bodies interact
with others and with a particular focus on the erotic, this chapter argues, Boi Neon dispels
traditional representational templates of the Brazilian Northeast, often reduced to
narratives of underdevelopment, describing its contemporary mix of rural and urban,
natural and artificial, and agricultural and industrial as a space for speculation on the
ways in which bodies absorb, respond to and resist neoliberal logic. Without veiling the
difficulty of vaquejada’s labor and material conditions, the film eschews deterministic
narratives and explicit political critique, immersing viewers instead in the corporeality
and sensuality of the world that coheres around it and mining its particularities for lines
of flight from late capitalism’s patriarchal and anthropocentric order. In an overlay of
realism with surreal and performative moments, it deploys the erotic as a
deterritorializing force, breaching taboos like homosexuality, pre-adolescent sexuality,
and bestiality not to invert their terms but to challenge the binaries on which they are
founded. In this way, the film takes the contemporary Northeast as setting to explore
strategies of survival as well as shifting notions of subjectivity and desire in spaces where
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the dualisms that subtend the foundational constructs of modernity no longer hold. The
subtlety of the film’s interventions and subversions makes it more suggestive than
utopian, opting not for a critique of vaquejada’s material conditions but for an opening
for readings of the place and its inhabitants beyond narratives of rurality, socio-economic
victimization and popular revolt. It does this by foregrounding image and sound over
dialogue and narrative, harness the capacity of bodies and their affects to generate new
ontological and political possibilities that arise from but are neither tied nor limited to the
Northeast. In its treatment of bodies, gender, land and filmic space, the film elides the
intelligibility imposed by prefigured symbolic systems, engaging viewers instead in an
episodic voyage across the textures, sounds, pleasures, and tensions of human and animal
bodies, eschewing strong narrative drive to engage viewers instead with the affective
force of the bodies on screen. Relying little on dialogue or plot to drive the film forward,
Boi Neon’s attention to the material and sensorial instead of the narrative decenters the
human subject and levels human, animal and geological bodies, resulting in a confusion
of the distinctions and hierarchies between them which destabilizes the dualisms of
species and gender that subtend modern politics.

A Northeast Shot through with Neon
Boi Neon’s description of Northeastern vaquejada combines familiar sertão imagery
with indexes of local reality to create a diegetic world that functions not to faithfully
represent its referent but to take it as a point of departure to explore potentialities that lie
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in ways of being and relating among marginalized communities of precarious workers
whose day-to-day involves constant contact with animals. The film interrogates the
region’s mythical status in the national imaginary, challenging regional constructs
through its careful attention to the specificities of vaquejada life. Culturally and
politically constructed as the rural, underdeveloped, more heavily indigenous and mestizo
counterpart to the Europeanized, urban and industrialized South,11 the Brazilian Northeast
has long been a preferred setting for cinema. As scholars like Ivana Bentes and Lucía
Nagib have described, since the 1950s, cinema set in the region has variously represented
it as the site of popular anticolonial revolt, romanticized national origin, and
spectacularized poverty and violence, in each case defined by its opposition to the
metropolitan, urban centers.12 Mascaro is one of a recent generation of filmmakers who
return to the Northeastern setting but eschew totalizing narratives for a focus on the local
and affective lives in specific social worlds. These directors’ films mix the region’s
mythology and symbology with indexes of local realities, sharing a return to the blend of
realism and surrealism that characterized the directly political films of late Cinema Novo
but with a turn from social critique to self-reflexivity to dispel regional stereotypes and
interrogate the very notion of representation.13 Brazilian film and literature scholar
Ramayana Lira has described the directors of this so-called “Novíssimo Cinema
Brasileiro,” or “The Brand New Brazilian Cinema” as “a new generation of filmmakers

11

See Albuquerque for a historical account of the development of this regional construct.
See Bentes for a comparison of cinematic representations of the sertão and the favela through what she
calls a “cosmetics of hunger” and Nagib for Cinema Novo’s deployment of the sertão in utopian narratives.
13
See Navarro for more on the turn toward the local and affective as a “relational approach to place”
among this generation of filmmakers, mostly working in the Northeastern state of Pernambuco.
12
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whose logic of production and circulation is relatively independent from industrial
patterns” (163). Increasingly financed federally or independently rather than through
corporate investment (as was the Retomada generation that preceded them), this cohort
tends to forego “totalizing discourses about individual groups nor do they seem to reach
any encompassing interpretation of the nation” (142). Instead, they zero in on day-to-day
lives in local communities with a mix of professional and nonprofessional actors, blurring
the boundary between fiction and documentary and drawing attention to the
representative stakes and potentiality of the cinematic medium itself.
In its depiction of a community of itinerant ranch hands, Boi Neon dialogues
directly with Deus e o diabo na terra do sol (Glauber Rocha, 1964), one of Cinema
Novo’s most iconic films, which employs Rocha’s “aesthetic of violence” to draw
attention to the region’s neocolonial exploitation.14 Indexed iconically in the film’s final
scene, in which the ranch hand Manuel flees toward the sea to the sound of the
Northeastern song “O sertão vai virar mar”, as Ivana Bentes writes,
The sertão emerges as a counterpoint to the tropical and paradisiacal civilization
by the sea. It emerges as a metaphor for an intolerable situation and an imminent
transformation. There, social violence adds to geological violence, and ideas of
rebellion against the intolerable germinate everywhere. The sertão, barren and
unruly land, with its exploited and destitute characters who have nothing to lose,
is ready to undergo radical changes, moving from extreme aridity to extreme
exuberance as it becomes the sea. (124)

14

In his 1964 manifesto “The Aesthetics of Hunger”, Rocha rails against glamourizing and patronizing
representations of Third World poverty and hunger, calling instead for a visceral realism that forces the
European colonizer to feel the neocolonial experience rather than apprehend it through an intellectualized
and patronizing lens.
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Boi Neon picks up Rocha’s mix of realism with surrealism but replaces the spatial
narrative of flight from the arid, immiserated sertão toward the utopian sea with a
contemporary Northeast that vaqueiros travel around but do not leave. The parched
landscape and vaqueiro’s precarious material conditions—depicted with a realism
characteristic of early Cinema Novo documentaries and fiction films such as Vidas Secas
(Nelson Pereira Dos Santos, 1963 )—reveal the persistence of exploitation but rather than
emphasizing struggle or poverty, the film presents this contemporary Northeast whose
inhabitants construct their lives from the detritus of industry as one where new social and
political configurations arise from affective and corporeal interactions between human
and animal bodies.
With limited dialogue and more medium and long shots than closeups, Boi Neon’s
attention to human and animal bodies in constant, intimate proximity foregrounds their
shared corporeality over distinguishing characteristics and destabilizes the hierarchy that
separates them. From its outset, the film describes the backstage world of vaquejada as
deeply intimate and visceral, focusing more on the materiality of the image than on
character or narrative. The opening sequence introduces viewers to the sensorial
landscape of bodies the sport draws on and exploits: human and cattle grunts during the
credits anticipate the opening shot, which has the camera pan slowly across a herd of
cattle wedged on top of one another as they wait to be herded from pen to arena, one by
one. The shot begins at ground level, first with a closeup of the bull’s body, practically
monochrome against the worn wooden structure and dusty ground, so that, when it moves
across its head, viewers are surprised to encounter a face wedged beneath another’s flank.
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The camera proceeds to rotate around the pen, moving up from the cattle to Cacá, who
slaps their backs and shouts to urge them out, before settling on Iremar, who grunts as he
rubs sand through their tails so the vaqueiros can grip them easier.
The scene introduces both animal and human as grunting, straining bodies
mutually engaged in vaquejada’s visceral ecosystem. Its privileging of texture, color and
sound anticipates the film’s general focus on corporeality over psychology and emotion,
materiality over narrative, which both decenters the human from the position of
privileged subject to one kind of body among others and draws viewers in sensorially.
The announcer, the foghorn, the trample of cattle hooves against the dusty ground, Cacá
slapping their rumps and Iremar running sand through their tails all join in a rich, chaotic
symphony of image and sound that grounds the viewer in the sensorial experience of
vaquejada and levels human and animal to contrast with the hierarchy that places man at
the top with horses beneath him and bulls at the bottom, which comes into profile in the
actual bull run that closes the scene. This careful attention to corporeality continues to
mark the film: intermittent scenes feature slow pans over groups of human and animal
bodies at medium or long distance, often in low lighting that highlights their contours and
obscures distinguishing characteristics, creating a leveling effect within and across
species that decenters both the characters as the driving force of the narrative and the
human as the subject of action. In one example, the camera pans across a herd of cattle
under the bluish light of dusk (Figure 1); another shows Iremar bathing with a group of
his fellow ranch hands beneath the soft, low lighting (Figure 2); and another extremely
long shot shows Junior performing oral sex on Galega beside a herd of cattle at nighttime
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(Figure 3). None of these shots serve dramatic purpose, instead drawing attention to
bodies engaged in everyday activities, from grooming and care to idleness. The film also
highlights sensorial interactions between human, animal and land in scenes that have no
other narrative function, drawing attention to the intimacy and desire of their
relationships. One shot, for example, shows Cacá reaching out to touch a horse’s muzzle
in the backstage of the vaquejada; in another, she slips and falls face first into manure;
and in yet another, despite her protests, Iremar orders her to rub manure to sooth a calf’s
fresh brand. Furthermore, the sparse dialogue is paired with animal-like grunts the
vaqueros emit to herd the cattle, but which have the added effect of bestialization.
One way to read the film’s attention to and comparison of human and animal
bodies is as reflective of their shared marginality and exploitation, an analysis at the core
of Latin American film studies scholar Jens Andermann’s categorization of Boi Neon as
neo-regionalist, a term he uses to describe recent Latin American films set in regions laid
waste by extractive activities like mining and monocropping. Andermann attributes the
similarities in perspective, behavior and even utterances between humans and animals in
films like Boi Neon and La mujer de los perros (Verónica Llinás and Laura Citarella) to a
shared experience of “neoliberalización existencial”, in which humans and animals alike
are reduced to “una vida precaria en el borde incierto entre lo inhumano y lo inmundo”
(2018a, 372). Their exclusion from the nation-state leaves the dwellers in a state of
infancy in Agamben’s use of the term—barred access to language and politics, and thus,
entry into history—creating a space in which the modern order’s foundational dualism of
bios, politically legitimized life, and zoe, bare life, is broken down. In these films,
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Andermann writes, “el animal aparece en ese umbral de subjetivación entre ‘infancia e
historia’, muchas veces en tanto cuerpo en cuya vida o muerte se trama la lucha por la
captura del infans por el lenguaje, el orden simbólico-social y la Resistencia
in/significante de unas vidas que se aferran a su condición infantil” (387). Andermann
attributes the comparison of humans and animals in these films, in other words, to a
shared posthuman existence: “la del neoliberalismo, donde cualquier relación entre
cuerpos y objetos se reduce a una transacción, una decisión económica que, en realidad,
nunca es tal debida al estado generalizado de escasez” (389).
Boi Neon offers ample support for this reading, from the visible material scarcity
that marks its characters’ lives to the wasted landscapes they drive through. Iremar and
his companions are at the bottom of the socio-economic ladder not only on the national
scale, inhabiting the historically exploited Northeast recently overrun by large-scale
agribusiness and the textile industry, but also on the local level of vaquejada’s social
world, as ranch hands who work backstage, grooming, herding and living with the
animals. The precarious and piecemeal nature of their jobs, typical of the neoliberal
economy, is demonstrated by the sudden and unexpected arrival of an anonymous
functionary who replaces Zé with Junior, and by the appearance of Geisy, who alternates
her daytime gig as perfume saleswoman with a nighttime shift as security guard at a
textile factory. Andermann’s reading thus brings Cinema Novo’s critique of the
neocolonial exploitation of the Northeast into the contemporary moment of late
capitalism, drawing attention to the region’s continued social and economic victimization
at the hands of global industry.
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In fact, the film makes explicit reference to Deus e o diabo’s prophesy that “O
sertão vai virar mar, e o mar virá sertão” in a ten-second shot of a brilliant technicolor
wave painted onto a boulder in the middle of the arid landscape. Except for the faint
rumble of an approaching truck that never enters the frame, the shot reveals no trace of
human presence, no movement before the next cut, leaving viewers mesmerized by the
unnaturally bright wave caught mid-break against the monochrome landscape. The shot
interrupts the action of the previous scene with a Deleuzian time-image that draws
viewers’ attention to the landscape beyond its role as setting, encouraging them to
carefully examine the image itself—to behold its strange mix of natural and artificial,
movement and stillness, and human and geological, all of which dispels the visual cliché
of the sertão as counterpoint to both the utopian landscape of the sea and the modern
ideal of the city. The image contrasts the allegorical backlands of Glauber Rocha’s Deus
é o diabo na terra do sol, whose “barren and unruly land, with its exploited and destitute
characters who have nothing to lose, is ready to undergo radical changes, moving from
extreme aridity to extreme exuberance as it becomes the sea,” with an index of the
region’s current reality, which does not lend itself to such a teleological aspiration
(Bentes, 124). In lieu of the flight in Rocha’s ending, the still wave painted on the
boulder suggests the time-space compression of globalized capitalism15, situating
spectators in a contemporary Northeast whose overlay of natural and artificial,
agricultural and industrial, and rural and urban collapses the spatial division of sertão and
seaside and the temporal trajectory from underdevelopment to modernization. Its dusty
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See Harvey 284-307 on time-space compression and the postmodern condition.
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monochrome landscape is shot through with neon to mark its absorption into the global
market as the textile industry and agribusiness encroach on the arid, traditionally cattle
raising region. The film replaces Rocha’s barren sertão with an updated Northeast where
vaqueiros dressed in surfwear travel through the familiar barren landscape now peppered
with half-constructed factories and littered with mannequin parts and technicolor scraps
of cloth. In Mascaro’s Northeast, the sertão has already become the sea, and the sea the
sertão, all of it absorbed into the global capitalist circuit.
The foregrounding of landscape in the boulder shot is symptomatic of what Jens
Andermann has described as a recent return in contemporary Latin American cinema to
the critical use of landscape as autonomous visual material which exceeds the film’s
temporal and spatial logic. “El paisaje,” he writes, “podría pensarse como aquello que
desestabiliza a las inscripciones que suturan los lugares a la continuidad espacio-temporal
de la diégesis: esto es, como un modo de abordar la extensión que interrumpe y
contrapuntea a la cartografía fílmica” (2018a, 370). The camera’s lingering on the
boulder, in other words, breaks with the spatial and temporal confines of the diegetic
world, interrogating both the construct of the sertão as the nation’s mythical origin and
gesturing beyond the local reality where traditional vaquejada coexists with modern
business and technology. This indeterminate temporality brings attention to the
constructedness of the filmic reality itself, which becomes one that is self-enclosed but
neither geographically nor historically fixed.
The shot is preceded by one of vaqueros trading quips as they travel through the
agreste and followed by an establishing shot in which a man painting a beach scene on
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another boulder explains to the vaqueros that the images are part of an advertising
campaign for a surf wear brand. The boulder with the wave, in other words, has no
narrative function, neither establishing the setting as does the following shot nor driving
the action forward. Instead, it suspends diegetic time and space, encouraging the viewer
to shift from the narrative mode, in which landscape functions as setting, to what Martin
Lefebvre calls the spectacular mode, in which it becomes autonomous visual material that
propels the space beyond constructed meanings and associations. Beheld by viewers’
spectacular gaze, the boulder becomes one among several bodies in the film whose
excess of presence challenges teleological narratives that oppose the rural, unruly and
underdeveloped Northeast to the modern, industrial South. Instead, it indexes a world
whose actual encounter between natural and artificial, rural and urban, and premodern,
modern and neoliberal cannot be fixed to a determinate reading. The boulder is one
example of the way in which the film elevates bodies, geological in this case, human and
animal in others, from the film’s diegetic logic to propel images beyond familiar
narratives and interrogate cinema’s potentiality beyond representation.
Where Rocha’s Manuel flees an immiserated sertão in search of a seaside utopia,
Mascaro’s characters, while entertaining neon-tinted dreams, have no utopia to seek and
thus reveal no desperate desire or concerted effort to leave. They travel through the
Northeast’s vast forests and across its cracked, dry land as nomads, their movement from
one rodeo to the next following no apparent cartographic logic and their provisional
relationship to the land betraying no political boundaries or affiliations. In the midst of
the region’s rising textile industry, they participate informally in the traditional
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vaquejada. Though Iremar dreams of working in the fashion industry, the obstacles
presented in the film suggest this will remain a dream (as in one scene when he attempts
to print tags with his logo and is informed the order is not large enough to fill). The
precariousness of the vaqueiros’ jobs and lives precludes any familial or religious
allegiance, resulting in relationships that are immanent and affective, arising
provisionally in response to the immediacy of needs rather than in adherence to the logic
of reproduction.
This set of conditions creates a social space in the film that makes way for what
Verónica Gago’s describes as “neoliberalism from below,” or the appropriation of
neoliberalism’s logic of calculation by the popular classes as a strategy of survival. Using
the La Salada Market in Buenos Aires as a case study, Gago argues that neoliberalism
functions not only as a form of governmentability but also “unfolds on the territorial
level, modulates subjectivities, and is provoked, without needing a transcendent and
exterior structure” (2). In the absence of the state, in other words, neoliberalism takes root
in popular subjectivities, not only as a means of economic functioning but also as a
strategy of survival. It holds the potential for subversive appropriation but is not
necessarily enacted in that way and in any case is still predicated on the functioning of
neoliberalism. Gago describes strategies like counterfeiting of luxury brands to
undermine outsourcing as examples of the ways in which the popular classes appropriate
neoliberalism’s calculating logic to resist its exploitative effects. “One of neoliberalism’s
poisonous legacies,” Gago argues, “is the projection of the social as a space made from
above, without its own power or consistency” (4). On the contrary, as the receding state
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leaves the popular classes lacking in basic services like education and healthcare, she
argues, alternative communities form to provide for these needs.
Boi Neon exemplifies this combination of neoliberalism from above, seen in the
vaqueiro’s precarious and exploitative living and working conditions, and from below in
economic strategies like stealing horse semen to sell on the black market and in affective
webs and alternative communities of care, such as the sharing of Cacá’s upbringing
among the vaqueiros. The social in the film becomes a space for reconfiguration of
community that is marked by a break with family as a fundamental institution that
upholds and reproduces the authority of the state and grounded in bodies and affect rather
than language or identity. The film’s narrative episodes register the ambivalent
absorption of neoliberal logic: on the one hand, they reveal the appropriation and
exploitation of the human and animal bodies involved in vaquejada, and on the other, the
alternative affective/social bonds formed among the backstage community as a means of
survival.
These strategies of survival on the film’s realist register provide the grounds for
the film’s suggestion of resistance, which is rehearsed in scenes that verge on surreal.
While its frank, unsentimental portrayal of the character’s day-to-day lives does not
censor the social and economic inequities that mark their living conditions and stymie
their entry into the global economy, rather than presenting poverty as abject misery, Boi
Neon directs the viewer toward the erotic, suggesting a reading beyond that of
marginalization and exploitation. With this observation as grounds, I thus offer another
reading of the film’s leveling of human and animal bodies, arguing that the film’s
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investment in uncoded affects and ubiquitous eroticism potentiates lines of flight—which
materialize in the film’s oneiric scenes, which I analyze further down—that challenge the
logic which subtends the existential neoliberalism Andermann identifies among the film’s
inhabitants, making way for interactions and alliances that escape late capitalist agroindustry’s extractivist and heteropatriarchal order.

Bodies and Senses: Social Reconfiguration from the Erotic
Boi Neon is naturalistic in its depiction of vaquejada’s daily life, its slow shots,
long takes, mix of professional and nonprofessional actors and observation of the day-today at times even giving the film a documentary-like feel. But its observational realism is
overlaid with surreal, dreamlike images that create a self-enclosed world marked by
ambiguity, as demonstrated in one of its most striking shots, which has Cacá swing a
glowing winged plastic horse over a herd of fenced-in cattle (Figure 4). The shot’s
enigmatic beauty suspends the search for meaning so that the viewer is engaged instead
with the sensuality of the image: the pink light cutting through the bluish dusk, the sound
of the trees rustling with the wind and the horse’s fabric wings flapping against it. In this
shot, like others, employing what he describes as intimidade sonora, or “intimacy of
sound,” Mascaro replaces the use of closeup with amplification of sound beyond what
would be natural for the length of the shot, trading visual proximity for sonic (Mascaro).
In this way, the film eschews familiar emotional repertoire and attunes viewers to the
sensuality of the images and the affective intensities of the bodies onscreen beyond
psychological or narrative structures of meaning. Replacing dialogue, character
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development and closeups with sonic and visual saturation, it arouses viewers not by
appealing to their scopophilic desire or search for symbolic meaning but by engaging
their senses. It creates a diagetic world that, despite being grounded in the particularities
of the backstage world of vaquejada, does not pretend to offer a faithful representation of
the Northeast, instead taking it as setting for an exploration of uncoded affects and
intensities.
The characters’ emotional and psychological opacity turns attention to the
textures and intensities of their bodies and affective interactions in an undoing of the
interior/exterior dualism that subordinates the body to the logos as the privileged form of
knowledge. The film suggests that bodies—human and animal alike—have an agency
that exceeds their objectification in late capitalism’s extractivist logic and classical
cinema’s narrative logic. It does this through a marked dichotomy between their
presentation in the spectacle of vaquejada, where the man/horse/bull hierarchy is
exhibited in stark relief, and backstage, where the ranch hands’ constant, intimate contact
with the horses and bulls disturbs that hierarchy. This dichotomy is illustrated in a
sequence that depicts a horse auction followed by a twenty-second shot of cattle in neardarkness. Under multicolored lights and against the backdrop of a romantic anthem, the
auction’s announcer lauds the horse, Lady Di, for her “blue-blooded eggs” as she is led
around the stage. “[Item] number 200,” he announces, “Lady Di’s womb!” As if in a
rejoinder to the auction’s spectacular excess, the film abruptly cuts to a dark shot whose
silence is filled only with a cricket’s chirping as the camera pans slowly over cattle barely
visible in silhouette. The shot’s stillness and minimal soundscape not only offer viewers
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relief from the spectacle of the auction but also shield the cattle from the objectifying
gaze Lady Di receives, highlighting instead their opaqueness to the camera. Resolutely
unspectacular, the shot offers viewers a sudden and surprisingly intimate encounter with
the cattle as they exist backstage of the world of spectacle. Curiously, the cows’ faces are
obscured by the darkness so that, in a Derridean reversal, spectators feel that they are
being subject to the animal’s gaze without being able to return it. While Lady Di is
literally reduced to her reproductive organs as an item for auction, the following shot
presents the cattle as resisting vaquejada’s world of commodification and exploitation
and hidden from its objectifying gaze—and that of spectators, for that matter.
Another scene that draws out the resistance of bodies to vaquejada’s
commodifying logic features the bull of the film’s title, whose painted body glows
against the night as he runs through the arena during a show, spectacularized in a way
that parallels the auction of Lady Di, though instead of for reproduction, he serves only
for entertainment. After the bull is knocked to the ground, the camera moves backstage,
panning across neon-lit speakers pounding techno and out-of-focus bodies dancing in
silhouette before revealing a pair of horses in focus behind them, one of whose nuzzle
Cacá reaches out to touch. With no clear meaning or narrative purpose, the shot draws
viewers’ attention to the corporeal and affective as a realm in which alternatives to
vaquejada’s species hierarchy are explored. Affective interactions such as this one
provide the grounds for lines of flight from the fixed social order that defines the human
in opposition to the animal and creates social hierarchy based on gender roles, but it is the
erotic that mobilizes these alternatives.
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Though there are only two actual sex scenes, the film gradually builds sexual
tension that is not limited to a particular couple nor serves any dramatic purpose, instead
coloring interactions in general among the ranch hands, Cacá and the horses and bulls
they work with. At times it’s subtle: Galega flirting with a street seller who offers her
three-for-one panties and assures her, “the tighter the better”, or Cacá hugging Junior not
without a hint of sexual intrigue. At others more explicit, like when Iremar and his fellow
ranch hand Zé masturbate a horse for his exceptionally potent semen. But no matter the
degree, the erotic runs as an undercurrent through the film, released from its containment
to private spaces and leisure time, and from its reproductive function. It is reserved
neither only for adults nor only for humans but filters through all interactions, becoming
a way of relating rather than a means to an end.
Where viewers expect the erotic, the film withholds, as in the almost comically
platonic relationship between the film’s two main characters, Iremar and Galega,
illustrated in an early scene in which Galega crouches over a seated Iremar in the
cramped front seat of the truck that doubles as their home. He takes her measurements
and, apparently oblivious to the suggestiveness of their position, tells her she’s put on
weight as he measures her forehead with a tape. His complete lack of interest even as she
straddles him with her backside against his torso leads viewers to suspect he is gay, an
explanation that would replace heteronormativity with homonormativity, still adhering to
fixed identity categories of hetero- or homosexual16. In fact, his dismissal of Galega is not
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Duggan describes homonormativity as a “new neoliberal sexual politics” that “does not contest dominant
heteronormative assumptions and institutions, but upholds and sustains them, while promising the
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the only suggestion that he is gay: his preference for a pink shirt and the sewing machine
over beer hint toward the same, making his tryst with a pregnant saleswoman at the end
of the film (which I analyze in detail below) all the more surprising. By setting up the
expectation for a sexual interaction between the two main characters and not bringing it
to fruition, the scene releases eroticism from the logic of reproduction and generates an
unresolved sexual tension that runs through the film, marking interactions across gender,
age and species to undermine institutionalized structures of desire on both the narrative
and viewing levels.
Instead of as a dramatic device, Boi Neon thus deploys the erotic as a
deterritorializing force that teases viewers’ expectations, drawing out contradictions and
ambivalences that disturb gender, sexuality and species dualisms without ever being
reterritorialized in a way that satisfies normative structures of desire. Rather than
explicitly breaching the terms of taboos like homosexuality, bestiality and child sexuality,
it wagers on uncoded desire to undermine legible affective channels, suggesting that the
subversive force of the erotic comes not from an inversion of the binaries that subtend
these taboos but from a refusal to abide by their terms.
Beyond Iremar’s ambiguous sexuality, the taboo of homosexuality is broached
more directly in the incongruence between the discursive and corporeal attitudes among
the vaqueiros. While their coarse, homophobic, and misogynistic dialogue reveals the
persistence of traditional notions of masculinity typical of vaquejada, their work and

possibility of a demobilized gay constituency and a privatized, depoliticized gay culture anchored in
domesticity and consumption” (50).
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leisure activities are remarkably unhinged from conventional gender roles, suggesting on
the one hand that the precariousness of extreme neoliberalization forces a reconfiguration
of norms and hierarchies based on immanent availability and need but on the other that
the absorption of neoliberal social forms potentiates alternative affective webs to the
heter-anthropocentric patriarchal tradition. While Iremar quietly pieces together
mannequins and fashions costumes for the erotic dances Galega will perform, she fixes
the truck. While he hangs laundry to dry, she prepares breakfast. Although viewers watch
various characters engage in different forms of grooming, Junior is much more concerned
with his appearance than Galega with hers, as is comically evidenced in the attention he
pays to straightening his long hair and cleaning his braces which, when Cacá asks, he
specifies are “cosmetic”. And despite his ragged clothes and regular contact with animal
bodies and excrement, Iremar knows more about perfumes than Galega or the others, as
evidenced when he recognizes the perfume brand Geisy sells and Galega does not. As
seen in the arbitrary distribution of domestic and reproductive labor, leisure activities and
aspirations, rather than inverting traditional roles, the vaqueros simply sidestep them,
sharing work and domestic responsibilities based on immanent need and availability and
responding to desires with no apparent regard for gender or social norms.
Desire, too, follows unorthodox paths: the film’s two sex scenes occur between
itinerant workers with no suggestion that they will lead to monogamous or reproductive
relationships, especially because the second features a woman who is pregnant by another
man. In Boi Neon’s contemporary Northeast, neither religion nor family give structure to
social formations. The dissolution of the family structure is evident among the vaquejada
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workers: a single mother, Galega is often distant and removed, sharing Cacá’s caretaking
with the various other ranch hands. Neither Iremar nor Galega has a steady partner, nor
do they appear to seek one: Galega’s only sexual engagement is with Junior, a transient
worker and Iremar’s with the very pregnant Geisy, a traveling perfume saleswoman by
day and security guard by night.
A scene in which the portly Zé, the ranch hand Mário, Cacá, Iremar and Galega
share dinner comically spotlights these contradictions. The scene’s structure and dialogue
display clear gender norms: Galega prepares food behind the kitchen window, which
Cacá serves to the men, who sit at a table and exchange homophobic quips challenging
one another’s masculinity. However, Iremar’s sewing at the table precipitates a
subsequent breakdown of this orthodoxy as, after dinner, he retires to his sewing machine
alone while the others get up to dance, first in male-female pairs but soon, Zé with Mário,
and Galega with Cacá. The film thus invites viewers to poke gentle fun at their excessive
verbal display of masculinity as the two men bop goofily about with their arms on one
another’s shoulders and hips with no qualms, employing subtle humor to breach the taboo
of homosexuality. As with Iremar though, the film stops at suggestion—pointedly
making no explicit claims of their sexuality one way or the other—again deploying the
erotic not to define an identity or type of relationship but to leave in suspense the binaries
that would require such a definition. Instead of revealing that they are homosexual,
which would still adhere to and thus reaffirm the hetero/homo binary, the scene slides
itself between the two categories, poking fun at their rigidity.
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The film extends its breaching of taboo to the preadolescent Cacá, who is not
exempt from its play with the erotic. Her flirtation with Junior is likewise suggestive
rather than explicit, beginning with their hug mentioned above and hinted at in
subsequent interactions, like when they play flirtatiously in a tub of cattle feed. The erotic
undercurrent of their relationship is underscored by a scene in which Iremar scolds Cacá
for drawing on a pornographic magazine he had sketched outfit designs for Galega on.
“Firstly, never draw over my designs,” he admonishes, ignoring her denials. “Second,
don’t look at porn.” Then, in a tone that suggests more exasperation than surprise, Galega
says, “Shit, Cacá! Porn?” Their reactions make the scene more humorous than shocking,
and ambiguous in its implications, since the suggestion of the girl’s interest in
pornography is couched in the conceit that she was using the magazine, which Iremar had
already repurposed for his designs, to draw on. In any case, the scene treads the
ambiguous territory between childhood play and sexuality, encouraging viewers to
interpret her coy interest and playful interactions with Junior (whose braces and acne
make him appear more adolescent than adult) as more than just innocent childhood play.
Released from its limitation to reproduction, Boi Neon’s ubiquitous eroticism
serves as the basis for its most salient interventions: the subversion of the patriarchal and
anthropocentric matrix of desire through an activation and suspension of the fetishizing
gaze; the suggestion of desire rather than power as the basis for the human relationship to
animals; and the privileging of pleasure over production as a guiding force for action. In
these interventions, which I explain in the following sections, the film deploys the erotic
to challenge traditional structures of cinematic spectatorship, biopolitical hierarchies of
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gender and species and the neoliberal subsumption of all space, time and relationships to
market logic.

Eroticism Transgresses Separation of Time into Labor and Leisure
The film’s filtering of the erotic through the everyday activities of its characters
breaks down the division of time between labor and leisure and suppression of the urges
toward sex and violence fundamental to the functioning of a productive society. Bataille
identifies the advent of work and the concomitant rise of the taboos around death and sex
as “man’s slow shaking off of his original animal nature,” so that the separation of desire
from work is what distinguishes humans from animals. Situating work at the center of
social organization, he writes, required the suppression of the animal impulse toward sex
and violence, which disrupts productivity. “Most of the time work is the concern of men
acting collectively and during the time reserved for work the collective has to oppose
those contagious impulses to excess in which nothing is left but the immediate surrender
to excess, to violence, that is” (41). Thus arises the sexual taboo, which turns sex into an
inner experience of desire that must be suppressed during the work day. Eroticism arises
when sexual impulses are suppressed for the productive functioning of a society
organized around work—when the natural urge toward sex and violence, which disrupt
productivity, is made taboo. In late capitalism, however, sex and desire are absorbed into
the market, but as the film suggests, the current of desire can resist those channels.
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Boi Neon collapses the separation of the day into work time and leisure time,
describing all activities as tending to bodies, human and animal, with more of an
emphasis on their sensuality than their productive function. The film privileges neither
leisure nor labor, giving equal attention to Galega’s waxing herself in the front seat of the
truck, the ranch hands hosing down the cattle and Junior straightening his hair. Instead of
a collapse that subsumes all time to labor, and thus, desire too to the functioning of the
market, as is the tendency of late capitalism, we see in Boi Neon its subsumption to the
body’s needs, desires, tensions, and pleasures, suggesting the temporality of desire as an
alternative to the temporality of production. The more surreal, performative scenes like
Galega’s dance and the vaquero’s choreography with the horse, both analyzed in detailed
later in this chapter, emphasize the centrality of bodies and their sensuality in the film in
general. Viewers are thus more attuned to those aspects of the film’s more realistic
episodes that their narrative or representative functions. While not leaving out the action
of work, the film privileges what is in excess of it, bringing desire out of its suppression
and thus opening the inner experience of eroticism to the sensuality of interacting bodies.
Desire is integrated organically into the character’s everyday activities—work and
leisure alike—through the sensuality of their interactions, so that there is a general
discarding of the taboo that suppresses sexual urges for the purposes of orderly social
functioning around work. Among Boi Neon’s characters, there is notably less shame
about the body and its functions (sexual included), with a degree of sensuality imbued
throughout all activities that liberates desire from taboo. Sex is not separated from work
as clearly as in Bataille’s rationally ordered society. The sensuality of the everyday is
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emphasized and sex is foregrounded not for the purposes of dramatic action but as part of
sensorial experience of life. Neither explained nor justified within any narrative logic but
incorporated as self-evident moments of the vaqueiro’s routines, moments that would
normally be taboo—Iremar casually urinating after waking up, a group of vaqueros
showering together nude, and a six-minute long sex scene with a pregnant woman—are
presented unflinchingly but not sensationalized or elevated above any other moments of
the film. For viewers, these acts are as normal to observe as are moments when the
vaqueiros are working, cooking, resting or sleeping--all different ways of caring for
bodies. Against the tendency to organize life around the central and separate activities of
work and leisure, the film thus presents a certain democratization among the various
activities that constitute life and an integration of the sensual functions of the body with
work activities. Bataille distinguishes the world of work, which is governed by reason,
from “Nature” and “violence”. We live our lives working, he says, but we can never fully
subordinate our violent and impulsive nature to reason. “Man has built up the rational
world by his own efforts, but there remains within him an undercurrent of violence.
Nature herself is violent, and however reasonable we may grow we may be mastered
anew by a violence no longer that of nature but that of a rational being who tries to obey
but who succumbs to stirrings within himself which he cannot bring to heel” (40). The
vaquero’s constant intimate contact with the animals the vaqueiros integrate this violence
in their interactions with the animals in a breakdown of the separation of work from
nature. Because their work is both erotic and violent, they do not practice the same
suppression of those impulses around which capitalism is organized.
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In the film, erotic relations between bodies are conspicuously not circumscribed
within state or market logic: they serve neither the reproduction of the family nor of the
workforce, offering an alternative to capitalist relations and even gesturing toward a
disarticulation of the neoliberal subject. Indeed, while there are scenes specifically
highlighting sexual activity, there is a certain sensuality throughout that spreads the erotic
across the entire film rather than being confined to those particular scenes. From the
emphasis on the sensorial in the opening scene to scenes in which nothing more happens
than the stroking of a horse to Galega’s dance and the vaqueiro’s performance with the
horse, the film imbues the bodies and their engagements with a sensuality that situates the
viewer within the realm of the erotic. In this way, the film unfixes the erotic from the
specific private spaces and reproductive function capitalist order allocates it to and filters
it through all of the day-to-day activities—work and leisure—undoing the capitalist
separation of productive work from leisure and turning of desire into taboo. The film’s
attention to the sensoriality and sensuality of all activities, from work to grooming to sex,
draws viewers’ attention to the body as the site where the separation between work and
leisure and private and public is broken down. Time is organized around the body’s needs
and desires, not around labor, so that eroticism blankets over all the activities instead of
just sex during leisure time.
Nomadism and Informal Labor
While the increasing presence of industry and technology is indexed by both the
half-constructed factories that mark the terrain they travel through and the constant
presence of neon light that culminates in the run of the “Neon Bull” of the title, the film
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centers on the peripheral participants (the characters are ranch hands, whose work is
lower paid and more precarious than that of cowboys) in the remnants of the traditional
vaquejada, including only visual traces of the industrialization and technology. The
vaqueros exist on the immediate periphery of global capitalism, driving through the halfconstructed industrial infrastructure, wearing its garments (surf wear in the middle of the
semi-arid sertão, where the only glimpse of the ocean is the neon wave described above),
but never entering completely into its circuit. Indeed, in the one scene in which Iremar
actively attempts to enter into the formal economy by having a logo he designed printed
onto tag at a store, he is informed that he needs a particular computer program to create
the template and an industrial-size order, cutting his dream off early on. They have no
fixed home, only the truck they travel in from one rodeo to the next, each time
improvising setups where domestic, productive and leisure activities involving humans,
animals and land are all performed indiscriminately in the same space shared with their
coworkers. Discarding the separation of private space from public, they eat, bathe, take
care of the animals, groom themselves, and have sex all together, and almost always
outdoors.
The emerging textile industry is curiously phantasmatic in the film; the factories
only appear as rising structures dotting the terrain and, in one nighttime scene, as a
gaping empty interior, where Iremar has sex with Geisy. In both of these cases, they are
devoid of any sign of the super-exploitative work that happens inside them. Indeed, in the
sex scene, the industrial workspace is presented, off hours, as a place where a taboo of
sex that is neither productive nor circumscribed within the family is broken. In this way,
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the space of the factory participates in the undoing of the private/public space divide that
the film accomplishes so thoroughly in its outdoor scenes. Leaving the textile workers out
and focusing on the vaqueros instead shifts the film from a monolithic representation of
the Northeast as hotbed of poverty and exploitation to suggest that their peripheral
situation creates the possibility of disengaging from the system that causes and
perpetuates such misery. It is precisely their exclusion from the state and market that
creates the potentiality for lines of flight from roles and relationships inscribed in the
neoliberal logic of global capitalism. With no factory workers in sight, the only labor
viewers observe is that which constitutes the cattle ranching and vaquejada—which, in
contrast to the alienation of factory labor, involves constant, intimate contact with
animals and land. Though their lives are by no means luxurious, there is no indication
that they struggle to meet their basic needs for survival. Rather than representing the new
industry, which has simply perpetuated the exploitation of the region’s people for the
financial benefit of national and global centers of power, the film focuses on how traces
of industrialized, technologized modernity offset fixed traditional values and make the
region into a space where new transversal alliances and community can arise.

Beyond Scopophilia: Performativity and the Erotic

Boi Neon’s emphasis on the materiality of image and sound and the affective
intensities of bodies is brought to a crescendo in one of its earliest scenes, which
harnesses the sensual force of the performative body to disturb the patriarchal structure of
film spectatorship and rehearse a line of flight from vaquejada’s patriarchal order. The
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scene opens with a pair of horse’s hooves shot in closeup and bathed in red light, taking
shaky steps and kicking up dust as they move toward the screen before cutting to a shot
of the back of a horse mask atop a woman’s shoulders. Heavy techno music starts to
pound, and the figure begins to dance, the camera slowly panning out to reveal a slinky
metallic outfit that exposes ribs and musculature like sinewy flanks. Turning in profile
and swinging her body to the beat, she hits her backside with a curled hand before
switching to the other side, bending forward from the waist, and arching her back, her
snaking arms suspending the gesture at its climax. Silhouetted in the scene’s red wash,
her hands curl to pair with the hooves viewers by now recognize as boots in movements
that infuse the mobility and sensuality of the human body with the gestures of a horse
(Figures 5-8).
This dance number lends itself handily to Laura Mulvey’s seminal critique of the
fetishization of the female body by the male gaze in classical narrative cinema’s
archetypical showgirl scene. Interrupting the narrative, Mulvey writes, “the sexual impact
of the performing woman takes the film into a no-man’s-land outside of its own time and
space,” an exodus that is woven back into the narrative when the male hero, with whom
viewers are encouraged to identify, comes to possess the woman (62). Indeed, another
iteration of the dance later in the film—this time on a stage in front of a crowd of drunken
vaqueiros, whose cheers and hoots mix with the music—falls explicitly in line with
Mulvey’s description of the show girl number as uniting the fetishizing gaze of both onand offscreen spectators, recalling Salomé’s alluring performance in Carlos Diegues’s
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Bye Bye Brazil (1979).17 In this second dance scene, with the figure now clearly
recognizable as Galega, a close-up shows only her torso as vaqueiros dance and jeer
drunkenly behind her, the contextual details suturing the performance back into the
narrative in which she is sexualized and objectified for the audience of vaqueiros and film
spectators alike.
In its contrast with the second one, Galega’s first dance serves to suspend the
fetishizing gaze, instead both arousing and disorienting viewers by taking them into “a
no-man’s land” that is not sutured so neatly back into the film’s logic. The fragmentation
of the dancer’s body and the mask make it difficult to identify the cyborg-like figure, and
the stage-like setting with no audience and intense visual and sonic saturation draw
viewers out of the film’s narrative logic and into a sensorial realm that verges on the
surreal, so that they are engaged with the sensuality of the moving body rather than its
representative role in the narrative. In this way, the scene foregrounds what film studies
scholar Elena Del Rio describes as
[...] the performative dimension of bodies in the cinema (and of the cinematic
image itself as a body) at the ontological level: bodies as doers, generators,
producers, performers of worlds, of sensations and affects that bear no mimetic or
analogical ties to an external or transcendental reality. From this standpoint,
performance involves a mobilization of affective circuits that supersedes the
viewer’s investment in the image through representational structures of belief and
mimesis. (4)

17

Like Boi Neon, Diegues’s film employs the basic narrative of a road movie to address Brazil’s
modernization and entry into the global market, but where Diegues’s performers travel from the Northeast
to the recently inaugurated capital, Brasilia, Mascaro’s characters circulate around the region without ever
leaving it. In place of Bye Bye Brasil’s allegorical portrait of a nation, Boi Neon’s is preeminently specific
to the local vaquejada world. (See Stam for analysis of Bye Bye Brasil)
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The performative function of the body in cinema, as Del Rio describes it, sees the
body not as an object passively inscribed into the film’s narrative logic but as a selfdetermining assemblage of affects in movement capable of generating its own meaning.
The shift from the representative mode to the performative, is accomplished through the
absence of any markers that would locate the scene within the film’s narrative logic and
the amplification of its sensorial elements. The unmarked backdrop, colored lighting and
heavy techno rock move viewers from the vaquejada setting into a space that is at once
surreal and futuristic. The flood of music and colored light overtakes viewers’ senses so
that they are engaged not in the film’s narrative logic but with its sensory landscape. The
fragmented presentation of first hooves, then mask atop shoulders and finally centaur-like
body in silhouette leave viewers disoriented and unsure of who, or what, the figure is.
The mask obscuring her face, along with her horse-like dancing, shift the focus from her,
and the scene’s, function in the narrative logic to the sensual force of the moving
body. Rather than relying on the image (of the face in particular) as a register of drama’s
familiar emotional repertoire, the scene elicits a haptic response, privileging the
expressive power of the dancing body and the uncoded intensities of sound and color in a
“relationship [that] does not require an initial separation between perceiver and object”
(Marks, 164).
The dance undermines the patriarchal structure of desire by presenting Galega as
a cyborg that not only does not conform to male fantasy—her mask, costume and
movements make the dance at once alluring and unsettling—but also controls her body’s
erotic force rather than passively receiving the gaze. The scene’s investment in the
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affective force of the body undermines the subordination of both woman and animal by
disturbing the fetishizing gaze, giving the body the capacity for self-determination
beyond narrative logic and gender and species binaries. True to the film’s suggestive
rather than programmatic approach, Galega’s dance offers a line of flight from
vaquejada’s patriarchal order but requires the spectator’s participation to draw that line of
flight out, trading the relationship of ego identification and scopophilia between film and
spectator for one in which desire is not restricted to the spectator’s gaze but also
produced and controlled by Galega’s body itself. By entering into the performative mode,
the scene breaks with the cinematic illusion of the screen space as “a hermetically sealed
world which unwinds magically, indifferent to the presence of the audience” in which
“the position of the spectator […] is blatantly one of their exhibitionism and projection
of the repressed desire on the performer,” instead engaging the viewer directly in a
challenge to the patriarchal structure of desire reinforced by classical narrative cinema so
that through her performance, Galega is not only the object of desire but the subject as
well (Mulvey 60).
In shifting to the performative mode, the scene offers a reading of the
woman/horse hybrid as a self-determining becoming rather than a fetishized object,
suggesting the capacity of the erotic force of the dancing body to break through logoanthropocentric patriarchal binary codes. It presents a posthuman body— a desubjectified assemblage of sensorial elements that pushes against the binary identity
categories which subtend the subjugation of women and animals in vaquejada’s
patriarchal culture and, indeed, the objectification of the female body in traditional
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readings of narrative cinema. Instead of presenting her as the object that satisfies
spectators’ scopophilic desire, Galega’s dance is at once seductive and unsettling, not
passively receiving the gaze but actively challenging it. In this way, the erotic is deployed
to rewrite the spectator’s relationship with the film and its onscreen bodies (particularly
the female body here). The scene’s presentation of a posthuman body in a saturated
visual and sonic landscape undercuts the patriarchal structure of scopophilic desire
typical of classical Hollywood film and, indeed, exemplified in Bye Bye Brasil, so the
erotic functions not to affirm the gender hierarchy but to undermine it. Through
performance, the scene thus spotlights the erotic as a deterritorializing force that disturbs
identity categories and normative channels of desire, an effect that ripples through the
film even as it returns to the narrative register.

Vaqueiro-Horse Becoming

The constant proximity and contact between humans, horses and cattle set the
stage for an oneiric scene in which an unidentified vaqueiro moves through a series of
positions with a horse that rewrites their relationship from one of domination to one of
intimacy and desire. Like Galega’s dance, the scene interrupts the film’s episodic
narrative and realist register with the performative mode, cutting to a stage-like clearing
with no locational markers and featuring an unnamed vaqueiro with no storyline or
personal details on a horse with no saddle. The long, low-lit shot obscures the vaqueiro’s
face, offering viewers no glimpse into his interiority, thus decentering the human subject
and foregrounding the bodies and their affective interactions. They begin in the mounted
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position which connotes domination and exploitation and end up with the vaqueiro
stroking the horse’s torso as she faces the camera with her belly up and legs splayed, in
an indisputably erotic interaction.
The scene offers a line of flight from vaquejada’s fixed anthropocentric order (and
indeed, the modern political order), in which animals are purely resources for spectacle
and labor, spotlighting a contradiction Gabriel Giorgi describes in the representation of
animals in 20th century Latin American fiction. Tracing the relegation of the animal as a
resource for consumption and extraction of labor in Latin America along with the rise of
the nation-state, Giorgi writes:
En efecto, el animal entra, en líneas generales, a las modernidades nacionales
como puro recurso económico – como cuerpo capitalizable, explotable,
mensurable y consumible – y como instancia de cierta socialización entre especies
(típicamente como parte de un universo de producción económica idealizado: el
caballo, el perro pastor, etc.) – pero también entra a la cultura como problema y
como límite allí donde resiste, complica o desvía las tecnologías de domesticación
y de servicio a una economía en expansión. Es ese problema y ese límite,
evidentemente, el que se narra en estas ficciones de la rebelión animal, que hacen
de la diferencia entre especies la instancia de una fractura y un antagonismo en la
producción biopolítica de lo ‘común’. (166)
While the animal in the modern order is defined against the human, in other words, its
figuration in literature (as in Giorgi’s examples) and film draws attention to the instability
of species as a central category of differentiation between bodies, and of the biopolitical
order the category upholds. Citing short stories by the Uruguayan writer Horacio Quiroga
and the Brazilian João Guimarães Rosa, Giorgi analyzes instances in 20th century
Southern Cone literature in which the figure of the animal challenges the biopolitical
order at the foundation of the modern nation-state, which distributes bodies into racial,
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class and genealogical categories. By presenting the animal as always in excess of this
order, he argues, these stories suggest human/animal relationships as the basis for a
reconfiguration of bodies against the modern order. These rebellions arise in "zonas de
vecindad… de ‘indiscernibilidad' entre cuerpos y entre especies" where the proximity
between humans and animals and similarities in utterances and behavior destabilize the
ontological and political distinctions between them (167). As described above, Boi
Neon's community of vaqueiros, horses, and cattle occupy such a zone of indiscernibility,
characterized not only by the prevalence of onomatopoeic sounds the vaqueiros make in
lieu of speech and their constant interaction with the bodies and excrement of the animals
but also by the constant sharing of space. From grooming to eating to sex to work, the
vaqueiros conduct their activities in the same spaces (and frames) with the animals: there
is hardly a scene in which animals don’t appear alongside the characters, keying viewers
into the intimacy that becomes the grounds for the line of flight the vaqueiro’s
performance with the horse offers. Like the fictions Giorgi analyzes, then, the vaqueiro’s
choreography with the horse mines the constant contact between humans and horses for
an alternative to the extractive approach to animals that marks vaquejada and
agribusiness.
The scene’s elevated sensuality draws viewers out of the narrative and into the
affective realm, where the two bodies function not as signs of different species but as
assemblages of sensorial elements that come into a relationship with one another in a
zone of contagion where their relationship is not predefined by the categories that
distinguish them. In their sensual interaction, the move from domination to desire
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destabilizes the separation between their forms, prompting viewers to reconsider the
relationship between human and animal. As they shift from one position to the next, the
hierarchy that designates the horse as an implement of work directed toward the purposes
of productivity is gradually disassembled: the vaqueiro’s stroking of the horse’s flesh and
the mirroring of their bodies suggest a relationship of affinity, intimacy and desire. In
another example of haptic visuality, the sensuality of this scene draws viewers into a
relationship with the image as a sensuous object—engaged with the sound of bodies in
contact and the tactile image it elicits. In this register, the sound of the vaqueiro’s hands
against the horse’s flesh, the layering of human and horse’s bodies and the ground, and
the continuity of color that runs through all of them not only decenters but actually begins
to dissolve the boundaries of the human as subject and the animal as object, reconfiguring
each body not as a fixed form but as part of and opening to the continuum of matter that
includes the man, the horse and the earth beneath them.
In this way, instead of situating the bodies within a matrix of binary categories
(human vs. animal, man vs. woman, etc.) within which the subject is formed, the scene
presents them as assemblages of sensorial elements—flesh, dirt, hair, breath, etc.,
invoking Deleuze and Guattari’s claim that “We know nothing about a body until we
know what it can do, in other words, what its affects are, how they can or cannot enter
into composition with other affects, with the affects of another body…” (257). Thus, the
relationship between vaquero, horse, and ground is shifted from one of human
dominating the animal and the land as passive, immobile space to a relationship of
continuity in which the bodies are differentiated not through binary opposition
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(human/animal/earth) but through the constant tension between form and the matter it
arises from. True to the film’s general subtlety, this opening to an alternative relationship
between humans and animals is modest, a line of flight from the narrative register to
which the film subsequently returns. The suggestion that the scene is Cacá’s dream
reterritorializes it in the realist register in which vaquejada’s order persists. Its effect,
then, is not to shock viewers with the implication of eroticism between human and animal
but to offer a reconsideration of how they are distinguished from and relate to one
another.
Decentering Labor: Eroticizing the Factory

The constant, suggestive presence of the erotic described above arouses the
spectator in a slow crescendo so that the seven minutes of sex in the penultimate scene
feels like a natural climax. On the heels of the film’s methodical breaching of taboos like
preadolescent sexuality and bestiality, this scene’s intimate encounter between Iremar
and Geisy, a very pregnant (and very beautiful) perfume saleswoman who moonlights as
a security guard in an underwear factory, constitutes perhaps its most shocking
transgression (Figure 6). Intentionally so, for, as Mascaro has commented, the scene’s
duration gives viewers time to get over their surprise and discomfort at the taboo of the
sexualization of a pregnant woman, as well as the intimacy and explicitness with which
the camera treats the couple (Lucca). But, shock value aside, it is its transformation of the
space of the factory that is of interest here.
One can imagine what the factory would look like during the day: filled with
workers hunched over whirring sewing machines under harsh fluorescent lights. It would
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perhaps be filmed from far above, the distance and lighting eclipsing the bodies’
sensuality—an image of production as the very antithesis of eroticism. For, as Bataille
(1986) reminds us, the functioning of the productive sphere requires the containment of
desire to private spaces and leisure time. But Boi Neon’s description of all activities as
tending to bodies, human and animal, and foregrounding of their sensuality over their
productive function challenges the subsumption of all time and space to labor; its filtering
of the erotic through the everyday activities of its characters breaks down the division of
time between labor and leisure and suppression of the urges toward sex and violence
fundamental to the functioning of a productive society. The film privileges neither leisure
nor labor, giving equal time and attention to Galega’s waxing her crotch in the front seat
of the truck, the ranch hands hosing down the cattle, Iremar relieving himself in the
morning and Junior straightening his hair. Instead of the dedication of all time and space
to labor, we see in Boi Neon its ceding to the needs, desires, tensions, and pleasures of
bodies. So, putting aside Geisy’s very pregnant belly, what is less immediately but
equally surprising about the scene is the invasion of the cold, hard geometry of the
factory and its machines—a space reserved for production—by the softness, warmth and
pleasure of bodies engaged in lovemaking. This contamination of the space and time
reserved for labor with the erotic challenges the subsumption of all time and space to
work, suggesting the privileging of desire as a means of rewriting our relationship to
animals, nature and space.
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Conclusion
It is easy to read in the scarce conditions of Boi Neon’s vaqueiro’s lives—their lack of
fixed home, daily labor among animals and excrement, and blocked access to upward
mobility—another story of the immiserated and exploited Northeast. But any attuned
viewer will notice the film’s intense sensuality—its saturation of the traditionally barren
Northeastern landscape with color and sound, and patient and careful attention to the
affects and intensities of bodies and their interactions. This sensuality, as I have argued,
complicates conventional narratives of victimization, finding in the everyday
particularities of vaquejada’s backstage world lines of flight that not only challenge the
sport’s late capitalist agro-industry’s extractivist and heteropatriarchal order but also
suggest alternative affective webs that arise from within but also exceed its logic. The
film wagers on the affective force of bodies, devalued by the logic of capital, to
potentiate these alternative webs, imbuing the contemporary Northeast, where humans
and animals alike are subject to the extreme precariousness of neoliberalism, with a
ubiquitous eroticism that, in its trajectory across ontological, political and social
categories, potentiates the formation of transversal affective webs as strategies of survival
and resistance.
Deployed in this way, the erotic serves as a potent challenge to the control of
sexuality to maintain the biopolitical order and to late capitalism’s commodifying and
exploitative logic, finding in the affective force of bodies and their interactions the
possibility of resistance to governmentability from above. Without inverting the logic of
binaries that define them in opposition to the masculine, the cultural, and the rational, the
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film deploys the erotic to recuperate the feminine and the animal from their subordination
in vaquejada’s logo-anthropocentric heteropatriarchal order as a means of disorganizing
the biopolitical categories. Boi Neon’s most salient intervention, then, is its investment in
the potentiality of the erotic not only to challenge hierarchies of gender and species but to
harness the sensual force of bodies as an antidote to capitalism’s logic of
commodification and exploitation. Beyond updating the region to account for its
contemporary mix of rural and urban, agricultural, industrial and technological, then, the
film takes the Northeast as a space for to speculate on new ways of being and interacting
that arise in such liminal spaces, where a globally expanding popular class, distinct from
one locale to the next, nevertheless shares common strategies of survival and subversion
from within and in excess of neoliberalism’s exploitative and extractivist logic.
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CONCLUSION
In a dissertation that appeals to the body’s resistance to be fixed to any one term
of a given dichotomy, it seems apt to close with a body that quite literally embodies both
terms—an intersex body whose unfettered libidinal energy drives a film that might
otherwise be an unremarkable programmatic melodrama. XXY (2007) is an Argentine
film directed by Lucía Puenzo that depicts a brief episode in the life of an intersex
teenager named Alex on the Uruguayan seaside during a visit from scientifically curious
family friends. When she was born with both male and female sexual organs, Alex’s
father, Kraken, convinced his wife, Suli, that they should defy the doctor’s
recommendation to castrate the girl, in accordance with his opinion that without any
alterations, “She was perfect. From the moment I set eyes on her. Perfect.” By the time
viewers meet her, Alex has reached adolescence and, in spite of her parent’s attempts to
shield her from social antagonism, has been bullied and ostracized. At her mother’s
behest, she has reluctantly been taking hormone pills that suppress her testosterone levels
so that she will develop as a girl. Without consulting her husband, Suli invites a family
friend who is a plastic surgeon to observe Alex with the possibility of operating on her to
adjust her body to adhere to the anatomical definition of a girl. The surgeon arrives with
his wife and teenage son, Álvaro, whose own indeterminate sexuality enables a romantic
entanglement with Alex, precipitating a meditation on sexuality that gestures beyond the
gender and sexual binaries and beyond language itself as a mechanism of capture for
bodies and their desires.
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Like the works discussed in Chapters One, Two and Three, XXY features a body
that strains against the discursive limitations of binary categories (in this case, sex and
gender), appealing both to the adolescent Álvaro and to the viewers to join her in the
space of bodily intensity that exceeds language, where the force of desire disturbs
prefigured categories of meaning and identity. Though in excess of available categories
of gender and sexuality, Alex’s body is charged with a palpable libidinal energy that
surprises, discomforts and seduces the other characters and viewers alike. Although as
NYTimes critic Stephen Holden put it, “XXY is imagistically too programmatic (a scene
of carrots being sliced is typical of its Freudian heavy-handedness) and devoid of
humor,” the film’s opening of the space of ambiguity where gender and sex remain
undecided, but desire continues to be a driving force foregrounds the body and its desires
rather than discourse, not only recuperating the corporeal from its subordination in
western philosophical tradition but, through it, offering a generative response to the
impasse of queer identity politics. This is articulated most effectively in the transgender
theorist and activist Mauro Cabral’s response to critics of the film who complain that it is
not accurate in its portrayal of the biomedical or social aspects of intersexuality, pointing
out that this assumes the imperative to inform the public of intersexuality as it has been
biomedically codified and reduces the experience to just that. From this reductive view,
Cabral writes, “No puede haber una poética de la intersexualidad, a quién se le ocurre. No
puede haber, menos que menos, una erotica” (n.p.). Cabral, among other critics of the
film, point to its opening of questions, its preclusion of answers, as the film’s greatest
contribution to public discussion and approach to sex and gender difference. It is
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precisely in the poetics and erotics of the film’s protagonist and the libidinal energy that
earns the film its place in my dissertation’s conclusion.
Like the works discussed earlier, XXY explores a non-linguistic realm of knowing
and desiring through the affective register, illustrated through the blue tint that covers
many of the scenes, which, given the village’s proximity to the ocean, whose rolling
waves and beach dominate many shots, suggests the overlap of marine life with Alex’s.
Indeed, the opening credits establish this connection explicitly through shots of Alex
running through the woods intercut with underwater shots of marine creatures. The sea in
this film represents a realm beyond the human where being is not saddled to and does not
depend on naming. The fluidity and mutability of the sea and its life supplant the
finiteness of the linguistic realm. Despite the intentions and efforts of Alex’s father and
his marine biologist friends, they cannot restrain sea life to the human realm of language.
Thus, in a scene where Alex and Álvaro watch her father operate on an injured sea turtle,
Álvaro asks “will it live?”, and Alex responds, “Yes. But it will never go back to the sea
again.” In their professions as biologists, dissecting and repairing marine creatures,
Alex’s father and his colleagues are analogous to Álvaro’s, who is a plastic surgeon, all
of them, along with Alex’s mother, the hormone pills, the constant surgery on animals,
vegetables and people symbolizing the social imperative to make life categorizable and
thus, knowable. The nonhuman world in XXY is thus the register of the material form of
being that is the alternative to the psychological, Alex’s animality functioning as a
depsychologization of her character.
Alex is magnetic and attractive to the viewer—and surely to Álvaro—because her
balance of femininity and masculinity is not tied to anatomy but to particular, immanent
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drives and desires. She defies—and is in excess of—imperatives of normativity,
embracing her body and her desires freely (though surreptitiously at times, and paying
dearly at others). The relationship she has with the viewer is a direct and challenging one,
established through the affective intensity of her body onscreen, which either despite or
aided by the film’s rather heavy-handed metaphorical insistence on animalizing, exudes a
powerful sensuality. She is provocative and flirtatious not only with Álvaro but with his
father as well, as exemplified in the scene that shows her eating the meat he’s cutting and
asking first if he likes her house (“don’t lie”, she says, when he says he does) and then if
he likes cutting people up (“it’s my profession”, he responds). In another sequence, she
also takes her shirt off to change in front of her friend Roberta’s dad, exposing her chest
in a gesture that makes him visibly uncomfortable but does not appear to phase her in the
slightest. Her comfort with her body (at least the upper half) bleeds over into provoking
him, especially since he then tells his daughter she must sleep on the floor; she and Álex
cannot sleep together. Recognizing that her body and sexuality discomfort the people
around her—adults in particular—she capitalizes on her liminality to challenge bourgeois
norms (like the isolation of adolescent sexuality from adults).
As is the case in works analyzed earlier, XXY presents the body as a site not for
the consolidation of identity but of an opening beyond the psychologically constructed
subject through its affective excess. The melodramatic plot and prescriptive characters
provide a clear narrative arc but the blue tint throughout, marine imagery and the
intensities of Alex and Álvaro’s bodies and desires push against that structure, precluding
a deterministic reading (one that would, for example, take a political position in
advocating for a particular identity, or an informative one that would explain the social
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and biomedical aspects of intersex life). This is underscored by what is perhaps the film’s
most important moment—when Alex’s father says that what she wants to do with her
body is her choice and she says, “what if there is nothing to choose?”
Instead of choosing to satisfy one of the categories of sex and gender society
makes available to her, Alex is driven by her desires, so that her encounter with Álvaro
becomes a momentary actualization of her body’s potentiality. In describing the body in
terms of what she calls queer passive vitalism, Claire Colebrook draws on Deleuze and
Guattari’s “passive vitalism, where ‘life’ is a pre-individual plane of forces that does not
act by a process of decision and self-maintenance but through chance encounters.” She
continues:
Every body in this world is possible as an individual because it gives some form
and specificity in time and space to a potential that always threatens to destabilise
or de-actualise its being [...] in addition to the actual bodies that populate this
world in time and space there is also the virtual plane that is thoroughly real and
that is infinitely different; it exists in each body as its potential for variation, a
potential that is actualised not by the decisions that body makes but by the
encounters it undergoes. (80)
Alex’s body’s potential is realized when she encounters Álvaro, who arouses a
particular kind of desire in her which she acts on in a particular way. This encounter and
the desire that drives it does not henceforth define the way Alex’s desire will function,
and thus does not fix her gender or sexuality into any one category.
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The world beyond the human functions in the film as a space that receives,
mirrors and validates her—a realm beyond codification. Notably, this occurs in images
and sound (of the ocean, the woods) in a film that is sparse in dialogue, suggesting we
look elsewhere than language for an alternative mode of being and relating to the stifling
imperative of normativity Alex experiences. She experiences rejection in social spaces
both in Buenos Aires (as revealed anecdotally) and in the Uruguayan seaside town
rejection that ranges from interpersonal tension to outright violence (as when a group of
teenage boys nearly rape her on the beach). Unable to apprehend a body that doesn’t fit
the categories they are familiar with, they violently force exposure, pulling down her
pants on the beach and ogling as they nearly rape her.
Beyond just refusing to satisfy viewers’ curiosity, Puenzo’s choice to leave the
lower half of Alex’s body out of frame, thus not exposing her sexual anatomy to the
viewer, encourages us to see her body as uncategorizable and unfixable to any sex or
gender but rather, a form of sensitized matter driven by immanent desire. Her response to
her father’s remark then—“what if there is nothing to choose”—signals this
indeterminacy precisely. Her encounter with Álvaro neither makes her gay nor a man, but
is one actualization of her body’s desires while in no way determining the direction they
will take her in in the future. Alex thus escapes both the heterosexual imperative and
homonormativity, as the film never sutures her back into a conclusive identity. Her
choice not to choose thus becomes a catalyst for the film’s gesture toward a thus-far
unarticulated way of being that sees the body as a corporeal and affective assemblage
driven by its desires rather than a prefigured subjectivity constructed from (or in
opposition to) the readymade options normative society offers.
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Álex’s body is a source of curiosity, repulsion, disdain for her peers and the
townspeople but a source of pleasure for herself and Álvaro—albeit pleasure which, as
made explicit in dialogue, cannot be articulated in language. When Álvaro asks her if she
likes boys or girls, Alex says, she doesn’t know. When she says she wants something
different sexually, he asks what and she has no reply, turning away in frustration. Where
her dialogue with the film’s other characters arrives at impasses, which happens
inevitably with all of them and leaves the film full of weighty silences, viewers pick up as
those who receive her attempts at communication, though they are received as affect
rather than messages or emotion. In this way, the film gestures beyond the confines of its
sometimes claustrophobic (many medium shots that just fit the characters’ bodies) world.
In Bodies that Matter, Judith Butler points out that the materiality of bodies is
governed by regulatory norms through which matter passes to become legible as one a
particular sex, and through which they are separated into those that are legible and thus
can become subjects and those that are illegible, abject, and are outside of but necessary
to the constitution of the subject. She asks, “What challenge does that excluded and
abjected realm produce to a symbolic hegemony that might force a radical rearticulation
of what qualifies as bodies that matter, ways of living that count as ‘life,’ lives worth
protecting, lives worth saving, lives worth grieving” (16). As such an abject body,
compelled by her parents, Álvaro’s parents and the townspeople, to make a choice for
that will (violently) make her legible, Alex points beyond, outside of this symbolic
imperative, bursting through its discursive closure.
She stops taking the hormone pills that streamline her development to be only
female, takes the penetrative position during sex with Álvaro, and, when her father says
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he will take care of her until she decides whether to have the surgery or not, she says,
“What if there is nothing to decide?” In other words, Alex seems to have accepted the
likelihood that she will live outside of the definitions that society tries to impose on her.
She is depicted throughout the film as animalistic—running barefoot through the woods,
peeking at Álvaro through the slats of her hiding place under the porch when he and his
parents arrive, and mounting him during their sexual encounter with an animalistic
impulsiveness. She appears to be entirely at ease in her body, apparently unconcerned
when her loose tank tops practically expose her breasts; in several scenes, she lies in bed
topless, reading; in another, she floats topless in the sea with an expression of tranquility.
She lets her body be as it is, her only comment suggesting insecurity occurring when
Álvaro touches her breasts and she says “I don’t have anything,” a remark that leaves her
desire ambiguous but suggests a normative teenaged girl’s insecurity about her chest size.
Indeed, it is in this same encounter that Alex penetrates Álvaro, switching from the one
sexual role to another literally and determinedly. Álvaro receives Alex’s gender duality
with initial surprise that quickly develops into pleasure, evidenced by his facial
expression and his explicit “I liked it” to Alex later in the film. Alex and Álvaro’s
alternation of gender and sexual roles in this encounter exceeds all definition but neither
of them takes issue with it until they notice Alex’s father see them; it is the external
social gaze that attempts to understand which makes their encounter problematic.
Just as Alex refuses the capture of her body and desires by the violent imperatives
of modern biopolitics, this dissertation has highlighted bodies—human and non as well as
literary and filmic—that escape symbolic capture. They are bodies that, as Grosz,
Deleuze and others have described, hover on the axis of binary pairs, always refusing to
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be fixed. Bodies driven not by the external imperative for legibility but by the constant
desire to reach beyond the limits themselves, defying the self-enclosure to which the
constructs of subjectivity confine them.
Advocating for the recuperation of the body from its subordination to the mind, I
have showed how contemporary Latin American cultural production potentiates a
reconceptualization of the body not as passively subordinated to the Cartesian cogito but
as active in perception and the generation of meaning, and as always open to and in
relation with the external world. I have argued for the crucial role of sensuality in reading
and viewing practices for film and literature, turning attention to the materiality of the
media as a means of unravelling the hierarchy that elevates the mind over the body, and
the human subject over the natural world, providing the gorunds for my proposal that
increased attention to corporeality and materiality, with a specific focus on the erotic, has
the potential to challenge the anthropocentric humanism that undergirds neoliberalism’s
extractivist approach to both humans and nonhumans in Latin America. In my readings, I
have foregrounded bodies, sensuality and the erotic as a site from which to challenge and
offer alternatives to modern hierarchies of race, gender and species that undergird
neocolonial structures of power. In this way, I have aimed to show how cultural
production that highlights peripheral bodies—provincial, poor, queer and Indigenous and
nonhuman bodies, to name a few—and their sensual interactions offers alternative
epistemologies to the dominant one which privileges the mind and thus, logic, language
and reason.
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